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SUM!1ARY. 
The Hahn-Banach Theorem is a basic principle of 
analysis; this thesis considers the theorem and its 
applications in some detail. 
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The principle itself has many guisess it may be 
expressed geometrically (Theorem 2) or analytically 
(Theorem 3); it may involve the extension of linear 
functionals on a linear space which does not carry a 
topology (Theorem 4) or on one which does (Theorem 5); 
it may establish the existence of many non-trivial 
continuous linear functionals on particular spaces 
(Theorem 7); it may characterise those subspaces 'Which 
ar d@n&e in gi
1
ven locally eonve apo.c~ (Theorem 8) . All 
these are variations on a single theme; because they have 
the same essential content, it is not unreasonable for 
us to bundle them all together in a single box of tricks 
labelled "Ha.hn-Bana.ch Theorem". The forms of the theorem 
are considered in Chapter ·l; the discussion is based on 
a result (Theorem 1) Ybich is actually stronger than the 
llahn-Ba.nach Theorem in any of its usual manifestations. 
Chapter 2 begins with the definition and some 
essential properties {Theorems 9 and lO) · of invariant 
means on semigroups. The tTo key results of .the chapter 
(Theorems 11 and 20) are generalisations of the Ila.hn-
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Banach Theorem; they deal Yith the extension of linear 
functionals Ti.th the preservation of a property of invariance 
under some semigroup of linear operators. The usefulness 
of these tYO results is greatly increased by Theorem 13 
(which is another consequence of the Hahn-Banach Theorem) 
and its corollaries (Theorems 14-19); these theorems 
enable us to test whether or not various particular 
semigroups have invariant means. The last theorem of this 
chapter (Theorem 21) is an important one; it establishes that 
the bounded representations of a group ll'hich has an 
invariant mean are equivalent to unitary representations. 
The chapter is provided Yi.th a number of examples, and 
it concludes with a short discussion of some ways in 
Yhich the results given may be extended. 
~~~tiallr -~~~vr ~ q~~l@ Yitb sp,~g~~ gf p~r-~qgi~ 
functions; the Hahn-Banach Theorem is used to establish 
necessary and sufficient conditions for the translates 
of a given function to generate a dense linear manifold 
in each of the spaces ~[0,2.;,.J and r{!(o,21Y) {Theorems 
23 and 24), and consideration is given to some particular 
questi.ons which then suggest themselves (Theorems 25 and 26). 
·(In proving Theorems 23 and 24 use is ma.de of the subsidiary 
matter which is contained ·in the two appendices of the 
chapter). Theorems 27 and 28 carry the discussion on to 
-4-
spacas (L2 (R1) and C
0
) of non-periodic functions, and 
Theorems 29 and 30 deal Yi.th spans {in LP{a1)) of translates 
of step functions. 
,Cp~Eter 4 give Qome id a of th range of applications 
of the Hahn-Banach Theorem. The theorem is brought to 
bear on two famous problems of analysis - the moment 
problem and the Dirichlet problem. It finds an application 
in analytic function theory, providing an attractive 
proof for Runge's Theorem. It plays a major part in 
proving an amazing result of Schwartz which gives a 
property characteristic of all solutions of linear partial 
differential equations Yi.th constant coefficients. It 
is used to solve an interesting geometrical problem. 
And finally tYo examples are given of another useful 
type of result of Yhich the Hahn-Banach Theorem is the 
ba.aia. 
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NOTATION .AND SYMBOLS. 
Throughout this thesis R1 will denote the space of 
the real numbers and c1 the space of the complex numbers; 
Rn and en will denote the nth. cartesia.n powers of these 
two spaces respectively. For 1 ~ p Loo, LP(R1 ) will 
denote the space of a.II (Lebesgue} measurable functions 
x on n1 into c1 which have the property that 
J;, I x( t.) I p, dt. L oo ; 
a.nd L 00 (R1) vill denote the space of those measurable 
functions x on R1 into. c1 for 'Which 
ess.suptlx(t)l < oo. 
These spaces a.re normed in the usual iray. {Except where 
it has some special relevance, we gloss over the fa.ct 
that the elements of these spaces a.re really equivalence 
classes of functions.) 
Here now is a. list of special notations and symbols; 
in ea.ch ca.se the reference is to the number of the page 
wµere the symbol first occ~rs {and wh~~ the s~e symbol 
references a.re given for each particular meaning): 
B(G) (25) 'W {73,87,109) 
a. 
X: (26) cP [ o , 2 .,,-] · {73,75) s 
Xs (38} T {73,133) lf 
Ll(Rl) 
r 
(42) 1i<o,21Y) {75) 
B(A) (53) . x; (0,2-n') (76) 
C 
0 
-+ 
X 
(76) 
(76) 
(76) 
(so ,gg) 
(90) 
(99) 
CY(x,x') ( 100) 
c[o,1] (101) 
C(B) (117) 
c1 (123) 
e 
Sb (123) 
s0 (123} 
Sc (123) 
·H(S) (123) 
c(nn) (1aa ) 
w,\,a (133) 
T,,(K) ( 133) 
w -1 (143) 
T 
SW { 143) 
sv(K) (143) 
( c
0
) (156) 
C
0
(R1) (157) 
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Every regular Borel_ measure which occurs in what 
folloYs is of finite total variation; no further mention 
is made of this fact. 
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Chapter 1. 'I1IIE HATIN- B1\.t'JACII TIIEORili . 
The result which is most connnonly ref erred to as the 
Hahn- Banach Theorem was proved by Hahn (1) in 1927. Briefly, 
it asserts that n.ny continuous, linear f 1nctiono.l on a linen.r 
subspace of a (real) nonned linear space Xis extendable to · 
the whole of X in such a way that its norm is preserved. As 
often happens, in getting to the heart of this result 
mathematicians have been able to formul ate theorems in more 
general contexts which say essentinlly .the same thing . It 
is not my intention to discuss the w11ole body of interrelated 
theorems which has t1us been built up; t h i s chapter will 
me~ely assemble some of those results i1 ich i n pr a ctice are 
most us ful (and whicl will he variously app lied in the 
remaining c110.pters) . There is easy access to a ll but one 
of t11ese results in the extensive literature of functional 
analysis; the exception is a theorem of Dixmier (1) w11 ich we 
· need for an o.Jplication 1n Chapter 2 . We begin by proving 
this theoren : 
Theorem 1. Let X be a (real) lin~ar space, and let X 
0 
be a linear su s pace of X. Le t r be a convex set in X wi th 
the pi:-operty tha.t to every x in X there corr.es ponds y(= y(x)) 
1n X and n positive real number t ( = €, ( x)) such that 
0 
y + A x E. IC 1rhenever· I ~ I< £. 
Let II be a hyperpln.ne in X such that K fl X lies on one 
0 0 0 
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side of i • Then t c <-' e xists a hyperl) l ane 1 in X su ch 
0 
th a t n (\ # r = II and , furthermore, suc~1 t h at K lies on 
, · 0 0 
ono si c.le of I • 
)roof . 1 . ,',Ti t hout loss of ~ene r ali t y we may o.s sume 
that II co1to.ins t1e ori g in O; otherwi s e the r e sult i s 
0 
obtained by r:· o.T-:: i ng s u·ta .1l c t ran s lations . 
Let ) b e t~1e set of all pairs ( X °' , II ~ ) s uch that 
( i :r OC. i:'"' Q. 1 i c ur s ubs ~)U Ce of v~, 
(ii) X -.=:l X , 
0 
( iii) is o. l ypern l unc i n X -. , 
(iv) II n X = I , 
°' 0 0 
u.n d (v) Kn x-. lies on one si de of 1 .... 
rr .., c:. n
13
; ohvious l y P is parti a lly - ordered by ~ • 
t I) J C ' \ JT ( Om! ]~t o f u:i1 · l y er r , 
··-
() = { ( r ,n r ) • r £ r}, 
-
• 
fij 
whe r e r is s ome ( C o~lete l y - ordered) ind e x set . Defin e 
' 
XO = u { X r : y t r } ' 
o.nd I'l = LJ l I, ll : ¥ t r } , 
J e s h a l l no w sl ow t lo.t (x0 , rr0 ) is an element of r : 
- -
(i) x , y € XQ ~ x,y E. ./ r for some r in r 
~ oc. x + (J y E X 't f or ever y s ca lo.r «, /3 
~ o( x + /3 y E X 0 • 
.<., 
Hen ce XQ i s a l ine n.r subspace of X. 
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(ii) Trivially X0 ~ 0 • 
(iii) Let x 
0 
c some fixed eleL1 ent of x
0
, r1 0 • ~ ,.., 
ot 1 x nnd x belon~ to some 
0 
Let 
particular ~,. _.. .:orcover , since x i s not an element of 
0 
IIQ ' · we know t 1c.t it is not an element of II l' • Since II t is 
IT t c= 
•. 
',. 
.... ,. ' it follows that there exists 1 1n 
sue 1 t. ut 
X = X + h . 
0 
Thus r Q is a 1yper :) f ane in XQ . 
( iv) IQ n XO .- U ( TI r n 
= II • 0 
,. 
0 
• 
• 
r £ r} 
(v) Let x,y be elements of. IC n x0 ; t1en, since 
,w 
-: n x-.:. = u f K n :: , : 1r , r ] , 
it follo'\'rs that x , .,~ belong to some pnrticulu.r I( (\ X V". 
Ience x,y 1 ie on the sane side of II r , and therefore on 
the so.me side of !IQ. Thus (.,(Q,HQ) is indeed un eler1ent 
of P • 
.. ~oreover, it is obvious thu.t ( XQ ,IIQ) is an upper 
bound for Q; thus Pis inductively-ordered, and so (by 
Zorn's leruu.) P 1as n. mu.ximal element , say (x1 ,n1). 
2. It remains to s1ow t1at x1 = X, for then 
TI = II1 wil 1 be u. hyperplane in X which satisfies the · 
re<]_uirernents of the theorem. 
Suppose, on the contrary, that x1 7'= X. Let x2 be 
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a.ny linear subspa.ce of X which conta.ins ,r o.n'd is SUC1 
- l 
that x2 J x1 i s of unit dimension. ~1lri te K9 = Xo (\ K. 
... .... 
To.I-en modulo TT v· becomes n. plo.ne E containing 
.u l' C) c... 
tJ 
K2 becomes a convex set kin E' whose intersection ·with d 
does not contain the ori gin. 
Now, k n dis an interval (which may stretch to 
infinity 1n one but not both directions a.long d). Let 
A denote to.tend-point of this i1terva.l which is closer 
to the or1 g1n . Through 1 there exists a line d1 such 
that k lies on one side of d1• Let d ucnotc t~e line 0 
through the origin which 1s obta.ined by making a pa.rnllel 
t rn.nsla.tion of d1 from A to O; k certainly lies on one 
side of d. 
0 
Furthermore* d
0 
=/= d. For if x is any element of 
E \ d then t!1ere exist y in k fl d and t > 0 such tha.t 
y + X x £ K whenever j A \ < t ; 
1n this case, k would have points on both sides of d. 
Now let 1 2 be the union of all the cosets modulo H1 
* This point is essential, for if d
0 
= d then H2 (which 
is introduced in a moment) coincines with x1, and so 
of points of d . 
0 
so.tisfics all the 
(i) x2 is 
(ii) x2 => 
( iii) II,) is 
i:;.. 
(iv) Let x 
congr uent modulo 
congruent mod 1 0 
Ill' and so 
II 9 n 
.;... 
It follows t.aut 
conditions for it to belong to P: 
certainly a lip.ear subspace of x. 
X (since x1 ::::> X ) . 0 0 
obviously a hyperplane 1n x2 . 
be an element of H2(l X1• Then X 
II witl a point of d n d, i.e. X 
0 
r with o. IIence V 1S O.ll element 
'l _,_._ 
V 
~l C II1 · 
= n2 f'\ x l () xo 
c:: n l n XO 
= I ' 0 
(since ,. l ~ 
n the other l1 nd , 
.Icnce 
= H • 0 
L2 n xo = no . 
(since r2 :::, 
(v) Y fl x2 = r-2 lies on one side of n2 • 
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is 
is 
of 
\ ) 
() I 
Thus (x2 ,n2 ) is indeed an element of P; since Xi is 
a proper subspace of 72 , this contradicts the 9ostulated 
maximality in P of (Y1,r 1 ) . 
and the theorem is proved . 
ence we mus t have x1 = X, 
n . E . D •• 
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One point of interest 1d1i ch cn.i:1e out of a~tem~t s 
to genero.lisc IInhn 's original theorem ,,ras the realisn.tion 
t1£1.t r sults of the IIn.11 - Danac41 type arc s usce1)tible to 
a "eo~ctric as r0ll as to an analytic fonnulntion. T a vin("I' 
.._-, 
sta rted wit1 t1is e; eometric tleorem of :!J i:xmier's, we s 1a ll 
continue .by ccrivin :.:, some ana l y tic results from it; however, 
it is to be noted t ~at the more usual procedure is to 
arf;ue in t ,.e op:1osi t e direction (as, for examnle, in 
To.ylor (1) or Dunforc. and Sc1wartz (1)). 
D fi ni tion . Let S be a subs et of a line~r srncc X. 
A point y in S i s ca l cd an i ntcrnn. l ,,oint of S if to 
every eleoent x of X there corresponds a positive real 
number & (= (. ( -)) such t:ia.t 
y + Ax E. S whenever 
T1e set of all its internal points i s called t ~e core of S. 
Theoren 2 . Let~ be a {real) linear space , X a 
0 
linear su ,)spa cc of X, c.nd I( a convex set in X which h u.s 
internal points . Let H be a hyperplane in X SUC.11 that 
0 0 
K O X lies on one side of II • Then there exists a 0 0 
hyperplane II in X w 1i ch e:,.ctends H
0 
o.nd is such that IC 
lies on one side of II . ];!oreover, the core of IC lies 
strictly on one side of rr . 
Proof . 1 . 11,e may assume thn.t O is an internal 
point of K; otherwise t1e desired result follows by 
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making suitable translations . 
Observe tha.t corresponding t o every x in X there 
exist yin X (the pointy= o, in fact , does the trick 
o . \ 
f or a ll x) and e :> 0 such that 
y + A x £ K whenever \ ~ \ < €, • 
Then the main result follows immediately from Theorem 1. 
2 . The final assertion is easily proved. 
For, suppose t ... 1n.t y 1.s u.n internal point of IC which lies 
in II~ Let x be any oint of X, H. For sma.11 enough 
_ ~ :;:,, 0 the points y + >.. x and y - ~ x both belong to K 
(since y is internal). But these points lie on opposite 
sides of li; this is a contr~4ictjon. Hence no internal 
point of K belongs to {. 
Q.E.D •• 
It is not without good rea.son that Banach's name 
has come to be asso ciated with Hahn ' s in t1is context; 
for Banach (1) i n 1928 pr oved perhaps the most important 
e:>..--tension of IIn.hn ' s t 11eorem . Banach •s analytical proof 
of this central theorem may be foun in any number of 
books on functional analysis; Klee (1) and Dieudonn~ (1) 
have proved it geometrically. We shal 1 give a proof. 
(based on Theorem 2 ) which i s similar t o. Klee ' s (but 
perhaps a little mo r e dire ct .than i t) . 
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Theorem 3 . Let X be a (real) linear space, X a 
0 
linear subspace of X, nnd pa sublinear functional on X. 
Let f be a linear functional on X such that 
f(x) ~ p(x) 
0 
for every x in X . 
0 
Then there exists a linear functional Fon X which is an 
extension off and has the property that 
F (x) ~ p(x) for every x in ~r. 
Proof . 1. Defin a set K in X x R1 by 
K = l (x,n) : p(x) ~ a} • 
Observe thct 1~ is convex; for 
' 
if 'x,a) and (y,b) are 
elements of R, then for every A ~ o, '1 ~ 0 such . 
that A + ~ = 1 vre have 
s o that 
p( A X + '1 y) ~ 
L.. 
-
~ .p(x) + '\ . p(y) 
A • o. + f) . b, 
A .(x,a) + ') · (y , b) = ( A x+ 1 y, Aa + 1 b) 
~ K. 
oreover, (O , l) is an inter nal point of K; to see this, 
let (x,a) be an arbitrary point of X x ~l nnd observe 
t 1at there certainly exists £ > 0 such that whenever 
0 ~ A <:. f, we have 
)\ • ( p ( x) - a) ~ 1 and A • ( p ( - x) + a) ~ 1. 
This means precisely t 10.t whenever I~ l < t we have 
(0 , 1) + A . (x , a) € K. 
2 . Defi1 e a functional g on X x n1 by 
0 
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. . 1 
g [ (x,a) ) = f(x) - a for every (x,a) in Xx R . 
0 
If (x,n.), (y,b) arc )oints of X
0
x R1 and A,'1 are real 
numbers , then 1,V'C lln.ve 
g [ A.( x, n.) + '1 .(y,b)] 
. 
= g [(Ax+~y,Aa+1b) 
= f( A x + ~ y) - ( ~ ~ + ')b) 
= A (f(x) - a) + t'\ (f(y) - b) 
= ,\. g(x,a) + t'\. g(y ,b); 
thus g is linear . 
• 
Define a hyper,.; lune II t 1 rough (o, o) i 
0 
(x, a) E. K (\ X 0 ==} p(x) ~ a 
-
~ f(x) ~ a , 
=) c; ( ( x, a} ) 
1 
.... X -~ by 
!'"\ 
V 
by assumption, 
~ o, 
-
so that Kn X lies on one side of H. 
0 0 
3 . By Theorem 2 we are able to e xtena H to a 
0 
1 hyper1 lane TI 1n ,: )( 'l su ch that r lies on one si"de of II. 
Since I passes through (O,o-), there exists a linear 
functional G on '( x n1 suc_1 that 
II= { (x , a) : G [ (x, o.)] = 0 } • 
. ince (o,l) (being o.n internal point of K) does not belong 
G [ (0,1) ] ::j:. O; 
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without loss of r.;enern.lity we m~y write 
G ( (0,1)]= 1. 
Now define a functional F on X by 
F(x) = G [ (x, o ) ] for ev ery x in X; 
F is certai1 ly linear ori X, anc 
G [ (x,a)J = G [ (x,o)]+ G ( (o,a) ] 
= F(x) a . 
f; ,Jscrve that ,., · or every X in. "( we 
0 
nave (x,f(x) ) E. 
and ·so (x,f( x)) E. F· 1 i mmediate 1 .,. , l' .. 1ence, 
F(x) = f ( x) . 
.J.· 1so , since G [ (0,1) ) ~ 0 it follows t h n.t· 
G [ ( x, a) ] ~ 
-
0 for every (x,n. 1n IC . 
Now for every x in X. we knoTr that (x, p (x)) is an elc1"1ent 
of K, and so, i n particular, 
o, 
i.e. 
F (x) ~ p(x) for every x in - , 
H 
0 
T 1us it is · established t .. 10.t F satisfies t 1e requirements 
of the theoreo . 
O. E. D •• 
This t .. lCorem esta iJ lishcs, in '::>articular, t 1.1t if 
x 1s u. ar)itrary, ~)oint of a linear space X, and p i _s a 
0 
sublinenr functionn.l on ~, t en t .1ere exists a linear 
fur ctional ~ on X such t~ut 
F ( .. : ) = p ( :r ) ' 0 0 
und :?(x) ~ 
-
p(x) for every .r in x. 
To s_1ow t!1is it is only necessary to tn.I·e X to be t 1c 
0 
l :i , r 11 o.n · fol d fl pr n no 
fun ctionul f on X 
0 
>:r x and uo:f i no tho l i1. ~ ,.. 
0 
f( ~. x ) = °'- . p(x ) 
0 0 
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for ev ery cler.1ent ~ . x of :r ; OiJSCrvi 1g t!H.:.t 1'L1en -.. ~ Q 
0 , 0 
a.nd when oc,. <::::: 0 
f ( °' • X ) = - p ( - OC. • X ) 
0 0 
w sec thn.t t 1e h ·po-'-l1cscs o f ~I cor0n 3 a.re all sotisf icd . 
Ten cc tl1crc exists F ·with t he desired :)ropertics. 
Theorem 4 . Let 1 be n. (re a l or co~J le=) linear 
s )O.. Ce , X0 o., 1 i nei.1r suhs:)a ce of '{ , o..nd n 1:. s cninorri on ~r. 
Let f be a line a r functional on X wllic1 is dominated by p 
0 
(i . 0. I f (x) \ ~ p(x) for ever y x 1n X ) . 
0 
Then f may 
be ovtenc ed to a 1 inear functional F on X 1vhi ch is also 
domina.tcr by p. 
Proof . For the real case t1e re sult is a corollary 
of Theorem 3 ; by t .. n.t theorem , f has an extension F such that 
F ( x) ~ p(x) fo r every x i n X. 
:oreovcr, p Je ing u s cr.dnorm, 
-F(x) = F(-x) c:::: 
-
p ( - X) = p ( X) , 
', 1cn X i s com!_,lex t .1e result is o btn.i n cd b./ a 
well-kno1n1 tl"i ck* of Dohnenblust und Sobczyk ( 1). 
- 19 -
o . E . D •• 
T!1c s0minn l theore1;1 of !In.hn x:iow fol lows i mmediately : 
T,1corem 5. Let X b e a (real or co 1)lex) normed 
linear space und v a linear su)s pace of Y. Then every 
0 
continuous linear functional f on X can be extended to 
0 
a continuous lineo..r fun ctiona l Fon X, i n , ch n. way 
t nt its norr.1 is !,res erved . 
Proo f. Define a no rm J on { by 
P ( x ) = 11 f Ii • II x JI for every x 
Since f is continuous on X we have 
0 
,~ 1n _,.. 
J f(x) l L 
-
p(x) for every x in ..,,,. 
- i. • 
0 
IIcncc, JY T1eo rem 4 , we cun extend f to a linear functio nal 
Fon X with the pro perty t hat 
J F(x) I ~ JI f \I . H x H for every x in X. 
This implies t ..113.t F is continuous and H F l\ ~ u f, ll . On 
the other i.n.nd 
" ll F \l = sup t I F(x) \ • X ~ X, 11 X \\ ~ 1J • 
~ sup { I r(x) , • X E. X ,\lx\\ ~ 1} • 
-0 
= /l f /l. 
Hence , finally , 
* It was develo ped si1 ultaneously (1938) by Suklonlinov (1). 
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n . E .D •• 
If we observe tho.tin topological line nr s pa ces 
t l e inter ior points of a set are internal, then we see 
that T1eorer1 2 has a natural topological anal ogue : 
Thcore1 6 . Let ~ be a (real) to pological linear 
s pace, La. linear subspace of X, and Kan open convex 
set in { r1ich does not i nt e sect L. T 1en there exists 
a clo se .:yper ·Jlane I in X w1i ch e:xtends L and docs 
not intersect K. 
1-'roof . The core of K i s E. itself ; hence, by r1 eorem 2, 
L co.n be ext nded to ", !Yner1)lane II in X such that K 
., ,L ,L 
lies strictl y · on nc . ., ide of II . Moreover , since K is 
open, II ca.nnot be dense in X; II" is the ref ore c1osed. 
0 . E . D •• 
JI 0.~1n ts '11h eorcm 5 may also be obtained very sim )ly 
a.so. corollary of this result. Thi s is done by tak ing 
K = { X : X u <. ui" \I } , 
an {x : f(x) = 1 j . 
The open ball K is convex and d6es not intersect L; 
e.~tcndin6 L to JI, we 1:1ay take I to have t 1e equ~ ti on 
F(x) = 1, 
,here F is some continuous linear functional on X. It 
is easily seen that F .as all the required properties . 
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The nc.~ result is usually obtained as n. corolla.ry 
t o r_r.1eorem 1 ; instead , we shal 1 derive it di re ctly from 
'11 (" 
. eore1n >. 
Theorcn 7. Let X be a (real or conplex) _locally 
conve.: to·1olo g icn.l linear space . Let L be a. closed linear 
suJspace of 1 , a.nd let y be an element of X, L. Then 
there exists a. non- zero continuous linear functional~ · 
on , such thn.t 
:-'"' ( x) == 0 fo r every x in L, 
a.n d ., ' ( y ) =/:= 0 • 
Proof . 1 . v,•e s a.11 su~):)osc thn.t X is real; the 
con":_)lcx cr.se follo11rs immediately, by the above-mentioned 
trick of Bohnenblust a.nd Sobczy~ (1). 
Since Lis closed a.nd y is not an element of L, it 
f o ll ows thn:t, y hn.s n neigh ourl ood ·which docs not intersect 
L; in fact, since Xis Jocnlly convex, y has a convex 
SUC~l I ei:~ 1hour ... 10od, I( suy a . 
Dy Theorc1'1 G, then, we cn.n c:xt0nd L to a closed 
~)a.s ses throu;~h the origin, t 1ere exists P~ non-zero linear 
unctional - 1 o 1 .( suc}1 tho.t 
I!= { x: x ' (x) = 0}. 
Since y is not an eler:cnt of II , we observe tha.t x ' (y) =/=- O; 
in uct , 1·itl1out loss of genera.lit , we ma.y take x'(y) = 1 . 
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2 . It r cma.:ins to show that x ' i ., ~1);-iti , uous . 
Let e > C. The s cts e, • (K - y) an i. (y - K) nre 
nei t:;hbourhoods of t~ie origin; moreover , 
e . (r . - y) ~ - ¢ .. ~ - II - Y, (. 
=9 .x ' ( ; + y) > o, 
~ X t (XJ > - e, 
U.I).d s.i.nil1rly 
X E: t,.(y - K) :::::::} x•(x) < t • 
Thus To = [ l • (y - K) J n [ e • (K - y)] is a nei ghbourhooc 
of t h e ori t~ in s uch that 
X t }.T ~ l X t ( X) l <· f:, • 
0 
x I is the ref ore continuous at the or1g1n, . o..nd so it is 
continuous every-iv-here. 
n . E . :D •• ......_ _ 
Our final theorem is an important one for a pplications; 
it i s the key result on which the art:;u ments of Clla,)ter 3 are 
based • . 
Theoren 8 . Let be a (real or complex) locally 
convex topological linear s pace . Let S be a subset of X 
and let L be the linear manifold in X which i s spanned by 
t l e elements of S . Then an element y of X belon~s to the 
closure L of L if n,nd only if fo every x ' in X' 
x '( S) = 0 ~ x 1 (y) = O. 
-Proof . · Let y be an clement of Land x ' an element 
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of x• . Then 
x' (x) D 0 for every x in s 
.!r. ~ x' (x) = 0 for every x in L, 
~x•(x) = 0 for every x in L, since 
x• is continuous, 
: } XI (y) = o, in parti cula.r. 
On the other hand, let y be an element of X a.nd 
suppose that every x• in X' which vanishes on S a.lso 
-vanishes a.t y. Suppose y does not belong to L. Since 
-Lis a. closed linear subspace of x, it follows from 
Theorem 7 that there exists x• in X' such that 
X' (L) - ~, 
:x•(y) =;6= o. 
-Now Sis a. subset of L, and so 
x'(S) = O; 
by assumption, it follows that 
x•(y) D o. 
This is a contradiction; hence y belongs to L. 
Q.E.D •• 
It is · a.n ·immediate ·. consequence tha.t L is dense in 
X if and only if 
x•{s) = o = ? x•(x) = o. 
The literature of the Hahn-Banach Theorem is quite 
- 24 --
large. The first book to begin systematically applying 
the theorem was Banach's (2). Among modern textbooks, 
Taylor (1) a.nd Dunford and Schwartz (1) prove the theorem 
by Banach's analytical argument, and deal ·w'i th many of 
its ramifications; Hille and Phillips (1), on the other 
hand, proves it geometrically, and derives the analytical 
form as a consequence. The papers of Klee (1) a.nd 
Dieudonn~ (1) consider the intimate relationship between 
the Hahn-Banach Theorem and the notion of convexity. 
Silverman (1) and Day (1) deal with the various extensions 
of the theorem, and show that it is essentially equivalent 
to a number of other interesting results. Some other 
relevant papers will be referred to in later chapters. 
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LfVlutI1\l·, T .1E.l1 TS ON ~HJIG1tOU?S • 
Jcf i:1i t.:. 0:1 . .'I. sc:·i~rou-1 is n °et G = { s,t,u, •. } in w'1ic! 
(i) there c:'"ists a ma.:] (s,t 1 ~ s o t of G X G into G, 
(ii) (sot) o u - C" ..., 0 ( t o u) for cvcrv 
\'I e ::::ha.11 c.cnotc sy 11 ( G) t::e norncc. 1 inc0r :-,:!_--,a, ce ( ·w:i. t 1~ 
' su·) norn) •;:1ic1 • co.1sir.d:,s of all ;)oundcc. cal - v2vl110c fu!1ctio:ns 
on the scoigroup G. Unti 1 othcrwi sc otccl, all the spaces 
:1cfi 1i tion . \ l.'nco.,r functiono.,l 1.. o 1 ~!(~:) is c2.llcc. 
:?OSi ti VC i_:' fo ~ i -. Tl ( G) 
i:i', 
on G if and 
· roof . 
and so 
~: ~ 0 ( · .e. x(t) ~ ()for all t, = ) MC: ~ O; 
:(e) = 1 (w:1cre c is t1c unit ft!:1.ction define(_ 
.... ~ li.l.Lcar fr1.nctionc..l , ". ( ,., ) on '\ ~..1 is i1 I~!GD..11 
onl-rr 
.) if 
inf 
s E G 
v· ,,e hn.ve 
• n ( lil" :: s 
s 
for every X in n(G) 
x(s) ~ r(x, 
~ x(t 
...::::. 
-
SU;) 
- s 
su~, 
.,_ s ( G --( s) • 
fo r cverv t 
.., 1 :.1 r.' 
... ~encc, if 1: is a ne0., -t. ', 011 
1. 1f ,-IS) '( e.) .:::_ -ir( x) L ~l ..--S _ .. \ • ,, - . - I - - ;,./ s x( s) .~: ( e), 
i . e . 
On the other ho.nd , if the condition i s satisfied 
t1cn, in pn.rticulo.r, 
inf s e( s) ~ .!( e) ~ su. s e( s), 
1 . e . 1.r ( e) = 1; 
furt.1ermore, 
X ~ 0 ~ .,'(x ) ~ inf x(s) ~ O. 
s 
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o . ~ . 11 .. 
T .1eorcn 10 . .t men.n },: is continuo us, o.nd U n' l/ = 1. 
I1roof. - U x ii~ x(t) ~ IJ x lJ for every tin G. 
Hen ce 
- II x U . 11 ( e J ~ i,; ( x) ~ \l x H .1.: ( e), 
1.e. ( 1:(x) ) 4.. l\ x \\ ; 
thus 1\1 is cont inuous , and (j 1: I, ~ 1 . ..:\.1 so 
II .. ~ U = sup { l 111(x) \: ll X I\ ~ 1} 
~ I . : (x) \ for every x s uch that ll XI\ ~ 1, 
~ 1, in particu l ar. 
Ien ce, finally , 
u J\f lJ = 1. 
Def ini tion . Let X be n.ny element of D( G). . For 
every s in G define a function X in B(G) hy 
s 
X ( t) = x(t 0 s) for every t in G. 
s 
The x are called ri p.:ht- trn.nslates of x . \. r.1.ean ,1 on 
s 
G is caller r·rr t - invariant if for every x in B(G) 
() .S.D •• 
,'( x ) = Y(x) for every s in G. 
s 
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In ...... ,1,1'"'+. f'o 1 lo.,r .... I U.v .._ .J. ' 1") we s u1.ll usually .--;·rr ite sim.!)ly "trnns l ate " 
and "invarin.nt " instead of "r i ght - translate" and "right -
- invo.ri nnt " , ro:::pc ct ·· vc l y . 
Example 1 . Let G be n. finite group of order·n . 
Def i ne n, functional J.~ by 
'(x) - .!. ~ x(s) for every x in B(G) . 
-~ -n L s , G · 
t,~ is e as ily seen to be an invarin.nt men.n on G; thus 
every f ini tc [_; roup has an invn.ri n,nt men.n . . This is not 
the case for fin i te sc~iuroups . For, suppose t hat G 
i s a sem i group in which o i s defined by 
Then 
n.nd so 
t o ·s = s fo r every s , t 1 n G. 
x (t) = x(t o s) = x(s) for every s,t 1n G, 
s 
x = x(s) . e f or every sin G. 
s 
If , was n.n invariant mean on G, this would mean that 
for ev<' r·y x in B( G) 
l, ( X) = ?.! ( X ) 
s 
= x ( s) . 1r ( e ) 
= x(s) for every s 1n G, 
1 . c . every x in B(G) '\'foul e constant. If G has more 
than one element this is obvious 1. r tP1true . 
Later (in E:-{UUQ l~ 4) , i t Trill be · sl'o"Wn t:1n.t there exi st 
- ~- --
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(inf init e) J roups which d o not hu.ve ir..vn.1in.nt means . 
E:<-:n, •)le 2 . Tau:. n to be t 'e o..cld i ti ve semigroup of 
t 1 e nos it i ve int e :_'.:er s ; th en :3 ( G ) i s t ll e s et of a 11 
bounded SC<J.UC!1ces of real ,nt lJCrs . For every x in B( G) 
and every fi nite subset (s 1 , •.•• , sn) of G def i ne 
- 1 \ n 
. q(-.. ;s1, ··· ,sn) = Iimt ~ ro n L 1c=1 
a.nd let 
the infi1.tuu bein~ ta.ken ove r n.11 sue 1 f i::ii te subsets of 
G. It is not 1nr f to show t~at pis a suJ linear ~unctionnl 
on ( G) . IIcn ce, by the 1TcL1n- J1nnu. .1 Theorem ( Tl.corcn 3,, 
t 1 re o ~ists n. l inoo.r f ctj onal 7-i on n( G) su cl t!1n,t 
H ( x) ~ p ( x) for every x in n ( G) • 
From the definition of ) it cu.n be seen t hat 
o.nd so 
.. \ls o 
o.nd 
· so tho.t 
X ~ 0 ===) p( - x) ~ 0 , 
x ~ 0 ~ 1.! (x) = - .:( - x) 
~ - p( - x) 
> o • 
lt (e) ~ p(e) = 1, 
~r(e) = -r,:( - e) ~ - p( - e) = 1, 
,, 
- ~v -
~:(e) = 1 . 
Thus ~1 is n. mean on G. 
Fo r arbitr a r y x i n D(G ) ands i n G write 
y = X - ~· S' 
a.nd for ev .ry )osit i ve inte~er k defi ne 
s = ( k - l) . ~ • le 
'l1 1en for ever y Y)')S i ti ve i.1. t cgcr n we ~~ave 
1 L~ y(t = ..,. + ,.., - ......, __ ""L "" n T-l, ... 
li:nt 
1 L: [ x( t r I· l)s) x(t ] = ..L - + (S I ' '\. n 
l i:> t 
1 [ x( t ) x f + n.s) ) = - + n \ \,I 
~ 2 supt I :.:(t ) I , 
- n 
a.nd so 
p(y) ~ o. 
Si:nil a.rly 
:, (-y) ~ o, 
and so 
1.! (y) ~ p(y) .c::::: 0 
-
and 
.. : ( y) = ~ ;( - y) ~ - p( - y) ~ O; 
it follows tl c.t 
•. l(y) = 0 
i • e • i,: ( X ) = ,: ( X) • , 
s 
Thus 1,r is i1 vn.ri n.nt . 
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It iA o.lso en.silv s~101n1 that \.(x) lie s between 
lim x(s) uncl liD y(s). jie1 ce 
--s s 
i:(x) = lim
8 
xfs) 
J .J.1 1 . - . .J. w 1encvcr v 1 e L,1 v exists; and so we mn. 
" 
rc~n.rd the mean 
·\t a.s a sort of ~cneralis ed liri ·t. If we write Ss = x(s) 
for each .1.)ositi re intc~cr s and lim S = ~.r (x), we can 
s s 
see tho.t t .1 is t;eneralise liL1 it (w1ic 1 is defined for 
every bounded seclucnce ( 'ss)) retains n. nu1l ber of desirable 
properties: 
(i) 1 im ( ~. ~ + ~ • $ ) = Q4.. l im,.. s _ + ft • 1 i m S , 
s s /""" s ~ .::, s s 
and 
(ii) 5
8 
~ 0 for every s ==> li11
8 
5
8 
~ q, 
(iii ) J.Y\ 1 = 1, 
' 
(iv) 1 im S 1 = 1 im S . s s+ s s 
This exn.ruple is due to · n.na ch; like many other parts of 
modern analysis, the to 1 ic which is discussed in this 
c · r\;.Jter has its f oundn.tions in his book ( 2). 
Definition . A linear operator on a linear s~o.ce : 
into its e 1 f is c n.11 c rl an end o . or n l i . 111 of ,. • 
Sup,.o::.e that Sis some index ~et, and let G = 
be a fn.mily of endomorphisms of a linear space X. \':1e mn.y 
define the product Ts . T t of two opera.tors 1r s, Tt from G 
1n a very simple way: 
This rnulti 1 licn.tion is obviously associative, and so, 
s € s 
. -" lJ. '.!' T ( 
Fl ' t t: e::1 r· is a se:r.1i.t·Tou.::_-). 
}efi.nitio1 • Let fr 110 .-i .s cri i g roup . 
-- - - - .. __ .,. 
of. r. -..!lo. ., ,.. C S ~ J. OJ. i 
s 
r, L ( ~ 
'~ li; 1 
oi sor10 
(( is T sue. 
·J1~0 , ·1 .)_ C! 
.J.: ( ., I.J.) 
T 
"' 
,., 
i . e • 
r r 1 
..L = .J..,-, . 1.t 0 l, . ., 
~,., 
11 1s a no"" ic,' 
1s said to l.le bvU'l 
C =. 
, , ~rl 
\...1,, - -
t:.c 
"Q-, •·,1J r-l 
,_ -· 11. J. • _ __ t..,_ • Tr.·'- - - ... (c·) · ·1 1 J. "\I·c r, L'-'v_,::: - , .1 u.lf ...., .. ~ • .'...:.. 
r,, 
J.. - = -' '-s 
It is 
~ ,., 
T 
s 
n,rc 
r 
.. ... . 
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1.,0.p s ~ ,:is pre""c1 ves _1r odu cts; tin,. s G' is c. representation. 
of the abstract c,rou'1 G. 
G ~ This is t he particular 
representntio 1 1ri th 'flli c we s hall mainly be co ncerned . 
The first 1 aj ar t h eorem of t h is chapter is en 
e:-.:::tension of IT ahn- ~nnG, ch 
-- - ·- ·-
Tl eorcn 11 . Le t G be a serai g roup Tri t .. an i nvn.rio.nt 
mean Let G = 
s E. G e:ndon orp 1i s n s 
of sorae linca s·,ac X S l C.,_ .t. ·1-i ,... r-1 1..~-P .~ _),,. ~1~ • , . 1.. ll v • ..::; - ~ ----, 
s 
1S n. 
re ryre s ent ation or G • 
... Let p be a sublinear functio nal on 
/ 
-- u"- -
X such thn.t p(T x) ~ c . p(x) for every s in G and 
s 
every x in X, where c is some positive real number. 
Let Y be n linear sul.Js~) n. ce of X whic is fr-invariant 
(i.e. such tint rn (Y) c= Y for every T in G) , and 
s s 
let f be u. linear functional on Y which is · ominnted 
by p and G- invariunt (i . e . su ch that f(T
8
x) . = f(x) 
for every x in Y and Ts i n Q). Then there exists a 
linear f nctionn.l F w1ic extends f to t h e wl1ole of 
X, which is dominated by c . p and which is G- invc..riant. 
Proof . Dy the . Io..hn- Banacl Theo em ( Theorem 3) 
re mo.y extend f to a linear functional f on X which 
0 
is do i,ated by p . 
Let x be any element of X. Define a fun ction Sx 
on G by 
Sx(s) = f
0
(Tsx) for every sin G. 
Then Sx i s bounded; for we know t hat for every sin G 
)(T x) ~ c.p(x) 
s 
and 
so thn.t 
sups E. G j 'sx(s) \ ~ c, max (p(x),p(-x)} , 
''hus S x is an element of B( G), and we may sensibly 
define a l inear f1nctionnl F on X by 
F(x) = ,.:( 5 J for every x in X. 
F has all t] e r 0 sireu ~roJertics: 
(i) .. (: y 'l' X E. Y f o ~ VO ry $ in G 
s 
~ f (T x) = f(T x) 
0 S S 
~ F(x) 
= f(x). . 
= !.i ( S ) where 
:x 
for every sin G 
= fC'") .M(e) 
= f(x) , 
and so Y is a~ cxtensi n off. 
(ii) · ·1 I-now that for ev er x in X 
S ( s) = f (T x) 
X O S 
~ p(Tsx) 
:::; c. p( x) for every sin G, 
and so 
, 
~ c. p(x ).e. 
It follows that 
F(x) = ~( ~x) 
~ c.p(x) .1r1 (e) 
= c. p(x). 
Since this holds for every x in X, we see that F 1s 
domino.tee hy c. p . 
(iii) ./ inal ly 
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and .so 
t Ttx(s) = f (T . Ttx 0 S . 
= 
.£' ( rr t:r) J. -0 S 0 
= s~}s 0 t) 
= r ~x)t( s) for every s · in G, · 
= .. ~ ( S ) , since r,i is invariant, 
X 
= F( x) . 
Thus Fis G-invn.ri ant. 
34 
0 . E . D .• 
. An immediate consequence of T,1eorem 11 is: 
Theore'1 12. Sup:;ios e that G is a semi~roup whi cl, 
1 n.s an invn.riant mean 1.f . Let G = { Ts J G e a scmigroup - s € 
of ndornorp1isms of Roxne n rmed li en. spn.ce x, sue 1. + •10.t 
the map s ~ T is a bounded representation of G. Let 
s 
Y be a G-invariant linen.r subspace of ~,and let f be 
a G-invarinnt continuous linear functional on Y. Then 
there exists . a G-invariant continuous linear funct ional 
F which e:xtends f to the who 1 e of X. 
Proof . In Theorem l take e = sups E. G /J T 81/ n.nd 
p(x, = Ur u. ·nx Jj for every X in x. 
Then pis a sublineur functional on X; moreover 
p(T ~-) ~ lJ f JI. JiT U. JI x JI ~ c.p(x) 
s s 
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for every x in ·c n.1d s in G, and 
f(x) ~ \ f ( x) \ ~ u f l • l X = l (x) 
for ever}'" ~- 1n Y. 'i.'hus t 1e hypotheses of 11 
are sattsficL, and so f co.n bo 
, 
~~ondc<l to~ liretr 
functional Fon X ,rl1ich is G-irivarin.nt nnc is dominated 
by c . p . ,,lo rcover we see that 
II II 
• H - ii , 
nnd 
~I•(x) = t(-:x) ~ c. p( - x) = c. 
' 
rhence F is boun cd (with HF U ~ .c. II f \ ) • 
These results IT1 i ~ht ev1 ently be of great interest 
if we could find SO! 1e "".'ray of establishin~ whether or 
not a ri i ven scmii:rroun H\S n.n invariant · mean . I n ~xnmnle 2 ~ D ,. 
the Iuhn-D 1..nu.ch T!10orer, 
demonstrate the existence of nn inv~ri ant mean for a 
particulars rnigroup; it is not surprising then t iu.t 
t11e theorem plays a key part in establishing a genera l 
cri tcrion for t he existence of i1rvariu.nt means. The 
criterion we have in mind was publisled by Dixmier (1) 
in 1950; it was also discovered independently some 
years later by F~lner (1) . 
T.1corcm .... J . 1 necessary and suff icient condition 
for a semi 0 ro1p G to have an invariant mean is that 
1 n) for every finite set (x ,~··••,x 
( s 1 , ••••• , s n) C:: G we hn. v c 
i nf s ._ G L :=1 [ _,i( s) 
c:: B(G) 
x
1 ( s ) 
s . 
1 
and 
~ o. 
-
Proof. Su 1!1ose that H is an invariant men,n on 
G. Then, writing ·y = [ nl 1 X xi ] , we i1ave s . 
l 
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inf 
8 
t:. G y(s ) ~ i(y) since M is a menn, 
= 0 since ,1 is invari ant . 
On the other land, suppose tlat G satisfies the 
condition. Let L be the 1 ine u.r su )S l1ace of B ( G) 1'fhi ch 
consists of all e ements of the form [ nl i X xi s .1 
1 
all finite ( 1rh ere ( x 1 , ••• , x n) , ( s 1 , ••• , s n ) range t l r o u 6h 
subsets of B(G),G, rcs ~)ectively) . Let 1C be the open 
oh-Ve.:· set :i.h B( G) which corts ists of al 1 those J ~ s uch 
that inf x( s) > 0 . Obviously K does not intersect 
s 
L, and so, by the 1Iahn-13anacl1 'l'i1corem ( Theorer:1 6), 
there exists a closed hyperpla.ne II in B(G) wh ich ext.ends 
L and does not intersect IL, Obviously the zero function 
belongs to II, and ~ o II has a.n equation of t })e for . 
11 · (x) = 
0 
on B(G) . 
0 where M is some c ntinuous lin -ar functional 
0 
Now M has the same sign throug1out IC , and 
0 
so there exists a real number X such that 
and 
A .M (x) > 0 for every x in K, 
. O · 
A . 11 ( e) = l ( e being an element of K). 
0 
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It 1S e"..si y .seen t'1::t. \l = A. "'· 1.S n. ne~n Oil G· I ; r::oreo vcr 
it is . . + 1 n v ~ r 1 n.n " 
we ho.ve 
I \ ~ 
Re·Jln.cing x ]. 
0 
siJ. r, cc :.. or cvc~~y 
€. ... C 
x,.,, = o. 
,::, 
1rr -
.; 
1 ~ i n the 
-.. i '"' ·- )('x) a..nC: s in G 
is o..lso n ecess ::t v n.ncl s ·1fii cie:1t to ~10.:vc 
,} 
Ln sup G . 1 S E. 1= ~/ ( s ) ] s. 1. 
, .. r;.1 i le the Di x:r.icr cri tcrion lea.as to some useful 
o. 
clrn.r~ .. ctcri::;in·-; t:1osc nc 1i:i:roups ( or even tl ose groups) 
·.r: i c:1 hn.ve invn.rin .. ni.. :··cr.ns has :1ot a.s y e been really 
satisfnctorily s olved . 
'l'hc 1Ji :·'"'·:icr criterion m !.·es it :Jossiblc t o oho11i 
tl at t l C.1. e 1-rr- ;rrou:)s w:d ch do not have invn. ... . i n,nt r·0~ 1.s : 
~ .J d 1S fi'CilCI"allC L., 
---- -
= = = u, 
where u i s .J. ,le 1· r:c•y..L 1· ./-..,. u l ...._ -- u v,7 clement of G. Then G does not 
n.ve an 1.n ·n.r ia.nt r.w an . The proof follows: 
,. 
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hvery elements of G, s =j= u, mo.y be re pr esented 
in the fo:rra 
0.. 
n 
S = s. 0 ••••• 
J. 
n 
a'! 
0 s. , 
J. . 
1 
whor i ' ..L k+l r 
o.nd 1 ~ u.... L. r. fork = I, ••• ,n. Let C. be the set 
1{ 11.- J 
... 
consistinr; of u to~~ the r with al 1 t ,iose s for w 1i ch 
i 1 =/= j; t lle.u Cjsj is t h e set of all s fo r wh ich 1 1 =. j 
nnd a 1 = I. ~xplicitly we have 
Now any 
c1 = { u 1 U 
G2 = ( 1 J u 
c3 = ( u J U 
n 
1 sl = [ si n 
n 
a 
C2 s2 = [ si n 
n 
a 
C3s3 ( Si Il = 
n 
g iven elenent s of 
a n,l [ n il =I= s . 0 0 s . . • • • . l 11 n 
a al L n =I= s. 0 0 s. . 11 .. . . . 1 11 n 
a al 
( Si n f 0 0 s. • ]. 1 • • • .11 n 
"" 
""1 
0 • • • 0 S. 
11 
: 1 = 1, a1 
al 
0 • • • 0 S. 
11 
: 1 1 = 2, a 1 
.... 
u.l 
il 3, 0 0 s. . = al = • • • . 
l. l 
G must belong to precisely 
two of the sets c1,c2 ,c3 , where a s it can belong to at 
Hen ce if 
denotes t 1e c 1r..ra.cteri st ic function of C . we see t::u.t 
J 
for every s i n G 
X C()s0 (s) + 
c... , ~ 
Xe (s) + 
1 
Xe s ( s) 
8 3 Xe ( s ) + Xe ( s ) , 
2 3 
l) 
2J 
3J 
' 
' 
' 
I 
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i.e. 
rrhc o ~iFlt . n e e 1n..9 tht:. J en csto.h 1 is'!ctl of functions 
which helon~~ t.o 
x
1(s) 
< 
hence, since t::c s-:.· ·1 
1 () 
x (s) + x'"'(s) 
sl 
0 fo r every s 
2 
X (s) + 
S C) 
'-- . 
. , ... 
111 u; 
It follows fror:.l ri1 corcm 13 t.1ut G has no i nvariant 
-----·--
mea • 
Theorem 14 . Every 2.bc li an se'"li group G has 11n 
invariant mco.n . 
O· 
' 
1 n ( ) Proof . Choose elements x , •••• ,x from :3 G and 
s 1 , •••• ,sn from G; write 
y = [ :=l (xi 
'le shal 1 show t 1a t 
xi ) • 
s . 
l. 
sup G y(s) .~ O. 
s ~ 
Suppose on t A1c contrary t hat there exists 
such thn.t 
Slp y(s) = -e. 
s 
€. > 0 
For every :Josi ti ve intec;er a let S be the set of r .. 11 [1 
elements of G of the form 
3 
X 
1 
0 • • • 0 S n 
a. 
n 
' 
w iere t ... 1c u. a.re inte 0 ·crs st c_1 t 1at 1 ~ n.. ~ n.. 
1 1 
Evident!~ S las 
c1 
n 
10 t .do re t han u di ff ercnt e 1 c1:1ents. 
,r fo I - 1, ••• , l o ni:'>:i. t r -LJ u nt 1dS 
[ k k J c1 _;: ( S ) - X ( S ) • 
E.. ,.)c. SI-
It is not hard to ~ec that all the terms of each such 
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s 1m cancel one n.notl1cr, cxce 1 t .._J ossi Jl .... those terms of 
k al n 
tie fora .: ((' 1 o ••• o sn n) whic!: .:lave u.k = 1 or 
1 t , b f I t · 0 n-l 1r 8)-{ = a + ; ,:o num er O SUC l enns l.S '"'a • uence 
fork= l , ••• ,n we have 
L s E. S [ x\s) 
u 
n-1 ~ 2n. • -2 • SU!) 
s 
recall ing t hut for every sin G 
- G' 
we see that 
n 
a. • -£. ~ Ls E: s [ n k k k=l [ X ( S) - X S ( S)] 
. k a 
......... [n n-1 ~ - 4a sup G 
,- 1:=l • s ~ 
)! n-1 ~ -4n.a .sup 
T1us we have 
l I· x'"(s) 
s E G, k ·- l, •. ,n} 
a.t 6 4n . sup { lxlc(s) I: s E. G, k = 1, . .. ,n }. 
Now a co.n be c 1osen to be arbi trn.ri ly l a r ~c ; hence 1·rc 
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must have l ~ O. T~ is is contradiction; it follows 
t ~a.t 
[ 1 . i (s)j sup i=l[xl(s) - ~ o, s E: G s . l 1 for n ;J( G) a.nd i n G. G CV ry -
' • • • • ' X 111 s 1,•••, sn ~ .once . 
has an invariant o en.n. 
') . ~. D •• 
This result ~a.s ulso Jecn obtained wit~out usin~ 0 
the Di :).Jl} ier criterion (De1y( 2)) • 
. Ve are now i n r .. position to consider n,n intcre:.rtL .0 
o.~· lication of T1corcn: 11: 
~.:run 6}lc 5 . Let I denote t be Lebesgue inte~ro.l 
1 
over R ,o.ntl let I and I denote t 1e up1cr and low0r 
..... 
L bes~ue integrals respe ctively. Tn.ke X to be the space 
1 
of all real-valued functions x on n for 1iliich 
Y( l X J ) < 00 
TaI-e G to be the group f T } 1 of trans lat ions l s s E TI. 
of X defined by 
w 1ere 
T x = x for ev ry x in X, 
s s 
x (t) = x(t + s) for every tin n1• 
s 
11y T eorem 14 G has an invariant men.n . · e may re ~ard 
the mapping 1rl1ich carries G identico.lly int6 itself as 
n. representation of G; thus in app l ying Theorem 11 we 
identify Q wit G. 1e also take ·c = 1 and p = I; then 
pis a sublinear functional on X, Xis G-invariant and 
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for every x: in ""( n,nd T 1 11 G. 
s 
1 Take r to he t 1e s;.1 n.ce Lr (It of u l 1 Le bcf; _:uc - intcc;ra.) l c (real) 
functions on the r cnl line; then Y is a C'c-inv.-Lriunt linen.r 
u bB p e of x. 'rn :e :f = ; t hen f i s u <1- invari , nt linear 
functional on Y w 1ic1 is d ominated by p. ThnA ull . tJ 0 
hypotheses of Thcorc . 1 nre sati s fied, and so there 
exists o. linear functional J ~1ich extends I to the 
who le of x, is do. inn.t ecl by p and is G-inva.r i ant . 
If we write 
J(x) = J 00 x ( s) . ds -oo 
1re have an integral with the followi n ~ pro J.1erties : 
n.nd 
(i} .!.(x} ~ J;,x(s}.ds =:; f(x}, 
( ii ) f;, [ a.. X ( S ) + b • y ( S ) ] • ds 
= a. f 00 x(s).ds 
-oo 
+ h . f 00 y(s).ns, 
-co 
1rhere a, b a r e r ea l numbers, 
(iii) f 00 x(s + t)ods = fco x(s).tls for every tin n.1 • 
-oo -oo 
1 Let A Je any subset of R and let ~ \ he its chara ct eristic 
function. Then we may generalise further by rlef ining 
.£.. x( s ) • ds = J;, x( s } • i(A ( s } • ds , 
whenever t he ri ght-hand side exists. Furth er oronerties of 
A A 
the inte~ral are easily deduced. If x is integr a.Jle over _\. 
it is inte[jro.ble over n.ny subset of A; the inteGr n. l is an 
additive set function; and every bounded function is 
I' 
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inte~raJlc over eve : 1nun~ed s et. 
1.Ve mrrv no w lefinP a _: Pner n. li secl Lcbes~~ue 11c2.sur e 
111 t 1e obvious way; for eve ry s u Jset J'L of n1 1.'fh ich 11 a s 
finite U:\)Cr Lebes ~uc nc:1s l re we define 
/A- (A) = J: XA(s) . ds . 
This ~enero.li s ed 111 c nsur r I as t e followin6 ;)ro ~1e rties : 
a.nd 
( i) r-,( A) ~ r"-( A) ~ r(A), w1 ere F- and / 
denote lo1'ler and U!)per Lebcs e,u e ri1en.su r c s r~spe cti ve ly , 
(ii) r( u n) = ~ .A) + r( r> )' i f _\__ anc ~ arc tlisJoint, 
where ..:\ 
s = 
It is .unfortunnto t 1n.t in t cnora l i s i ng the L les~uP-
i nte ~ral one i mporta.nt pro perty has been l ost; t 11c generalise~ 
integral is not countably additive. T i s may be ::>roved 
o. w ll- cno1m method (due css enti a l y to Vi tali ( 1) 1 : 
orresponding to e nch real numbers t here e x i s t !"3 a 
coset 8Q = s + _, ~1ere Q = (r 1 , ••••.• ) is t h e set of 
the rationals . 
disj oint, for 
Those of the Q 1.rl1ich are d i s tinct arc 
s 
s + r 
n 
= t + r 
m 
for some n,m , 
(r - r) 
n m 
€. s + Q 
o = t o. S"'"' ,_ 
- It follo rP. t 11:-i.t the n on -voi ct sets 0 I - '1 n s·- - s ..:. [ 0 , 1 ) 
arc eit_1 cr identical o disjoint. Cons itl0r n. .. t -· 
mn.:le Uf> of p ci s l'v O ! H~ elenent from e ' ch dist i n c t 
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r, ' • 
'I ' s-
the x istcnce of S i a.s .surecl lJy the axiom of c.1o ice . 
Since ,.. is iJOUl <l.e it fol lo ws tl10,t fl*-(s) < 00 • For 
every r in o define S = r + s . The S · are d i s.ioint, 
n - n n n ~ 
for if r _J. r t h en 
n1 m 
V E. S n S ==> V t r + () and V £ r + 
n m n s ·- ra t ·- ' 
for some r e 1 s,t, 
a.nd this contradicts the choice of S . S i nce t he ;,en .ra.li s0r ... 
measure r is trn.nslo.tion-invarin.nt we know that 
t4-( Sn) = t"'"( s) for every n . 
Write ()I = Q (1 [ o, 1) = (rl ', ..... ), u.nd for every rn' 
in Q' define S 1 = r ' + S. 
n n 
('1 • 
,-:> J.UCe 
we have 
s ' c:::. n [0,2) for every n, 
and so if r is . countably _additive then 
L n r( Sn ' ) = r(Un Sn') 
~ 2. 
Since 
r (Sn 1 ) = r( s) for every n, 
this means that 
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r( s ) = o. 
Now for every reals the s et S conta i ns one el ement of 
the set ' say the element v. Hence t he re exi sts r 
s - ' n 
n () such tH\.t 
.. 
S=v+r E. S , 
n n 
o.nd so LJ S coincides with the s et of o.11 real numbe r s . 
n n 
But (a~o.in as s uming t ha.t fJ.. is countably ad itive ) 
r ( Un Sn) == Ln r-( sn) 
= o, since r( s n ) = ~( s) f or every n ; 
since the Lebes ue ' measure of the rea l l ine is i nfini te , 
this conclusion is fal s e. It follows t hat r ca.nnot be 
countably o.dditive; for this reason many of t 1e nice 
theorems of Lebes gue integration break do,m for integr at i on 
with res ect to,-,... 
At this µoint it is convenient to adopt some of 
Dixmier•s termi nology : 
write 
Let IT be a subsemigroup of the sem1group G. 
Definition. If s,s' a.re elements of G, t hen we 
s ~ s' (mod II) 
whenever there exist elements t,t' of H such that 
and we write 
t OS= t• 0 s t. 
' 
s "" s' (mod H) 
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whenever there exists a finite set of elements s 1 , ••• ,sn 
of G such that 
The relation - , cal led congruence modulo IT, i.s an 
equivalence relation; it therefo~e splits G into equiva lence 
clas·ses which o.re cal led right-co sets modulo II . Left-co sets 
are defined analagously. 
Definition. II is called a normal subsemigroup of G 
if t he collection of all the left-cosets of G (modulo II) 
coincides with the collection of all its ri ght cosets; 
this collection is then denoted by (i I II. 
Suppose that II is no.rmal. For every S, R in G I TI 
def ine S .R to be the coset containing so r, ~1ere s,r 
may be chosen arbitrarily f rom S,R, res pe ctively. This 
definition is una.r.tbi guous , for 
s ~ s' 
. . ' r ~ .. r• ~ t 0 s = t f 0 s ' and r 0 V = r' 
for some t,t',v,v• 1n II, 
~ t 0 s 0 r o V = t• 0 S I 0 r' 0 
~ t 0 s 0 r ~ t• 0 S I 0 r' 
~ so r ~ s• or', 
whence, by induction, 
s-... s', r - r' ~ so r __, s' or', 
i.e. 
S 1 ( s, rt E. Il ~ S I O r 1 £ S • R. . 
0 v• 
v• 
' 
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End owed wit1 this multi :Jlication aln becomes a. semigroup , 
ca l led t 1e ouotient f:3en i .(T oup of G modulo TI . 
Theorem 15 . Let G be a semi o-rouD and YI a. :aorma l t.> .. 
subsemi gr ou J. of G; suppos e thn.t both ! and G J :r Iw.ve 
i nvar iant rnc o.ns . Then G itself has an invariant meun . 
Pr oof . 1-< • i be invarin.nt means of II n.nd 
0 
afn, respe ctively . 
Let x be any element of B(G). 
Let s,s • be elements of G such t H1t 
s ~ s • (mod rr); 
then t here exist olo~ents t,t ' of I such that 
to s = t ' o s •. 
Ob,"" crvc thut if ',Ve restrict its domain to II t 1en 
any f unction y from B(G) becomes an element yII of n(n) ; 
in whut follows we shall write simp ly i1(y) when we 
By assumption then we ho.v e 
1 l(xs , ) = Ml [ (xs , )t ,] 
= .:1 (xt s) ' 0 since for 
(xs , )t , (v) 
every v 1 Il 
= x(v o t• 
= y(v 0 t 
G 
0 
0 
= X ( V)' t 0 s 
= 1·1i [ (xs )t ) 
= }/ l(xs ); 
s ' 
s 
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by induction it fo llows t ~ut if s,s ' a.re clements of G 
wn i c!1 1.re con~ruent modulo II t 1en 
T e o.bove ar b U- iC1d;. n.ssurcs us t l n.t ,·re r.rn.y unambiguous ly 
define a. bounded real-vn.lued function x on GJII y 
7 ( S ) = !1' 1 ( x f ) for c vc ry S in G J JI , 
,rl1ere sis an nrbi tr( r= clement of the co sc t S. 
Now define a linen.r functi ona l ~ on ~1 ( G) by 
ti (x) = . · (x) f or e very x 1.n B(G) . 
0 
It is not hard to show thnt ii" i s an invnriunt mean on G: 
so that 
( i) x ~ 0 ~ _ r ~ 0 for every s 1n G, 
s 
~ 1: (xij) ~ 0 for every s in G, 
~ =;(s) > 0 for every S in G, I, 
:(x) = _: (x) ~ o. 
0 ·:, 
H( e) = i, (o) = 1. 
0 
(iii) Let r be any element of G and let R be the coset 
conta ining r. Then for every . in a/ I we have 
x;(s) = :1 [ ( rr)s] wheres is any element of S, 
= M1 (x ) s o r 
= i(s.n) 
= (x)n(s}. · 
Thus 
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so that 
M(x ) = ni (x) r o' r 
= 1.
0 
[ Cx)~] 
= M (x) 
0 
= u(x) . 
n "".7' ...-, 
'~ • • -J • .,.. J • • 
Theorem 16. Every solvable ,roup G has an· inv~riant 
me an . 
Proof. G has a no r 10. l series 
G = nn :::> nn-1 =:> . . . . . :::::> TIO = { e j 
-rrit.1 t:,e ro .,)erty that each factor grou-i1 n .J rr. ~ is n.bclin.n,· 
- - . 1 1-1 
notinG t 1at II ( co·1sistinw of just t11e i dentity e) is abelian 
0 
and t ~1at eac.l.1 n. 1 is a normal subr rou~) of II., we see t:1n.t 1- 1 
ThcoreLls 14 and lG ensure t hnt G has an invariru1t nean . 
It folloTrn from t ~1is result t_1at Theorci. 11 J olc s , in 
particular, for ~rouns G ,~1ic1 are solvable; t:i~ SJcci~l 
co.se of tl e t 1eoret1 ·was fi r st obtai a ccl _by .i'..l;)new and ?<orsc 
(1 in 1937. 
T11e nc::-..-t two t:1eorer.1s ma.Ice n sort of col:vcrse o-'-' 
Theoren 15 . 
T leorcn 17. Let n be a no r r..10.l subsemi~rou) of a. sci.:i-
g roup G. If G as aa invariant mean then so has G/ H. 
Proo:Z . Let Ube an invn.ria1.t me an on G. 
.. 
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Let x be any element of B(G fn) . Define o. function 
x in B(G) by 
x(s) = x(S) for every sin G, 
where S is t l c co set wl i c 1 contains s . 
It is 
Define a linea.r functional ,1
0 
on B( Gf I) by 
1 i (x) = 1( X) for every x in GJH. 
0 
easy to see t hat 11 is an invariant mean on GI II : 0 
( i) x( s) ;. 0 for every s in G/ iI 
. 
~ x(s) ~ 0 for every s 1n G 
~ .r (x) = M: (x) ~ o. 
0 
(ii) M (e) = M ( e} = 1. 
0 
{iii) (x)n( s) = x(s. n) = x(s or)= x (s) 
r 
for every s,n in Gi n, 
where, as usual, s,r are repr esentative elements of S,R, 
respectively. Hence for every X in G }n 1V'e have 
~( (x) ] = 1( x ) r 
= 11 ( X) 
= M (x). 
0 
0 . E. D •• 
~ 
T ~ rem 18 . Let H be a subgroup of a group G. Then 
· if G has an invariant ri co.n so has II . 
Proof. Let x be o.n arbitrary element of D(H) . Denote 
-~ 
by GlH the collection of all left-cosets of G modulo II . 
For every s in G denote by S t hat element of G[ II whi c .1 
contains S; t he map s --, S carries G in a natural way 
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onto aJII. On the ot1er h nd, the axiom of cho ice permits 
us to ~elect an element g (S) from eo..ch coset .S in G/n in 
such a ,v-ay that S--t g (S) is a function from aln into G. 
1u s o any · 1 n b h nd g ( · ) c ong to t he same 
left-coset S; hence H has elecents t 1,t2 such that 
so ~l = g(S ) o t 2 , 
and so 
( ) -1 -1 gs o s = t 2 o t 1 £ rr . 
We may ·therefore sensibly define a function _ in B(G) by 
x(s) = .!_( g (S)-l o s) for every sin G. 
Now define a lineo.r functional u1 on B(II) by 
M1(x) c i, (x) for every.! in (II) . 
It is easy to see that 1'.! 1 is an invariant mean on II: 
and so 
(i) ~? O ~ x(g(S)-l o s) ~ 0 for every s 1n G, 
=* 11 1 (.!_) = (x) ~ O. 
( ii ) 1: l (~) = B ( e,) = 1. 
(iii) For every s,t in II we hnve 
(~)t ( s) = :5.( g (S)-l 0 ·( s) 0 SO t) 
= x(g(S) o S 0 t) 
= xt(g(S) o s) 
= (xt)(s) 
111( (.~)t] = Ml [ (xt) ] = . (xt) = M(x) 
. -
= ~·'i (!) . 
') ,., D 
. • tJ . • • 
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Theorem lU. Let G be 0, semi group which has a. frunily 
[ II V : ¥" (. r J ( where r is some index set) of suhsemigroups 
such that 
(') for every ~ 1 (3 in r th r ex . StE '1 in r $1.l h t 71n.t 
II )" :::> II°' U II ,e , 
and 
(ii) G = LJ l ! lS' : ~ ( r J . 
Then if a c T !. '( as an invariu.nt mean so has G. 
Proof. Cho ose a.ny f inite set of elements x1 , ••. ,x? 
from B(G) and s1,···,sn from G. Por so ,,e 't in r WC know 
t hat s 1, • •• ,sn be lo n g to u 1 • Since II ~ has an ~nvarin.nt 
mean, it follows that 
inf 
Tri vio.l ly t 41 en 
s € H 
't 
inf s ( G r:=l r xi( s) 
o.nd so G l{s an invariant mean. 
xi (s) ] ~ o, 
s. 
1 · 
It i s no.tural to ask w11 ety1er nn:v ot1 f;r thc orcr.;s 
u.r J.:::nown rh i ch genera.I · se the Hv..hn- Ban·a.ch Theorem a.lone; 
similnr lines to Theorem 11. One such result i s due to 
von Neumann (1). This theorem is more special tl-u1n 
Theorem 11 (in the sen:.e that it requires an order ing 
·to be introduced in X) u.nd ·gives a somewhat s ;w .. rper 
result; it is not surprising that to prove von Neumann ' s 
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result it is ne ce . so.ry t o use Di xmier 's Thcoren 1 ( wi1i ch 
• r- 1 tJ t JT 1 "l) 1 ml ' • t is more powcri u 1an 1c ~a11n-.J• nae 1 J11eorcm 1n 1 s 
usuo.l fo s) . Defore tackling this problem, some definitions 
a.re needed. 
Def'nitio n • . h linea.r space X is saitl to be l)[',rtial l y -
ordered if there exists a bino.ry relation ~ between 
certain pairs of its elements such that 
(i) x ~ x for every x in X, 
(ii) X ~ Y, y ~ X ~ x = Y, 
(iii) X ~ Y, y ~z ~ x ~ z, 
(iv) X ~ Y, xl ~ Y1 ~ X + xl ~ y + Y1, 
(v) 
°" 
real, 
°" 
~ o, x~ y~ °'-• X ~ °'•Y' 
o.nd (vi)" X '>- y ~ -X ~ - y I ( <= ) -y ~ -x) • 
These axiom. are not all independent. 
Exrunple - 6. Let A b any set. 'l'nke X = B( A) and 
define ~ by 
x ~ y ~ x(a) ~ y(o.) for every a in A; 
then becomes n. partially-ordered linen:r space. 
Definition. An endomorphism T of a po.rtiully-
ordered linear space Xis said to be positive if for 
x in X 
x ~ 0 ~ Tx ;;,. o, 
where O is the zero function in X. 
Here now is von Neumann's theorem: 
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Theo r cn 20 . Let G hen. semi group which has o.n 
i nvo.rinnt mean l . Let G = { T } be a semigroup s s E. G 
of pos itive endomorphisms of some partially- ordered 
linear spa.c0 Y Ruch .,_ho.t.. th map $:l T is~ roproQ ntntio 
s 
of G. Let z be nn element of .( such t 1at z ~ o, nnd let 
X be the linear subspace of X w1ich is [;enerated by the 
0 
T z as s. ranges t hrou <Th 
s 0 
G. Let x1 be the linear subspace 
of X which is 8;enera.ted by all X in "X such that 
0 ~ X ~ x 
- 0 
for some :XO ( depend.ing on x) f rom X • Suppose* that for 0 
every x in xl t here exis t zl,z2 in xl such that 
zl ~ T X ~ z2 for every _ s in G. s 
Let f be a posit ive G-invariant linear functional on Y . 
0 
Then there exis ts o. line ar functional F wh ich exten(.S f 
to t he whole of x1 and whi ch is positive and Q.-invariant . 
Proof. 1. Obviously r is o. linear subspace of x1• 0 
Let K1 be the convex set {x f: xl • x ~ o} 1n ,r • • "'"1' 
let H be the hyperplane [x ~ X • f(x) C o} in X • Then • 0 0 0 
x E. K 1 n x0 ~ x ~ o 
~ f{x) ~ 0 since f i s positive; 
thus Kl n XO lies on one side of no . 
* thus we replace the norm-boundedness of Theorem 12 by 
an order-boundedness . 
Let x be any element of x1 ; then 
X = [_ ~ l ~ . • x. 
l= 1 1 
,rhere for i = l, ••• ,n 
r • ~ f_~ l A . . • T z, 
1 J = ,- lJ S .. 
l.J 
the oc. i o.nd f3ij o.11 being constants o.nd tie 
lements of G. Define yin X by 
0 
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s .. being lJ 
Y = L:=l r_;=l I °'"i j. J /3ij I .T5 __ z. lJ 
Since z ~ 0 and the T are all positive, it follows thu.t 
s 
Hence 
T z ~ 0 for every i, j . 
s .. 1J 
= * x. 
Let A be a real nwnber such t 1at O <. X ~ l. Then, 
1 
since y ~ 0 and (;\ - 1) ~ o, we see that 
1 ( ~ - l) .y ~ o. 
Hence, adding , 
1 
A •Y ~ ± x , 
i.e. 
y::1: A. x ;;,, o . 
Thus to ea.ch x in x 1 there exist y 1n X0 and e. > O such that 
y + A • x ~ 0 whenever O ~ I >-. I ~ ·1, 
i.e. 
y + ~ • x E. K1 whenever I )\ i <. e ( ~ 1). 
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~ 11 t he co nc i tions of T1corem 1 ~re t herefore s at i s fi ed , 
and so t, ere • ..L ::1.. 1y:)e r p 1 une n 1 i n 
... 
wh i c 1 e :;<:tcnus II <'XlS vS 
. ~l 0 
and is s uch t 1 Hl .i. V l l, " 1 l ies on one s i de of I 1 • 
I) 
'"' . 
·:te riio.y wri t e 
n1 = {x € . r 1(x) = 0 } 
' 
- 1 • 
where fl i~ n. linear fun ctional wh ich ext ends f t o . ~'"l' 
since f is pos itive o.n r 1 = f x f: x1 : x ~ 0 } li es on one 
side of n1, it follows t hat f 1 is positi ve . 
Let x be an arbitrary element of x1• Def i ne a real-
valued functi on $ on G by 
X 
S,_ .. ( s = f 1 ( Tsx) for eve ry s 111 G. 
Then \ xis bounded over G; for obs erve t hat 
Sx(s) ~ f 1(z2 ), s ince for every s 
and 
TX ~ 
s 
- S:/ s) ~ -f1(z 1), s ince for every s - T8 x 6: - z 1, 
so t tlat ~ 1 s an element of B(G) with >x 
'le may therefore sensibly define a linear functional F 
F(x) = ( ~ ) for every x in x1 • ';1x 
F has all the r equired pro perties: 
( i) By definition X
0 
is Q.-invuriant, and so 
x ~ X ~Tx E. X 
0 S 0 
f(T x) = 
s 
f( x ) 
and 
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x £ X
0 
~ F(x) = M( Sax) where S (s) • f(x) 
X 
for every·s in G, 
= f( x) , .1(e) 
:f ( X) 
(ii) x E. x1 ,x ~ 0 ::=:> T3 x ~ 0 for every s 1n G, 
~ f 1 (T 8 x) ~ .0 for every s in G, 
~ sx~ 0 
~ F(x) = 1.1 ( ~x) ~ O. 
(iii). Let x be o.ny element of x1 and t any element of 
G. Then for every sin G 
hence 
= fl(Ts o tx) 
= ( ~x)t ( s); 
= i~ ( ~'r ) tx 
= M [ ( 5x)t) 
= · < sx) 
= F(x). 
n .E.D •• 
Obviously there are close parallels between t his result 
o.nd Theorem 12; for instance, orde r-boundedness of the repres -
entation and positiveness of the linear functionals pl ay roles 
in a partially-ordered linear space which are to a certain 
extent an·nl n::;o us to the r o l es of norn - boundedness and 
continu·ty , r espe ct ive l y, i n a. n o rmccl linear spa. ce . 
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Exo nl0 7. Lt A be any set, and let G be a. co llection 
of oper a.tors on i nto it~c lf. For any n in A O:nd sin G 
denote by a . s the t ransform of a bys . Su,.pos e t hat G is 
a semigroup under t he mu l tiplicati on o ~cfined by 
a . (s o t ) = (a.s).t f or every a in A. 
Let X = B(A) be t ... 1e part ially-ordered linca.r space of 
Example G. 
of X by 
Let G c 
-
For every s i n G define an endomorphi sm T 
s 
= x( a. .s) for every x in X and u in A. 
t G ; und r t he usunl operat or multiplic~tion 
G i s a semi group . Furthermore 
-
Ts.Tt =Tso t' 
so t hat t 1e map s --, T i s a representat ion of G. 
s 
For every x in X we have 
, 
x ~ 0 ~ x( o.) ~ 0 for every a in A, 
~ (T x)(a) = x(a. s) ~ 0 f or every a 1n A 
s 
ands in G, 
~ T x ~ 0 for every s i n G; 
s 
thu s t he opera~ors T
8 
are a ll positive. 
Let z be any non- negative function from X; we may 
defi ne s paces X
0 
and x1 o. was done in T eorem 20 . 
Observe that for every sin G 
II~ s·: H = s1 1) . J. y, ~ A J x( a.. s) I 
c:::::::. sup 
- a ~ J~ j x( a) l 
= JJ X )l f or ever 
so tho.t eac.1 T is norn -lJoun<le r , Pwnr 
s 
X 1n V 
.,).. ' 
thus t1e ordcr-boun~cdness condition of Theorc~ 20 is 
sati"'ficd . 
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Theorem 20 now ensures t1 nt i" G 1 r...s an invaric.,nt r:wan 
t h en any G-iI variant posit ive 1 i n cur f, ncti ol nl f 0:1 ... 
0 
he extended to a G-inva.riant osi ti ve 1 incnr f nctio:10.l F o 
'l1ich is n 2-c imensiona.l analo gne of the ~enern.li scc Lc~JCf'~ 1.c 
measure of ..... xamplc _ _§_; the appro ac .. 1 a.ff or<led J:,Y T~1eorcr1 ~O is 
of course quite different fror.i t'.e met 10d of D~~o.. :!) le 5. 
In Exarnole 7 take A to be t~1e Euclidean p lane a.nd let 
G be the ~roup of all its displace1:1ents; G t ~1en is g enera ted 
by the set of nll translations and rotations of the p l n.ne. 
The ~et II of all t anc,lations of A is a non al subgroup of G, 
.. n! n.lt lOUGl r: is not h~lif1fl1 both I n.1 tl uf n fifOJ 1 GHflG (hv 
T1coreM 14) ot 1 a ve invaricnt means , and so t1ercfore (by 
T1eorem 15) docs G. 
Take z to be tie characteristic fun ction of some 
p rti culo.r unit-square in \.. Trivially z is ~ositive 
over the whole p la.ne. X is then t1e space ~eneratcd by 
0 
the c1arn.cteristic f nctions of all t1e un it s ~u n.re s in t1e 
pl ane and :,.1 is t .. c space f o.11 oundcd functions on 
A which vo.ni sh 01tsi<le s ome 1 ounded set. 
Define o. linear funct ional f on X b-
o 
f(x) = J:. x(a ) . do. for ever~;r x in o· 
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Then f is obviously pos itive; it is a lso 2_-invari o.nt, f or 
X ~ ~,r ~ Ln T ~ 4\. ---, X = . l OC.. , • Z, S o.y, 
0 l.= 1 s . 
~ f(T x) = 
s 
= 
1 
r_: ~i. i 
L.: cx.i . i 
T • T z (a). du 
s s . 
l. 
T z(a.s) .da 
s . 
l. 
::: o\. L T 8 . z (a ) , da 
l 
= f(x) • 
.'le may therefore e ~ctend f to a. positive linear 
functional F on ~r 1 whi c~ is invariant under d is placements. 
The char a cteristic function "s of every bounded set S in 
A belongs to ~,. l; define a. real-valued function r on the 
collection of all sets in the plane by 
r (s) = 
F( X s) 
F(z) if Sis bounded, 
+ oo if S is unbounded. 
Then r is a generalised measure with the following 
properties: 
( i ) r (s) is defined for every sets in the p lane, 
(ii) r ( ) ~ 0 for every such s, 
( iii) r is finitely additive, 
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(iv) )->- is invariant under displacements, 
o.nd 
( v) every unit-square S has measure j->-( S) = 1. 
Excunple D. In E ·run ')le 7 an·ain take A to be t 1e u 
plane; and take G to be the group of its similarit i es 
(i.e. those mappings of A into i t _se lf whi c 1 chnnc;e al 1 
· distances in the so.me ratio). If II is ago.in taken to be 
the group of all translations of A, t hen the argument 
g iven in Examp le 8 shows that G has o.n invariant meo.n . 
Define z by 
z(a) = 1 for every a in A. 
Then X is the spo.ce of all constant functions on the 
0 
plane. And x1 is the space generated by all x in X such 
that O ~ x ~ k ( where le is some constant); thus x
1 
= X. 
r·n~ lino r function tt l f on .. by J 
0 
f(x) = X for every -- in X J • 0 
f is obviously G-invo.riant and positive. 
We ma.y therefore extend f to o. posi_ti ve linear 
functional F on X which is inva.rio.nt under similarities; 
observe that 
F(z) = 1. 
The characteristic function of every set in the plane 
belongs to X; ,v-e may therefore define a real-valued function 
t-4- on the collection· of o.11 )lane sets by 
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r (s) = F( Xs) for every plane set S. 
Then ~ is a general ised me asure such that 
(i) ;-> (S) is defined for every plane set s, 
(ii) r <s ) ~ 0 fo r every plane sets, 
(iii) j>- is finitely additive, 
· (iv) J->-is invariant undet similo.rities, 
and 
(v) the measure of the whole p lo.ne is 1. 
This measure ho.s some pe cul iar properties 
every bouncled set has zero measure. 
in particula.r, 
'/hy should we wis1 to nscerta.in whether or not a 
given group has an invariant mean? ' As we have seen, 
heorems 11 o.nd 20 provide some mot ivo.tion for this task; 
there is o.not 1cr im1 ortant re ason which we s 1all no 'f 
, : 
a1scuss . 
The lineo.r snaces X and B(G) occurring 1n t1is chapter 
have until no'f been assumed to be real. The theorem which 
we deo.l with in o. moraent loses s ome of its interest under 
t his res t riction; for the remainder of t!1is chapter we 
s1all therefore assume tho.tall the spaces considered are 
complex. Tienceforth, then , B(G ) consists of a.11 bounded 
co-:up lex-value functions on G; a mean 11 on G is defined in 
the same way as before (but now, naturally enough, as a 
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comp le_~ functional), wit 1 t he ad i tiono.l stipulation 
that for every x i n n(rr) 
wl ere rtonot 0s the co n .i n te of x . This int o 11 G<"'f' no 
~rent com~ lico.tions; indeed all t 1e earlier discussion of 
this chapter nay be c rr ied over to the com~1 lex case 
without si~nificant change. 
D finition. Let G be o. group . Let G - f T 1 
- - l s S E. G 
be a group of endomorphisms of a Hilbert space X such that 
the man s ~ T is a re presentation of G. This representation 
s 
is said to be unitary if all the operators T
8 
in Ga.re 
unitary. Let G ' = [Ts ' } 
8 
£. G be another ~roup of enclo -
morphisms of X sue t hat the man s ~ T I is a r ep·resent ation 
s 
of G; t he two repr esentations :->.,re said to be equi v a. l ent if 
there exists a bicont·nuous automorphism A of X such that 
-1 
. T .A = T ' for every sin G. 
s s 
Theorem ~l. Let G be a group . If G has an invariant 
mea.n then every bo-unnf' pres n n,t·on o G ·n Q. Hi lJcrt 
space X is equiva lent* to n unitary representation in X. 
Proof. 1. Let 11 be an invariant mean on G. Let 
G = { ·T 
8
} s E: G be a group of endomorp 1isms of X sue 1 t 1at 
* In fact we show something· more than tJ1is: the ope r ator A 
which ,re construct is positive and self-adjoint. 
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the map s ~ T i s i1 llOuncle d r cpres e 1tation of G. V.7ri te 
s 
C = s ups £ G n Ts ll . 
Let x, y be any t wo e lements of X. Define a co~] lex-
valued functi on ~ on G by 
x,y 
where ( ' ) 
S ~,y(s) = ( T8 x,T8 y ) for every s i n G, 
i s the inner-product . ,r 1n ·'- • Ohrcrve t1n:t 
j Sx,y(s) 1 ~ 
~ 
I} Tsx Jl. }J Tsv~ JI 
u Ts u 2 • \ x n . 1 y t\ 
c
2
.U xl. HyJI .fo r every s i n G; 
thus $ i s o.n clcncnt of D( G) wit11 
x, y 
2 . Now f or every x , y in X def i ne 
C",Y) 1 ~ l.I ( ~ )J 
':)x,y 
it is a strai rrht-forwurd matter to s .1ow t hat ( , ) 1 i s an 
inner-product for X. 
Furthermore the no rms ll U ~nd U \\1 d efine d by 
\1 x IJ = + f< x, :) for every x in X 
n.nd 
u X l 1 -for every x 1n X 
determine the srune topolo ~ for x. To s ee tl i s , observe t hat 
2 Uxll 2 ~ {T x·, T x) C • sups E. G s s 
= sup t x,x(s} 8 
~ M( ~ ) x,x 
ll x ll 1 2 for every x in X; = 
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and, on t1e other hand , ~or every x in X 
ll T
8 
-lx ll ~ c. lJ x IJ for every s in G, 
so that 
H X II L 
-
c. 11 T x l 
s 
for every sin G, 
whence 
II X 1112 = M( $ ) 
x,x 
~ irif S>x,x(s) s 
= inf Jl T xfl 2 s s 
~ - 2 'l 11 2 C • I X • 
Thus 
and the norms are ccrtn. "nly quivalcnt. 
Consequent l y functions on X 1rl1ich nre continuous 
relative to one norm are continuous rel ative to the other . 
3. For any particular yin X, the mnp 
is a continuous linear functional on X. Ilence correslondin~ 
to each yin X there exists an element y* of X such t hn.t 
(x,y*) = (x,y) 1 for every x in X. 
Define an endomorphism B of X by 
By= y* for every yin X. 
We no,r exomine some properties of B: 
(i) For every y in·X 
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n Dy ll = ll y* H 
= sup { I (x,y \ l : II x ll ~ 1J 
~ su p [c, llxll. jjy/1 1 : II x II~ 1} 
~ - C () • II y H ; 
thus B 1s continuous. 
(ii) For every x ,y in X we hn.ve 
so that 
( B*x,y) = ( x, Ily ) 
= (x,y)l 
= (y , x )l 
= (y , nx) 
= (Bx,y), 
B* = B; 
thus Bis self-adjoint. 
(iii) Since for every x in X t h e mn.p 
y ~ (x,y) 
i s a continuous linear function a l on X, it follows tha t 
there exists an endomorphism C of X such t hn.t 
(ex,y) 1 = (x,y) for ev~ry x,y in X. 
Hence for every x,y in X we have 
( x, y) = ( ex, Dy) 
= ( B*. ex, y), 
so that . 
B.e = B*.e = I, 
where I maps X identically onto itself; thus e is t he 
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inverse of B. 1·~oreover o.rguments we used n. liloment n~o 
suffice to show tho.t for every x in X 
ll ex ll 1 
C. II X ll ' 
so that C is continuous. It has therefore been establis1ed 
tho.t B is bi continuous. 
(iv) For every x in X 
(x,Bx) = (x,x) 1 
~ O; 
thus B . positive .. l.S 
4. Since n is posit ive and self-o.djoint, it 
follows that there exists a positive self-adjoint endo-
morphi~lli A a£ X §ueh tha.i 
A2 = B; 
. this is a standard result (which may be found, for example, 
in Liusternik and Sobolev (l)). 
We no,r examine some properties of A: 
(i) Fo r every x in X 
= 
= 
L. 
thus A is continuous. 
I (x,Bx) l , A being self-adjoint, 
1 (x,x)1 l 
C2 • ll X n 2; 
(ii) We shall now show· tho.t A is invertible. First 
observe tho.t for every x in X 
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\ 
JI A 2x I{ = fl Bx H 
~ c-2 • ii x II , since () 'J C • )} -~ H, 
0,nd so 
Jl iL': }l ~ c-8 • IJ A }1 -l. }} x l\ ; 
t !,us ./' .. is one- to - one. 
Furthermore 
( .A ... "'C , y) = 0 for every .. ~ 1n X 
=* (x, Ay) = 0 
::: ) Ay = 0 
~or everv ~ i n X 
., 
=~) y = O; 
thn.t is t o say, every continuous 1 inear functional Y:hi c11 
is ort 1o~ona l to n.(A.) (t:ie ra1c;e of A) v11nishes idca tically. 
ence by the Gahn- } ana ch Theorem _( Theor1~n 8) R(..:_) is 
dense in X .. 
Now let (IL°"' ) be a converr;ent secil ence fron nJ A) . T-~Cl 
n 
-Ux - x Ji ~ 
m n 
_...,.) 0 o..s n,m • ) oo, 
o.nd s o (x ) converges , sn.y to x. Since A is continuous, it 
n 
fo l lo11s thn.t (A."'{ ) converges to A .. "'{; hence R(A) is cl()sec.l, 
11 
and so 
R(A) = X. 
'1' 1us we have est.n. 1lis_.eu t.11at A mn.ps ~, onto itself 
bi - uni<iuely; ccrtai ly t1en 
- 1 
tl . J.. J_ 1ere ex1svs an opera,vor 1 
(iii) Sin c for every x i n~ 
we knovr t 1~t _\.-l is continuous; t 1.us A is b i conti nuous. 
5 . So far we hn.ve e s tu. li shc t he existen ce 
of a b i continuous endomorphism A of X such t ~1a.t 
}, ( ~ ) = (x, By) i:: (Ax,.Ay.) for every x,y i n X. 
>x, y 
Now for every Tt in G define an endornorphi sn Tt ' of X by 
-1 Tt' = A. Tt. A • 
Then for every x,y in X 
but 
( Tt ' x, Tt 'Y) = M ( ~ ) ; 
';) -1 - 1 Tt.A x,Tt. A y 
5, t'' (&) (T . Tt' · - 1 :x,T . Ti' • .1 - 1 y) -1 = t •A y ;;:-; I 
..... ' -1 
-1 ) 
::: (T t·A x, Ts t• A y S 0 0 
c::: ~ -1 -1 (s 0 t) A x , A y 
o.nd so 
(Tt •x, Tt ' Y) = 1! [ ( S, -l -1 :\ ] 
, A x,A y 
= B ( S _1 _1 ) , M being invariant, A x , A y 
= (x,y) • 
Hence 
Tt'.(Tt ' )* = I - (T ') * T 1 • 
- t • t ' 
thus all t he oDerators . Tt ' are unitary. They form a group 
G' = f Tt 1 } t • and the map t ~ T ' is a unitary r c :;->res -E: G' t 
entation of G which is equivalent to the origina l ounc.ed 
representation . 
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This result is of con,sidern.ble importn.nce, been.use 
a. major problem in the t 11eory of ~roup representations 
is to discover all the bounded renresentations of 
pn.rticuln.r ,n-rou ps · 1 it can ho atn.hl:i131 od t rn.t t!10 
[;roup under consideration has an invariant mean, then 
Theorem 21 reduces thi s to the s impler task of findin~ · 
all its unit~ry·reprcs .ntations. 
1t ref.a.i ns to :M int out t!1a.t t 1 :-re ere mn.1 y ways 
in which the sul)j c ct r a.tter of thi<:i cho.:!_>te r might JC 
extended; t 1c dis cussion here _n.s cliefly been confined 
to those result s on which the Tahn- .Jn.nn.c.11 The orem JHt. 
some bearing . .'.re have only foun d. it nc ccssa.ry to define 
rig 1t-invn.rial1t means ; it is very eas ~ to define left-
invariant a.nd bi- invariant means anc .. to obtain cor~·es ;.1 ontling 
results . !·.~oreover, a..s the reader wi 11 have notice , 
nothing ha..s cen said about uni queness of invariant means . 
There is an interesting general discuss ion of suc1 matters 
1n Day ' s paper (3). 
,lore interes ting results may be o htn.ined by endowing 
the semigroup G with a topology and defining mec..ns as 
linear functionals, not on B(G), but on the subspace C(G) 
1iliich consists of all bounded continuous functions on G. 
' I 
One can in fact go further and define means over any sub-
spa_ce at all of B(G); thus, for instance, if G is a 
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locally compnct group then a mea.n can be defined over the 
space of all bounded Ila.ar-measurable functions on G. These 
remarks have a special relevance to Theorem 21. In that 
theorem the hypothesis that. there exists an invariant mean 
~n the whole of B(G) is rather a stringent one; as we have 
seen, it is certainly not satisfied by arbitrary groups. In 
practice the situation is (at least · partially) saved by 
restricting the representations involved so that all the 
functions ~ (defined in the proof of Theorem 21) lie )x,y 
in some subspace of B(G) for which it is known that an 
invariant mean exists. TYO particular cases will serve 
as examples: 
(i} If G is any group, then every finite-dimensional 
bounded representation of Gin a Hilbert space Xis equivalent 
to a unitary representation in X. The reason is that 
Yhen the r,presentation is finite-d.imensional all the 
functions ~ are almost periodic; since it is kno'Wll 7x,y 
that an invariant mean exists for the almost periodic 
functions, the proof of Theorem 21 can be carried over 
without significant change. 
(ii} If G is a compact topological group, then 
every Tea.kly measurable bounded representation of G is 
equivalent to a unitary representation. In this ca.se, . for 
every x,y, F- · is measurable; it is known that an invariant mean 1x,y 
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exists for the space of all bounded measurable functions, 
and so the proof again proceeds as before. 
Finally we point out that if B(G) is replaced by 
apace of rUno~i~n~ ofi o into some general Banaeh 
space (rather than n1 or c1 ), then the very idea. of 
a mean is generalised; a. discussion along such lines 
occurs in Di:xmier's paper (1). 
A good deal of the material of this chapter occurs 
in Section 17 of the book (1) of Ilewitt and Ross - t he book 
was not in print Then th.is chapter was written. Some 
other relevant papers a.re: Agnew and Morse (1); Day (2), 
(a),(4)J F;lnor (I),( ),(a),(4); K st n (l); Luthar (l}; 
Raimi {l); Robison (l}; and Silverma.n (1),(2). 
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In 1Q:J2 11orbcrt ~1'icner ,nl) lished a lonz paper (1) 
on To.uberio.n theorCQS ·n w1ic . he o Jto.ine incidentally 
o. result which ho..s s ince been e :xtenclecl and gcncrali scJ; 
it u1.s in fact be c01:1 e the cornerstone of a subj c ct w 1i ch 
ho.s cons itlcrn. , lc interest in its own riGht . Before 
rr i vin rr ' ''iencr ' s thcorer1 we need on e definitions: u b 
f . . t. L t l f 4 • n 1 f De 1n1 ion . e w Je a.ny uncv1on on .1.1. ; ·or every 
1 
real number a define o.. function w on H. by 
a 
w (t) = w(t + a) 
i1 
for every tin :!11 • 
It is in har mony with the u sag e of Cha1)ter · 2 to co..11 w 
a 
a translate of w~ 
Examr le 10. Take w to be o. 2 ,,.. - periodi c fun ction 
which is continuous ove · (0, 21T' ). Obviously the space 
of all stch functions is no t invariant under translations. 
On the other hand, t 1e space cp[ O, 2-,,-J of o.11 2 w - periodi c 
functions which are continuous over [ 0, 21'1"'] ( and ence 
throu~hout n1 ) is trn.nsln.tion-invari ant. All t he 11;:.rticu , r 
function sp~ ces which crop up in t1is chapter u.re · trans lation 
- invariant . 
Defi ition . If w is any complex-valued funct ion on 
R1 we denote by Tw t he set of a ll f irti te linear combinations 
of translates of w: 
T = 
w : sk £· cl 
' 
a. £ R1, n finite} • 
1C 
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Let L1 (R1) denote the Banach space (rith the usual 
nonn) which consists of all those functions on R1 into 
c1 which are (Lebesgue) integrable • . The above-mentioned 
discovery of Wiener was that if w is a.ny element of 
L1 (a1 ) Yhose Fourier transform nowhere vanishes then 
T ia a. dense subset of L1(R1). Thus, perhaps surprisingly, y 
if Y is any particular such function and if xis any 
function whatsoever from L 1(n1), we may approximate 
(in the L1-nonn) as closely as ve wish to x by finite 
linear combinations of translates of v. 
Possible variations on this theme immediately suggest 
themselves - do similar results hold in spaces other than 
L1(R1)? - and some of them Till be discussed in this 
chapter. For us the major interest of such questions 
lie~ in the fact that ~any of them ~~y be a.n3wered by 
recourae to th~ Iia.ltn-Ba.nach Theorem. This a.ppi'oa.ch ( whi eh 
is not the original one of Wiener's) makes possible a 
fairly unified treatment of a variety of tra.nsla.tion 
problems. 
Definion. Let X be a (translation-invariant) 
topological linear space of complex-valued functions 
-on R1• Let Y be any element of X. Then the closure T 
W' 
of T in Xis called the span of translates of v in X. 
T 
The Ha.hn-Ba.nach Theorem (Theorem 8) immediately 
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eno.blcs ns to c10.ro.cterise T rhen Xis locally convex: 
1\" 
Thcorc 1 22 . 
----
I.ct X be o. -trnnsla:tion-inva.rio.nt locally 
J. 
convex Lonolo,ri cu.l 1 incar space of functions on 1 into 
, l, 
-L t, w nntl v ) , lemcnts of X . y 'l'hcn b lon,.-s to T 
Cl w 
if o.n u on 1 v j f f o r x ' in X ' we have 
,.; 
1 
x'(w ) = 0 fo r every a in n ~ x ' (y) = o. [ 
Proof. In ' 1hcor r1 8 ta.ke S to be t11e set of al 1 
tro.1 slates of w; t 1en L = T and t ... 1e des ired result foll ows . 
w 
T1e si~~lcs~ tro.ns l a tion pro>lems are nat1ra lly 
those in rl ic1 the functions consi lerecl arc p c 1 io cl ic" 
It is ther . .1ore conv 0 nient to h [!' n by c n~icl ,ri. i {' 
') 1.. '?) 
• J .J . j. •• 
f t · n 1 '. t c1 , · 1 · d · · t I · 1 unc ions on n. in o wn1c 1 are per10 1c, w1 1 i)er1oc 
2 11"' say. We ho.vc n.lrea.dy indi co.ted thn.t cl'[o, 2,r] is to 
denote t1c spo.ce of all continuous such functions; we 
assume tho.t this spn.ce car ries the usual sup norm . 
l) ) I- or 1 ~ n C::::: co --;·:e denote oy ~ ( 0, 24T( the s pn.ce* of 2 Tr'-peri-
odic , which are (Lebesrruc- )men.surable and 
c.:, I 
such t'1at 
J/ 11' I x(t) J P, dt < 00 ; 
* Strictly s.1.1cakinc: t he elements of ~ nrc equi vn.lencc -classes of 
functions; followj •; the usual 1.) ro.ct ice we shall not worry 
about this, except wh re the fact ha,s s01~e bea,ring on our 
argume rLs. 
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w o.ss tho.t ~ is nomed 1n the customary way. .Anrl 
we denote by r; ( 0, 21'r ) t e space of such functions x 
which are (Lebes~ue-)measurable and essentially bounded; 
t 1is space is o.ss mAd to co.rry t L1e ess . sup norm . Vhencvcr 
it is n cess ary to distin~uish between the different 
nonas in these spaces, they ·wi 11 be denoted by II lie, 
II fl and U U , res pc cti vely. 00 
In •rhat follows sorae unnecessary writing is saved 
by defini ng the Fourier coefficients 1 (n) of a 241'1"-
periodi c function x on n.1 into c1 in o. way whicl difiers 
(by a factor of 2 11' ) from the usual; for n = o,~1, .... , 
we shal 1 ·write 
r 2Tt . t ~ (n) = J o x(t).e-in . dt, 
provided t he integral exists. 
Theorem 23 . Let ~r be any one of the spaces cp(o,2~ J 
or ~ ( 0, 2-n" ) ( 1 ~p · < c» ) • · Let .,,,Y be elements· of X. Then y 
is an element of T if and only if for n = 0, ±1, ••• , 
1¥' 
it is the case that 
~ (n) = 0 =* y (n) = O. 
Proof. 1. Fi.rst sup~ose tha t y is, an element of 
T , say 
w 
y = L: Sk·""l/ 
where the ~ k are com p l ex and the 8ir real. Since for 
every real a. 
r 2'Tr · t ~ ( n) = j O w( t + a.) • e -in • d t , 
• 
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1 .e. 
!o2'Tr' . ( ~ (n) = 0 w(s).e1n a a s). ds 
we ho.ve 
Y (n) = 
for n = o, ±1, •• ; 
and so 
~ (n) = 0 ~ ? (n) = o. 
Thus , if WC write 
p 
= {y : "w'" (n) = 0 =:+? (n) = 0} , w 
then T C::: P • 11oreover , from the observn.tion th at 
w w 
the mn.p y ~"y (n) is continuous it f ollows t hat P 
. "\'{ 
is closed, o.nd so T C::: P • We shnl 1 show t hn.t in 
w w 
f o.ct T = P • 1 ~ 1V' 
2 . Let :x: • be nny continuous linear functional 
on X . Def i ne o. 211" -pcriodic i."unction ft on 1.-1 into c1 by 
~(a) = x•(wa) for every a in n1• 
Since tr~nsl n.tion is ~ continuous o; ern.tor on each of 
the spaces X, it follows that~ is continuous; thus¢ 
is an element of cp[0,21T] and t1e existence of its 
Fotiricr coefiici nts 
.-.. lo2ff . 
' ri"' · ) -1no. 
'P ( n) = 0 x' ( w a • e • dn. 
is assured . Nor define an ele~ent x of X by 
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-1na . lo211' . x = 0 wa . c . dn , 
this being nn abstract rt ien ann i n te ::sr'11 ( as defined 
in Appendix .. \.) ; its e x istence i s Guar n.ntccd by t~1e fact 
- ina that t 1e mn.p n ~ c • w 1s a continuous function 
a 
1 
on n. into X. By 'l'hcorer~ 31 (of Ai)fH:ndix ~~) we see thr-t 
~ ;i (n ) = x ' (x) . 
Since the ril ap x ~ ~ (k) is n. continuous linear functional 
on X, it follows (again :)y T;1corc1: 31 tllnt f ork= 0 ,±1, •• , 
!o2 -n- . AX (Jc) = C-inn. 'V' ( I- ) u.e 0 • ' , ... , . 4" ::-1 
la21T . [ !o21Y -1n n. •r( ..i. = O e • O '' "' ) - ikt ' ] + u . e . ut . dn 
( 211' - ikt [ ( 21Y' 
= J o e • Jo w(t + ) - 1na , ) 1 t n. 1 . c . ua. . a, 
by Ji'ubini ' s Theorem , 
( 2.Tr - ikt [ r2-rr- in( t - s) J 
= J o e • Jo w(s) . e . <-,s . dt 
lo !:2 'ff . lo 21'\"' . ( -1kt _ ( , - 1n~ , = 0 un t , • e • ll t . w .~ 1 • e • o.~, 
( , int .,1 nl ·where u t J = c for en.c~1 " 111 ... 1. , 
n 
= ~ (n) .'ti'(k); 
n 
t hus 
x = ~(n).u, 
n 
and so 
f11om P, say 
w 
3 . Su )pose t:1a.t. y is a trir_;onori:etri c ::.Jolynor:1ial 
,,. = [ l rc I ~ n Y ( k ) • '1~' 
w 1erc y ( <) = 0 whenev r ~ (k) = O. T,1en 
:- '( w ) = 0 for every a in n1 
n. 
= !) ~=0 
......... 
::q ,0( ::: =0 for L:=0 ,±1, ••• , 
= ~ x ' ( uk) = 0 wh enever 'Q- ( k ) ~ O, 
=-4 Y ( J,- J . X 1 ( Uk ) ::: Q f Or k ::: Q , ± 1 , • • . , 
===> L l Ir \ ~ n y ( { . x , ( uT) = 0 
=~:) x ' (y) = o, 
nnd so (by Theorem. 22) be lon[sS to T .. 7; t~1us al 1 
, -
trigonometri c polynon in.ls from P belong to 'I' . 
1'{ 1'{ 
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4. It re1 a.ins to s 10w t uit every elcr,1cnt 
or :P is o. i tit 0£ tr i[jonometric :)olynor.1iais fr otll P • 
w w 
In doing this, use i s uude of t 1 1e sequence (f>n) of 
tri gonometric . 1olynomi als def ined by 
( ) , ( 1 I 1c I) i 1~s 
~ n s = L- 'k' ~ n - n . e 
[ 
. ns ] 2 
= .!.. Slil 2 • 
n . s 
Slll 2 
These obviously H1vc the foll owin[j properties: 
( i) J/1' n ( s) , ds = 2 Tl', 
1 (ii) /'n(s) ~ O for every sin n, 
(iii) f or O < S ~ ~ 
f l . n l or cac 1 s 1n 1 , 
max [,.an ( s) : & ~ I s I :=,; TC}~ 0 as n -+ oo , 
5 . Let y be n.ny elernent of P . By the 
w 
convolution of y with ~ we mean the function 
Ion 2'TT y * ~ = 0 y • Ll ( s ) • ds , / n - s ,-n 
tl · J ing o.n o.l straot Di mo.nn int. :.:; rn.l; · ts _::istonc 
is assured 1 y t ,1 c fa.ct that the man s ~ y • ~ ( s) 
-s ' n 
is continuous. Dy Theorem 31 ,·.-c see t_1.:1t 
~ r 2 11" 
( Y * f> n) ( k) = J O f:s (fr) • /' n ( s ) • ds 
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-"" -1 i: S J:Tr · 1 = y ( k ) • e • I° n ( s ) • ds 
= y' (k).f'n(k). 
Since ~(k) vanishes for I k \ > n, it follows t1at 
y *r'n 1s a tri r;onometric polynomial; in fact, 
Furt hermore 
~ (k) = 0 ~ 
,.6' ( k ) .y' ( k ) • u1 n I n c 
y (k) = 0 
~ (y * !°n)(k) = o, 
and so the y* /°n a.re trigonometric polynomials from Pw. 
6. F inally 1e ' show that the seque~ce (y * l°n) 
converGes to 21T.y. By (i) we have 
J__: 21Y . y = _ 11 y. J°n ( s). ds, 
and so 
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hence (by ( ii) and ThPorcm 32) 
1T' 
11 y * ~ - ~ ff. y ll ~ j U y - y Jl • f' ( s) . ds . I n -'ff - s n 
ow consider s 
I 1 = 1 0 II y - s - " U • I° n ( s ) • d ~ 
where O 4 6 ~ 'Tr, 
-6 mnx I s I ~ 8 liy - s - y II . 1: I° n ( ) • ds ( by (i i ) ) . 
Trans lation .Jein~ a continuous o pera.tor on ea.ch of the 
spaces X, we know t hat 
ll y - y 1J ~ O as s ~ 0; 
- s 
hen ce corresponding to any g iven t > 0 we may ch oo se 
S > 0 in sue 1 a way that 
For som<' particul ar such S consider 
I2 =ls~ ls l~TI' lh-s- y ll ./°n(a) . ds 
~ 2. /I y U , Is :!:: I 8 l ~ 11' l°n ( s). ds. 
It follows from (i i) and (iii) that 
J 6 ~ I 5 I ~ "1T' f>n ( s ) • ds ~ O o.s n ~ oo ; 
hence correspondin t o S there e J .. ists a. po s itive integer 
N such that 
I 2 C::. f whenever n ·> N. 
Thus we see tha t 
lJy */°n - 21Y. J: u ~ 1 1 + I 2 
~ f- whenever n > N. 
We have therefore s h o1m t hat every element y of P w 
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is the limit of a sequence of trigonometric polynomials 
l 
2 'fr .y * t°n from Pw. But we have seen that each of these 
-polynomials belongs to T • since T is closed it follows 
'\f'' w 
that every yin P_ belongs to T._, i.e. P C:: T. We 
" " w y 
-conclude that TY= P.,,; this is the required result. 
Q.E.D •. 
As an immediate consequence ve. have a nice analogue of 
Wiener's theorem: T.,, is dense in X ( = Cp or 1{, l ~ p C::::::. oo ) 
if and only if none of the Fourier coefficients of w vanish. 
If Y is any simple step function then (it is a.n element 
of i; (0,21Y) and) for every real a. '¢= 0 (mod 21"") 
u ... - wall 00 a 2. u y u()(); 
it follows that translation is not a continuous operator on 
( In fact it can be shown that if the map a ~ w is 
a 
continuous - or even measurable - in the norm topology then 
q lm t v rywh r to~ continuous function,) For 
this reason the proof of Theorem 23 breaks down for the 
space X • r;°(0,2'1"T'). In order to validate the discussion 
for this exceptional case it is necessary to equip r;° 
Yi.th a topology relative to Yhich translation is a continuous 
operator; in Appendix Bit is shown that the weak topology 
o- (r;° ,r;) does the job. This enables us to prove the 
next result: 
Theorem 24. Let X denote the space r;°(0,21"1') rith 
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its 1reak topology o-(~ ,Li,). Let Y be a.ny particular 
-element of X. An element y of X belongs to T if a.nd only 
,r 
if, for n • 0,±1, ••• , it is the case that 
'w' (n) • 0 ~ 'y' (n) a O. 
Proof. The demonstration closely parallels the proof 
of Theorem 23; the details are discussed in Appendix B. 
We observe as an immediate corollary that T is 
'W 
1reakly dense in ~(0,21l") if and only if none of the 
Fourier coefficients of w· are zero. 
Q.E.D •• 
I have been unable to decide a question which now 
suggests itself - does there exist a. function Tin~ 
such that TY is {norm-)dense in~~ 
So far we have been able to characterise those functions 
Y (in a variety of $paces X of periodic functions) 1rhose 
translates span a dense subset of X. It is natural to 
wonder hov ma.ny functions ,r there a.re {in each particular X) 
Yhich have this property; the next theorem provides a 
partial a.nsver. 
Theorem 25. ( i) Let X be any one of the spaces CP [o, 2 :1"] 
or ~(0,21'1') (1 ~p <oo ). The functions Tin X for which 
-T,r • X themselves form a set which is dense in X. 
(ii) Let X = ~ (0,21'Y). The functions 
,r in X for which T is weakly dense in X themselves form y 
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a set which is (norm-)dense in X. 
Proof*. The proofs of (i) and (ii) are identical. 
Define 
W • f v ( X : ~ (11) ~ O for n • O,:bl, ••• 
then Y belongs to W if a.nd only if TY is dense in X. 
Let y be an arbitrary element of X. In general 
some of the r {n) will va.nish; let 
N • { n : Y (n) = O}. 
E. > 0 define Corresponding to any given 
Y£ = ,y + L n " N ( 2)-1 e. 1 + n .u • n 
Then 
< 00' 
so that Yi is an element of X. Also 
~ (n) 7'=0 forn ·=0,±1, ••• , 
is an element of W. Finally 
• 
' 
ao that Ye, 
I/ y - y £ II ~ £ • /I L n '- N ( l + n 2) -1 • u n II 
~ t • Ln " N I (1 + n2)-i I • 
This holds for arbitrarily small £. > O; hence 
Ye may approximate (in the norm} as closely as we wish 
* There is a simple non-constructive alternative proof 
'Which is based on a category argument, a.nd which 
incidentally shows that Wis second category in X. 
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to y by e le 1ents of v, i .e. U is dense in X. 
n . E . D •• 
It seens unl i kely that any of the spaces X so far 
cons· d rod Rhould 10.v o.u ~ l e 1 nt :w f'or ,r i c.1 T ._ X ; 
· w 
we now prove that in fact there is n o suc1 w. 
Theo r em 2G .· Lt r h n.1y one of t1e S11nces p[o,2 Tr"] 
or ~(0,2 -n' ) (1 ~ p ~ oo). Then t here exists no 
win X such that T 
w 
= X 
- . 
Proof. Su pose there do es exist w in X such t:-:.at 
T = X. Then for a r hi tra.ry x in X we .l1ave 
w 
X = L.k- 1 ~ k•""Jc'-
say , where the ~ k (trc comp l ex and t 1e °Jc real . Hence 
for n = o,*1, •••.• , 
~ (n) = ~ (n) . [ L: 5, k./'kn ] • 
We kno,v- that "w"' (n ) ~ 0 for all n; for n = O,;j:l, .... ", 
and so 
E [ , (n) ] ~ • 
J en .~ (n) l 
11het1 £or ~aeh l1 
= I L : s k.ei"J,n I 
~ L:1 $,J, 
sup J c .~ (n) J < oo for every x ;in X. 
n n 
This implie ::; that t he sequence (c) is bounded; for 
n 
otherwise we could find a subsequence 
3 > k for every k . 
( C ) 
~ 
such that 
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If we then sele ctcd the element x of X vrh i ch is defined 
by 
x(t) L~ - 2 ink t for t in Rl = k .e every 
' 
,re woul( n.ve 
~(~) - 2 for k, = k every 
and so 
J c .-s? (n. )/ for every k , 
I1Ic l{ 
k for every k ; 
this is a · contradiction. Thus we have 
sup } c l ~ oo, 
n n 
which is im ;)oss i,Jle, Rin ce 
~ (n) ~ 0 as n ~ oo; 
it follows that 
T -..J- X for every ,., in X. w ,-
0 . E . D •• 
The results which have so fn.r been proved all 
concern spaces of periodic functions. The next question 
to ask is what 1a;)pens whon the hypothesis of periodicity 
is dropj_Jed . Here natters are not so easy. Whereas 
there is no difficulty in defining 'x' for functions from 
14(0,2 'T'T' ), t1e sa e is not true in LP(n1 ); in fact, 
there is no .way of defining a Fourier transform (as a 
function in t1e usual sense) in LP( n 1 ) for p > 2 . 
Since our a pproach makes use of Fourier transforms in 
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both X and its dun.l spn.c0 X' , it evidently breaks ao1·m 
for 1P(111 ) w1enevcr p =/:- 2 ; in particular, we s .._1al l 
not prove ,.Viener 1 s t '1eorem . no,v-ever it is to be noted 
that the met,10 co.n he !,o.rtial ly e xt ndcd to t 1csc cases 
by us inc; Schwartz ' s tI1cory of c;eneralisecl functions (see, 
or exarn!)le, E< wards ( 1)) . 'le shal 1 obtain what results 
we cnn without ~oin~ t1is •. 
At t his point it is convenient to mr .. ke a change 
of notation; throu[;1 ot t the reoaincler of t ~1is chuptcr 
( not i ncluding i t"8 a )pendi ces) we shnl 1 t aI~e w to be 
a 
t he f un ction defined by 
w (t) = w(t - a) .for every t in n1 • 
a 
' ' The simplest result for functions which a.re not 
11eriodic co ncerns S'Jans of translate s in 1 2.(n1 ). If 
is an element of t 1is s )ace, tl en both x and~ are 
of the result is a little clurasy . 
Theorem 27. Let 1·r be any element of L2 (R1 ) and 
let 9 be a rcL res0.ntati ve e lcr~ent of its Fourier transform. 
2( 1) 
.An element y of L R belon~s to T if o.nd only if there 
w 
i s a re resentati ve element y of its Fourier transform 
which ho.s t .1e )roperty that for every s in n1 
~ (s) = 0 ~ ? (s) = O. 
Proof . I.Let x • be o.ny cont i nuous linear functional 
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2 1 
on L (n ) . Su :1:'o,J t~1n.t 
x '( a") = 0 "or every u 1 n n1• 
Corrcs ponc in -> to 
-' there exists o. u1 ique c lement 
of 
C') 
L ..__ ( 1) n-uch t' 1t1:L 
X t (y) = Cr , ::- ) for every y lll L2( n l 
' 
w~1cro ( , ) i s t ic inner product of the Hi 1 Jert s po. ce 
Dy assru,1ption, t _1en, we 10.ve 
(w , x) = 0 
0. 
for cvc1·y 1 c. 1n n . 
' tl ""' . t f · L2 ( l ) · 1 ow, 1e ..:..• our1er r o.ns orm. in 1s norm- ~)rese v1n6 , 
und so it foll ows ·that 
i.e. 
But 
(~ ,"xi = 0 
[\. 
1 
for every a in n ' 
l oo~ ( s ).~lsJ.ds = O for every a in n1 • -oo a 
a.nd so, ,rri ting 
we 1a.ve 
t 1US 
g( s) = ~ ( s) /~ ( s) 1 for every sin n, 
J oo ( ) -iso. 1 g,s .e . ds = 0 for every a in n ; -oo 
"' rr = J o, 
and it follows that 
~(s) = 0 al1os t everywhere. 
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Hence for almost every a in R1 ve have 
~(s) a O whenever~{s) :/: O. 
Let P consist of all those functions yin L1(R1), 
y 
ea.ch of which has a. Fourier transform with .a representative 
element 'y" such that for every s in R1 
'w" (s) = 0 :::::> 'y (s) "'o. 
Let y be an element of P. Then y 
y (s).~ (s) • 0 almost everyvhere; 
thia entails that 
~-~.~ 
-- o, 
and so 
y * X • 0. 
In particular, then, 
(x,i:) • J: x(t).y_(t).dt Yhere y_(t) := y(-t), 
= O; 
it follows that 
x'~y_) ~ (y.,x) a o. 
- . 
This holds for every yin P, and so 
'W 
x'(y) = 0 for every yin P. V 
Hence, by Theorem 22, every element y of P,r belongs to 
T • we see the ref ore that P C:: T • Y' "W y 
2. On the other hand, suppose that y is an 
element of T ... , sa,y 
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y = L7 5k .... ~, • I 
1rhe~e the °k are real and the 5 k complex. Then there 
exists a representative · elementy'of the Fourier transform 
of y such that 
\m ~ i°ks r (s) = ~ (s). L1 ,k.e , 
,rhere w is some representative element of the Fourier 
-transform of w. Hence 
~(s) • 0 - :,, y" (s) • O. 
It folloYs that T C::. P ; since P is closed, this y y W' 
means that T C:. P. Hence, finally, y ,r 
-T • p ' y y 
aa required. 
Q.E.D •• 
Our next theorem concerns the space C of all 
0 
continuous functions on R1 into c1 which tend to zero 
at * oo; the space is assumed to have its uniform topology. 
Recall that every continuous linear functional x' on C
0 
may be represented in the form 
X t (x) - rl x( t.) .d}-',( t.) for every X in Co' 
- )R: 
1 
where )-A is a regular Borel measure on R • 
In this next theorem, for any function x on n1 into c1 
n ahall ,rrite 
Nx • fa I x(a) =f o} 
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· then its closure N is the support of x. 
X 
Theorem 28. If Y is an integrable function from 
C, then T contains every element y of C which is 
0 1f' .. 0 
integrable and is such that 
N~ c N~. y ... 
Proof. Let x' be any continuou• linear functional 
on C , and suppose that 
0 
• ( ) 0 f . Rl; x w = or every a in 
a. 
this means ·that for some regular 
~l va(-t).d,,.....(t) - O 
Hence 
'W *,..,.... o, 
and so 
~ 
y *J--"" - o. 
Borel measure r4- ve have 
f . RI or every a 1n • 
NoY it is easily shown (using Fubini•s Theorem) that 
~ "' -" 
lr *r-=,, ·r; 
h f . RI ence or every sin 
It follows tha.t 
p. { s) :s O whenever ~ ( s) ~ 0; 
. ~ indeed, since )-"- is continuous, we see that 
· P.(s) a 0 whenever s ~ N y • 
Let y be any integrable function from C such that 
0 
-N~ C:: N~. y ,r 
Then for every s 1n n1 
p. (s).y (s) = O; 
y being {ntegrable, it fol lows that 
~ 
,.,.. ~ y o. 
Iencc 
r * y = o, 
and so, in pnrtic1l ~r, 
~ 1y(-t).d,..-(t) • O; 
it follo,rs that 
x '(y) = O. 
- · Once again, Theor em 22 ensures that y belongs to T. w 
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O. E . D • • 
It follows i rrunedinte ly that if w is an integrable 
function fro ra C such that 
0 
- 1 ~ ,,,.... = n. 
w 
( that is to say, if the set · of zero's ·of 9 has no interior 
points)., then 
'£ = C • 
'W 0 
Fo r t hen Theorem 28 ensure~ t hat f cont~ins all integrable 
w 
functions from C; but these obviously make up a dense 
0 
subset of C, and so T = C. 
0 W 0 
Exru:nplc 11. Let a a nd o be r eal numbers. Take w 
to be the " peak function" defined by 
w(t) = { o. . ( h -
0 for 
Then 
Jtl) for \t l ~ b, 
lt l > b. 
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cos b.s). 
-1 Thus w has zeros at *11-n". b , where · n = 1,2, •.• •• ; this set 
of z.eros is dis cretP, and so .i.J ., 1 = R • Hence the sr,n.n 
of t ranslates of 1r is dense in C •. This result was first 
0 
obtained in o. paper (2) of 1 ~new, by a constructive 
argument . 
In ·an earlier paper (1) , Agnew consi fered translates 
of ste~J functions; the method app lied in the above exam:1le 
to peo.k functions breo.ks do1m for step functions because 
they are not continuous . 1 gncw devised o. construct ion to 
sJ ow that t 1 spo.n of tro.ns la.tc f 0. f, . l'l: 1 C St e p f Uil Ct i O Il l S 
dense i n tie R)ace C . We obtain an analagous result ( f or LP) in 
0 
o. very sim:1 le way, using the Hahn- Banach Theorem; t he 
method differs from our earlier proofs in that it makes 
no use at all of the Jroperties of Fourier transforms. 
T1eorem 29. If w is a simple step function, t ~en 
for 1 ~ p C::.. oo 
- n 1 T = v·( rr ). 
w 
Proof. We bc~in o.s usual by assw1ing that some 
continuous linear functional annihi l ates thew, say 
a 
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J_oo v (t).x(t).dt. 0 for every a in R1, 
-<D 0. 
Yhere xis an element of LP'(n1) (and, a.a usual, i + i, a 1). 
We may without loss of generality take T to be the simple 
step function defined by 
ir(t) • { l for O ~ t ~ b, 
0 elsewhere, 
where bis some real nwnber :::,- o. 
If xis not differentiable ire replace it by the function 
h = x *t°' which is differentiable; here f' ia some sufficiently 
smooth function which has a compact support. Then, using 
Fubini's Theorem, it is a simple matter to shoY that 
i.e. 
Hence 
i.e. 
J oo ,r (t).h(t).dt . • 0 for every a in R1, -<I) a 
ro.+b 
Ja h( t). dt a 0 f . RI or every a 1n • 
d f rM-b 1 · da .la h(t).dtj• o, 
h(b + a) - h(a) - 0 . 1 for every a in R; 
thus his periodic, with period b. Since h ia a.n element 
of LP' this entails that h vanishes identically. In particular, 
then 
. _{~ x(t.). f' (-t.).dt • 0 . 
for all smooth enough functions fl which have a compact 
aupport. There a.re certainly enough auch functions for us 
• 
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. 
to conclude thct x vani s hes almost everywhere. Hence, 
- p 1 by Theorem 22, T = L (n ). 
w 
p . E . D •• 
It is naturul to t ry to extend this result to step 
functions in ~enernl (i.e. to finite linear combinations 
of simple step functio ns); when p is not less than 2, a 
satisfactory result is easily obtained: 
Theorem 30 . If w is a step function ( ~ 0), then for 
2 ~ p ~ oo 
T = LP( n1). 
"' 
Proof. Suppos e that the step function w is defi ned 
by 
w = 
the k being sitip le s tep functio n's 
,... 
'W' 
k f: for bk ~ t G bk+ rk, '" (t) = otherw· e, 
where 
O = b1 < b 1 + r 1 ~ b2 ~ ••••• ...C:: bn + rn; 
there is no loss of generality in supposing that w is 
so defined. 
Suppose that for some x in LP '(n1) 
rx1 ,r (t).x(t).dt = 0 for every a 1n R1 .. J-oo a 
As in Theorem 29, there is rio loss of generality in 
assuming that xis differentiable; by the same reasoning 
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as was used in that theorem it is easily sho1m that 
L.: 5k• [ x(bk + 0, + r k) - x( bk + a )j = 0 
for . Rl every a in • 
Since l C::::. p ' ~ 2, the Fourier tro.nsform of x exists 
(as a function, or rather as a clas s ~f equivalent functions) ; 
taking the Fourier transform of this last equn.tion we get 
~(s)~f(s) = 0 for o.lrnost every sin R1 , 
where x" is a representative el ement of the Fourier 
tro.11.sf orm. of x, and 
f(s) = 
f is the function defined by 
\ n ): [ -i( bk+rk)s _ ibks ] · 
L- 1 7 k • e e • 
Since the set of n.11 t L1e zeros of the function f is 
certainly nowhere dense in R1, it follows that 
A. 
x = 0 a lmost everywhere , 
and so 
X = 0. 
As usual, Theorem 22 gives the desired result. 
In t 1e case where 1 ~ p <:: 2 I am able ·(using 
finite difference metho ds ) to show that T · = LP(n1 ) 
1V' 
Q.E.D •• 
·whenever w ( defined as in Theorem ·30) is such that the 
bk and rk are o.11 ro.tiono.l; however it seems very likely 
that a more satisfactory result alo~g these lines may be 
obtained by leas elementary procedures. 
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Appendix A. .A.n abstract Riemann integral. 
In the proof of Theorem 23 we · madc use of a vector-
vo.lued inte~ral. Althoug.1 it wa.s not absolutely necessary 
t:o do this, the tri cI· sn.vetl us quite a lot of writing ; it 
enabled us to hrn p toget 1er all the spaces represented 
by X instead of considering each separately. We sha.11 
now consider very briefly the defini tion and relevant 
pro pert\es of such o.n integral. 
Let X be n.ny Danuch space, with elements x,y, ••• ; 
we shall consider functions -:t,y, ... , on the real interval 
[0,2. 'lr] into X. 
Definition . 
i,ntegra.ble over 
The function -t is said to be ( Riemann-) 
[o, 2n-J if t here exists an element x 
0 
of X such t hat 
I/ [ : ,t ( t k ) ' A t!i - ''ii II _...* O 
as the mesh ~f the parti tion 
tends to zero, i.ee us 
'le then write 
t < 2 • • • • • 
( 2 'fl" 
x
0 
= J o -:;t (t).dt. 
< t 1 = 
. n+ 
-~) o. 
It may be shoTm ( in precisely t he so.me way as for the 
ordinary Rienann i ntegr a l) that 1 is integrable if it is 
continuous . 
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T!1eorem 31. If f i s o.ny conti1n ous linear. .i'unctionn.l 
on X, then 
the intc ;~ro.l on th ri ~ht-10.nd side of this e'lua tion is 
o.n ordinary 1~i ('nn.nn in t.r, ·~ r :1.J. 
hence 
r roo f . I L : f [ 7 ( t ; ) ] • A tk - f ( XO) 
~ lid .II L: °t (tk . A t k 
Theorem 32 . 
ll .Jt " 7 (t) ,dt. /1 ~ f/"u 7 (t) 11. ut . 
n . E . D • • ...,. __ _ 
Proof. ·'or every con:tinuous line n.r funct1onal f 
on X we '1u.ve 
1 f [.!o2 '"'7 < t) . dt] I = I J/"" f [ -t < t J}.dt 
~ ll r n.)o1u7 <tJU .dt; 
1encc 
.dt. 
( ) "r,' T\ 
• • J....J • ....1 .• • 
It follows i rrm~ediutcly tho.t 
I/ J/ 'ft' -t, ( t) . dt ~ ~ 2 1"1", sup0 Ei t ~ 211'1\? ( t) JI ; 
· for Thcoren 32 reduces this to the corres; onding property of 
• 
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t1e ordinary tiemnnr inte~ral. 
In roving Theorem 23 we took the convolution of 
two function s ~ nnd y f ·01:1 X to be o.n o.bstract Riemann 
( 2 1't 
Y * x = Jo y _ 3 .x(s).ds • 
.A 1 thonc;.1 it is not rclevn,nt to the arc;urnents of 'rhcorcm 23 
one wonders ·whether this is in accordance with the usual 
definition of convolution. In t he · case where X = cp[o,211'] 
it is immediately evident that the two definit ions are 
equivalent . · I• or then the opero..tion of "taking values at 
a )oint 11 (i.e . the r.10.p y ~ y( t)) is a continuous linear 
functional on X; hence Theorem 31 ensures t1at 
(y * x)(t) = / / -,y,y(t - s).x(s).dt, 
so tho.t y *xis a convolution in the usual sense. This 
i.s also true for the spaces X = 14< 0, 2 -W ). ( 1 ~ p 4 o); 
the proof is long lut straic;~tfo r wnrd and will not be i iven 
here. It depends essent10.lly ;on 1 the f's.ct that in these 
spaces the map y ~ y ( t) ( unlike the map y ~ y( t)) 1s 
a continuous linear functional • 
-Appen,.ix n. T ie wen.k topology of r; (0,21!_)_. 
We have seen t .rn.t trans lat ion is not a continuous 
opera.tor in the strong topology of t 1e space r; ( O, 2 -rr). 
Onr chi of 'tasJ horo is to show tha.t tra.ns lo.tion is 
00 
continuous in the weak topology of L_p. Tis result 
s prin~s from a General representation theorem for continuous 
linear functionals; o.nd that representation theorem in 
turn may he proved b .. usin~ the · Inhn- nana cl Theorer:1 . 
This particular application of the ahh- Hano.ch Theorem 
has useful g;·ener'al isn.tions , and so it is interest in~ 
from our point of view to discuss the whole business 
fairly fully. 
To be~in with let X and X' be arbitrary line·ar 
sp~ ces , ands, ppo sc that there exists a bilinear form 
(x,x') on X >< .. -,. The weak topology 0*_('\,X 1 ) if; then 
the weakest to ,.)o lo [:,Y on X which makes every linear 
functional x ~ (x,x') continuous. '-le wish to show 
that ::..very linear funct ional f on X which is continuous 
f(x) = (x,x') for every x in X, 
where x ' is some particular element of X'. This result 
is o. consequence of t 11e f ollowing theorem: 
Theorem 33 . Let f 1 , •••• ,fn be linear functionals 
on X, and supDose that 
f.(x) = 0 fo r i = I, •• ,n ~ f(x) = O. 
1 
Then there c:·i st s cn.lars A1, ••. , An such thn.t 
Lnl r = A . . r .. 1 1 
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e.f : n0 n. l :i n <Htr 0 1,prf\,tior 'l' 011 v into n.n by 
Tx = (f1(x) , •.•• ,fn(x)) for every x in X. 
:!)ef i ne n. linc nr functional¢ on T( X) by 
-0'(Tx) = f( x) fo r every x 1n X. 
Observe t hat 
Tx =Ty :::::::> f 1(x - y) = •••••• = fn(x - y) = 0 
~ f(x - y) = o , 
so t 1n.t ¢ i s well-define, . By t e IIo.hn- ;1n.nach Theorem 
( Tl eorcm 3) WC may e .~tend ! to a linear functional y( 
on the whole of n11 ; it is well-known t hat r must be 
representab le jn t he form 
= ) n1 A .. y . ~ 1 1 
f or every element (y1, ••• ,yn) of nn , 
where the ~. o.re s cal n,rs . Hence 
1 
. f(x) = ~+ [ (r 1(x), ••• ,fn(x))] 
= L: >\. fi(x). 
Q. E. D •• 
This result can be proved i n a more elementary 
fashion. We hn.ve c;1ven this particular proof because 
it points t he way to general isations which make fuller 
use of the Tia1n- ~n.nach Theorem - t hese will briefly be 
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consi ere <l in ,hn.nt 0r ·1 ( Section P). 
'fheorcm 3 .. 1. Corrcs pondin~ to ea.ch linear f unctional 
f on X which is continuous relative to cr:(x, X'} there exists 
n.n lo1n ot 
f(x) = (x,x •) for every x 1n X. 
Proof. A ha,s e at O for the weak topolo gy of X is 
fonned by the collection Qf al l finite i ntersections of 
the sets 
. '\ , = [- - £ X : / ( x, x ' ) / < 1 ] , 
wher x ' rn.nr; e:=, t h rou gh X'. Hence, f being continuous, 
t here ~xist cl · ment8 x1 ', ••• ,xn ' of X' such that 
. n1 
x E. ._1 w , : ) lr(x) \ .C::::: 1. 1- X . 
1 
In par t i cular, 
Hence, by 
s u ch t hn.t 
where 
( x, Xl I ) = • • • = 
=-4 Tc- ~ n~ 
-= ~ k . I f(x) \ 
~ f( x) = 0 . 
T .... corcrn ') <) v , 1, t : ere 
( x, xn ' ) = 0 
Wv , for arbitrary reul k, 
~~i 
< 1 for arbitrary real k, 
exist s cnl n.r s Ai' ... ' A n 
f(x) = r.: A . . (x,x. ' ) 1 1. 
= ( x, X t ) for every X in x, 
., I = A .• x. • 
l. l. 
is a.n element of X'. 
O. E . D •• 
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Observ tlc nice synunetry of Theorem 34: every 
linear 1unctiono.l on X' w1i ch is continuous relative 
to cr(X ' ,x) mn.y he repre s ented in the form ( x, x') where 
_ iti . o 1 pft.t'ti culu. 1 1 nt of / ' antl x • ranges throu •l 
X '. 
We now apj_)ly T 1eorem 34 to the case where X = r;' ( 0, 2 ~ ) 
1 
and X' = ~( O , 2 'Tt ); u wen.I- ,topology is here determined by the 
bilinear form ( , ) defined by 
( 2 Tr 
( x,x') = J o x(t).x•(t).dt 
for every x 1n r;' and x 1 in ~. 
The theorem ensures t hut corresponding to each weakly · 
continuous linear functiona l f on r; there exists an 
. l 
element v of~ such that · 
( 2 'ff 
f(x) = Jo x(t).v(t).dt f X 1n T~ • · or every _ -p 
Theorem 35. For 00 every w from~ the map 
_ _.~ 'W' 
n. 
is a ,v-enkly continuous fun ction on n.1 into 
Proof. Let v be an urbitr~ry element 
r;. 
1 
of L:p• Let 
{an) be a. sequence of real ~umbers which converges to a. 
Then 
,r a ( t ) • v ( t ) 
n 
~~) w (t).v(t) for almost all t. 
n. 
Also, since w is essentially bounded, we see that for every 
nit is the case t1at 
J "'a (t) .v(t ) J ~ K. I v(t) J for almost al l t, 
n 
where K 1s some real constant. Since v belongs to If,, the 
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ri ght-ho.nd side of this equation 1 s integrable; Lebesgue 's 
theorem on dominnted conver ence there f ore ensures tho.t 
.//'f\,0, ( t) . v( t) . dt - .... )}o2 -rr,,n ( t). v( t) , dt 
11 
0,$ tl, -----'t n. • 
n 
1 This holds for every element v of~; hence wa is the 
weak limit of the 11 • 
0. 
n 
It 1s t his lo.st result which enables us to prove 
Theorer.1 24 . As with Theorem 23 it is convcnie tin 
pnrts of the proof to work with an abstract integral. 
This is defined as foll ows : 
Q. E. D •• 
Definition. \ " t· _., A I Ull C 1011 X On [o, 21Y] into r; is 
so.id to be integrable if there e xists an element x
0 
of ·r; 
such that 
Q) f or every 1reakly continuous linear functional f on ~ ; 
the integral on t he ri ght - hand side of this equat ion 1s 
an ordinary Riemo.nn i ntegral . We t hen write 
X
0 
= Jo2 'fT7 (t),dt. 
Theorem 36 . If -:;! is continuous over [o, 2 1'r] relative 
to ~(r;0 ,~) then it is integrable. 
i··roof. 
V 
Consider t h e map 
.. r2.,,. 
>_J Q (°? ( t), Vy.~ dt .. ' .... 
f rom T ! 1· nto ·c 1 • It . 1 . 1 1 . Fu tl 
-P 1s o )V1ous y 1nen.r. • r 1ermore 
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I ( x ( t ) , v) J ~ Jo 2 TI' I [;t ( t ) ] ( s ) • v( s ) I . ds 
~ II ~ ( t) lLX) • H v \\1 
Dy assumption ;! is Trea .:ly continuous., _and so (by the 
Bo.no. ch- Stcin .. n. 1s 'l1l corcr.1 ) the -:;? ( t) are bounded, say 
IJ? (t) II ~ 1,I for every t, 
00 
r1cre }.~ is some real cons tant . It ·follows tl10.t 
I J/'fl' (x (t) ,v).dt I ~ 2 '1T .Al, II v 11 1• 
The map is t H~refore a continuous lirieur functional on 
~ (in its norr1 - topolo :_,7 ) ; hence it may be represented 1n 
the f o rm 
(x
0
,v) = / / '"' c? (t),v), dt for every V 1Il ~l 
1•rt1ere x0 is some ;.1nrt iculnr element of r;. Thus '-:tis 
integraJ lc. 
Usinr t h is abstract inte~ral it is a~ ensy mutter 
to prove T::co:·cr.1 2.:l ; in<l.eed t he proof of Theorem 23 may 
e carried over al1 ost verbatim . The only significant 
c 1a:nge Tr.1i c 1 is necessn.ry is at the enfl of the proof; 
po.rt 6 of the n.rgu:~1ent, r.rnst be replaced by -
1 G1 • Let v be any element of Lj_;• 
an arbitrary clement 
r 2'f"( ( .-
_; C 
of P . Then 
1'[ 
* n )(s) . v(s).ds 
,- 11 
Let y be 
= [ (y * t° 11 ) * v - ] ( 0 ) where v - ( s ) - v(-s), 
= [ (y * v-) * l° n] (o). 
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.ow y * V lS 1111 clc1: "\ lt of vr G ' 2 "T't J' and so . ( as wo.s 
1n particular , 
[ (,. * V 
i.e. 
as n ~ 00. 
' 
T 1us , n.s des ire _, we ,Ht "C ·s:i.10,m t:!n.t, ever"' e le1:1 ent y of 
P is t 1c ,·cQ.J: li i~li t of t 1e sec1uenc e of tri r:onooetri c w '-J 
l )O lynom i al s 1 2 ff ..... * ..0 4, ,~ n 
) 
,:Ic note u.s hef or e t hat the t cf ini tion of convo 1 tion 
as an ~bstrnct i ntcgru.l is i n accor ance with t he usuo.l 
definit ion . 
So ,•-o, .. \. ..;_~, Orf TTT.'TI t..i:i.~ L 
A. Loment problems . 
/ -:-JI>LI C.:-':i' I ONS 
The clo.ssi cal moment problem of IIo.usdorff amounts . 
to t1e task of cl1n.racterising those real . sequences 
( "li) corrcs:,onf in~., to w1 ic'. there exis t s o. continuous 
I incur functional I on C [o, 1] ( t.1e space - wit 1 sup 
non;i - of all continuous real-valued functions on tle 
real interval (0,1] ) with t he IJ ro perty that 
I(t 1 ) = 1 i for i = 0,1, •••• 
In discussin~ this problem it is useful to define as 
follows a linear functional ~ on t 1e linear manifold 
Y of all polynomials on [0,1] : f or each polynomial Pn 
- say 
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· r n(t) = L..: 't ,ti for every tin [0,1] , 
where . the ~ i ar e, all rea l nu111bers - define 
1 (Pn) = [ : 5i' "Ii' 
.,... (P ) is cnlled t J e moment of the polynomial P with 
· l , n n 
respect to tic sequence ( i i). 
?,:ore c;enerally, if r is s ome index set, s = 
n. f c aily of clements from some (re o. l or complex) linear 
space and t Yj l' : lS E r} a fMli ly of scalars, i<e write 
'1 < Lu r ~1 .x r ) = L ... -. r 5r· .,Lr' 
for every fo.mily of scalars 51 , nearly all 
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(i.e . a l 1 but a. finite ni:nber) of w! i ell are z ero • 
.: ... s n. .st r n.i~;,1tforwa.rcl cons cc uence of t!1c !Iahn- Dann. ch 
Theorem we hn.ve 
ThcAr0n• :-17 f Pi:; r "'IP a, no r n P. f-1 ;I,· nen,r space, r . 
SO lil inc.ex '"c-' s = l=~ " • 't E r} a family of elen ents .., l, ' • 
of X nnd ("11 : ~E r} 0. frun i l y o·r s en.l o.r s . ?hen 
a. necessary and suf icicnt. cond ition for the exi s t ence 
of o. continuous linear fun ctional I on X wi t li t;1e p ro perty 
t hat 
I( x r ) = l°)r- for every r 1n r 
1s that ""\ ( defined o.s above) be a bounded linen.r funct ional 
on the linear I!10.nifol Y w1ich is spanned in X by S • 
. 
Proof. 1. Su;:-> o sc t1at there exists I having the 
desired pro11crti es . Let y be an element of Y, say 
y = L ~,· "r, 
wh ere the 5 ~ are nc0,rly all zero. Then 
~ (y) = L \ t · "t 
= L. ~~- I( x l') 
= I(y; 
t hus '1 coinci des wi t!1 I on Y, and so '1 is certainly 
n. linear functional on Y. }.ioreover, 
so t at 'l is bounded. 
() 
..... . On t 1c other hand, suppose t ... 1at t he 
condition is s a.tisfied. Dy the Hahn- 1ana.ch Theorem 
( Theorem 5) we may extend 'I to a continuous 1 inear 
functional I on t he ~1ole of X; then for every I in 
r we have 
I(x ¥) = Y\ (x 1 ) 
= '11 . 
Exrunple 12. Let X be the space cu[o, 2.,..,] (which 
.I.. 
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Q. E . D •• 
was define~ in Cl apter 3) and let x be some element of 
X. In conformity with the notation of Chapter 4 we 
define for eac real numbe r a t he translate x of x by 
a 
xo.( t) = x(t + a.) for every tin R1• 
The ope rator x --~) x (often denoted by i;) is called 
a a 
a transl ation of x. 
Let T be a continuous linenr operator on X into 
itself. Suppose t1at t here exists e. regular Borel 
measure t-4 on ( 0, 2 1Y] such that 
Tx = /A* x for every x 1n X. 
Then it is easily seen t hat T corm:1utes with transl ations; 
by this we mean that for every a. in R1 
Tx = (Tx) for every x in X, 
a a 
i.e. 
T.,::. = ,: .T. 
a a 
To see this observe t hat for every tin R1 
/ 
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(Tx )(t) = <r * xo.) ( t) a 
= lo, 21'1'] x( t + a - s ) • d ,-..( s ) 
= (,-,.. * x)(t + a) -
= (Tx) (t). 
a 
,-0 n,nr 1 ... P T 1f\O ·er• 37 to s A1ow tho.t i., 1e 0 - · st nee 
of sue.' n n P, r:1 r " /A · 8 a l.so ft n~ ces snr ""'~ c ncli t · 1 n f or 
T to c tit · t t0 ·r ·t, ;, tr, .ns l a tions . 
We be' / ) 1 hy loo {inr; at the exponenti A. l f1 net· o lS 
11{ define (fork = 0, :1:1, ••• ) by 
Uy ( t) i k t for t Rl. = e every 1 Il 
0 s rv t,l 1ft.t 
( u _) ika. for a. in rt1 . = e • Uk every C 
• T-
l ;. (\. T 
= C • Uk' 
nd so for ever~ t . l 1 l• . 
i.e. 
Tu1_ = ·Yl r- .11-_. ( .... h. 
o,±1, ••• } • . Let y be nn ele 1ent of Y, Ray 
y = L: ;k.t;, 
w~1ere the ~~ : a re al 1 comp lex numbers . Then 
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"' (y) = [ ; ~ ' "\ Jc . 
= [ L: ~k.rt,J <0) 
= (Ty)(o), 
o.nd so 
I 1 (y) I ~ JI Ty u 
~ UTU.UY II • 
-
Thus '1 is o. bounded linear functiona l on Y • 
' 
1ence, 
by Theorem 37 there exi s ts a continuous linen.r functional 
I on X s uch that* 
I ( u - k) = t) k f or k = O, :t:l, •••• 
Now (by the : t · e,-... .  s_z_t~ev._r sent ati_c~_n. ~Theorem) corr es ondin •"" t_, 
to I there exists a regul ar Borel measure t>'6 on [o, 21Y) 
such tha.t 
I(x) 
= fr. , 2~ x. d I'- for every x in X. 
In parti cul t1r, 
1 k ::: fro ,2-rrJ u _k . df,A-
r -iks dJ,.Ai.. ) 
= J [ , 21"1'] e • s , 
and so 
.( Ta<)(t) ( ik(t - s) d ( ) 1 = ../ (o,2 1r] e • 1-"- 8 • 
* It is sir J ly for conv nien that we write I ( u _k) = 'l k 
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Furt .1 ermore, if - is ny tri gono , etric polynomio.1 - sn. 
x(t) = f t . l or every in n 
- then for every tin RI Ln (Tx)(t) = OC. k. ( Tuk ) ( t ) 
-n 
L:n °"le· f ( 0,2 'rr'] ik(t -= e 
= !co, 21Y] x(t. - s)d,...(s). 
Finally, we know t hat any function x from cp[0,2 1"t"] 
can l>e uniforml y o.pproximated by such trigonometric 
polynomials (Stone- \Teierstrn.ss Theorem); hence for 
every such x we have 
(Tx)(t.) = fr.o, 2'TT') x(t. - s).dr(s). 
s) . d,-.( s) 
Thus it has been shown that T conunutes with translations 
if and only if t here exists a regular Dore l meo,sur e ,-.. on 
[ o,a1"'] Ol tho.t 
Tx = ,.,._ * x for every x in cp [o, 21'-] . 
The question of whether a continuous linear operator 
'f commutes with translations is meaningful .in many 
spaces . other tho.n 'cp (o,2Tt] ; it is not surprising 
that in several of these cases too a neces s ary aid 
sufficient condition is that T be a convolution (with 
a measure or with a distribution). · However t he method 
used abov to to.ck le the problem usually breaks · do1m 
-~ 
for other epa.ces (for example, in the space 1{!(0,2-n-) 
(T.Y)(O) is not even defined), and other approaches 
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must be found. Brainerd and F.d,rards h~ve compiled a 
comprehensive paper (1) on thi• topic; other useful 
references are Ed.Yards (2),(3), Wendel (I), Weston (I), 
HtJrmander (I), Md Eymard (I); and ahorl relevant passages 
occur in the books of Schwarts (1) (Tome II, pp.18-19,53-
55) and Rudin (1) (pp.73-75). 
The next theorem provide• a useful solution 
for the Hausdorff moment problem. It is convenient to 
introduce here a little notations 
It ( ?i) ia a sequence of real numbers, Ye shall 
writ.• 
k k 
'1 j - ( i) 11+1 + ( 2) 1 i+2 - ••••• 
• • • • • + ( -1 )k ~ i+k' 
(-l)J.(~) 'li+j' 
There k. 0,1, •••• The moment of a polynomial Yi.th respect 
to the sequence ( 'l i) Ya.a defined at the beginning of 
. . 
thi• discussion; not,e that if Ye evaluate 'l at the 
polynomial 2! defined by 
,re get 
2!(t) • t 1.(l - t)k tor every tin [0,1], 
- ti - (~)t,i+l + •••• + (-l)k.ti+k, 
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J ith evcr~.r r~n.l-vnh10, f11ction x on [0,1) t 1crc nrc 
n.R so ci n. tee 0r1 Rte_· _a ___ .,.___.l:._n;.on:in.ls n: defined ( for n = O, J, •• ) 
hy 
Ln n D = . X 1=0 . . ( 1) (n) n-1 X - • . • Q. • n 1 1 
Th r OH r, c · a p ro perty of t csc polynomials 11, · ch 
we shnl 1 nee to u "'e; it is the fact t,.10.t corrc s ~>0ndinc; 
to any r; iven ; olynomial P (of mt 1. dc n; rcc) on [0,1) 
J 11 
th re exist ylolynor; inls p 1 , •••• , pm-l (of (legree 1, •• , 1~- J , 
~cs • er.ti1tc l v ) r;1 c11 t :10.t for n = 
• I 
1,2, •••• 
L m-1 n = p + . 1 
' J= fJ 
-j 
n • p. • 
J 
This is cstQ.hlis lCd for instance in the bool;: ( 1) of 
!: cSho.ne . and Botts . 
Theorem 38. ct ( 'l i) be a seciuence of real nw:1bers. 
A necessary a .< ,:.i t1ffic· ent condition for t he e x istence 
of n. rc~ulo..r ,orcl - r.1easure /-'- on [ o, 1] sue 1 t 1at 
)[0 , 1 J ti • d I-' ( t) = '1 i for i = o , 1, ••• 
is that t 1ere e :-:ists a r al number ?1~ > 0 such t 10,t 
L. :=O (~). j A n-i ')J ~ Mforn=O,l ••• 
Proof. 1. Suppose that there does exist sucl1 a 
·men.sure ~ • T , en 
I ~ n-i '1 i I = 
. n-i 
since Qi ;:, 0; 
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hence 
< + 00. 
2. Ont e other hand , suppose that the 
condition is satisfied. Then for every polynon i.al P 
(of mth. degree, sn.y) we have 
I 'l (;)I = I L:=0 P(~) .(:). ~ n-i l"Ji I 
but, by the 
and so 
~ II p U. [:=() (~). / ~n~i !')i I 
~ M. ff P n . for n = o, 1, ••• ; 
above-quoted lemna , 
I 1 ") ( P) I - I 1 ( B;) 1 I ~ I [ ;: ~ n -j • P j I , 
11 ( p ) I = 1 i mn l '1 ( ~) l 
~ M.uPu. 
Thus 1 is a bounded linear functional on t he linear 
manifold Y w i ch consists of al 1 polynomials on ( 0, 1] • 
Hence, by Theorem 37, there exists a continuous 
linear functional I on C (o, 1] such that 
I(ti) = "\i for i = 0,1, ••• ; 
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t 1e Riesz nenrescntation Theorem now ensures that t1ere 
exists o. r.1casure JJi- on [ O, I] which has t ho des ired 
properti es . 
Q • E . • • 
The subject of moment problems is a. lo.rge · one, 
and ·t w· 1 1 r . be cons i d r no furt 1or; useful 
references are Shollat and Truuarkin (1) and the relevant 
chapters of Vi drler ( 1) and Lorentz ( l). It is fairly 
evident t hat Theorem 37 affords a simple an<l n n.turo.l 
n~ ronc to a vnr· ty of moment 1rob lems~ Fino.lly, it 
i worth notin~ thnt w.1ereas the Rie s z Repr esentat ion 
Theoret ho.s here been used to so lve t c Iau s orff moment 
problem it is ,ossi1 le to pro~e d in t he o ositc direction, 
solvinr; t he moment problem independently and then deriving 
the niesz Rcpresento.tion Theorem ·,from it (see Hi ldebrandt 
and Schoenber [; (1)); the two results are therefore 
equivalent. 
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B. The Dirichlet problem. 
There are many ,ro.ys of tack l inG the Dirich let 
problem {see, for example, the excellent chapter in 
Epstein ' s book (1)), o.nd it is not very surprisinG 
that some authors have applied the IIahn-Ba.no.ch Theorem 
. to it. The met~10d we consider here provides a short 
attractive roof of the existence of a Green's function . 
for the La.place equation on a very restricted class of 
domains; it ,ras published by Lax ( 1) in 1052 . We s ho.11 
ea.l rith the two-dimensional case only ; the slight ly 
more complico.ted ar~uments for several dimensions ·mo.y 
be found in Lax •s po. er. 
Definition. A di f ferentinble path is a mapping 
t --+ h( t) of some reo.l segment [ a, b ] into the plo.ne 
2 . . 
R such that the coordinates x(t) and y(t) of t he point 
h(t) are continuously differentiable functions oft. 
Let D be a bounded open connected set. We suppose 
that its boundary B is a differentiable path; however 
with slight modifications-: the argument carries through 
to the case where Bis only piecewise differentiable 
(i.e. consists of a finit~ nwnber of diff erentiable 
paths) . Note that B has a tangent at every one of .its 
points . 
Let C( B) be the space of a11 · continuous comp l ex-
valued functions on· B; assume that C(B) has the topology 
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indu~ed by the sup norm. Let Y be the submanifold 
consi8ting of t hose elements of C(B) for wh ich the 
Dirichlet rohlem for D has a s olution ; thus corresponding 
to e~c1 f unction y from Y there exists a function y+ on 
D 1rhi ch is hnrmoni c on D, continuous over D and coincides 
with y on B. · 
With every point u of D ire may asso cio.te a functional 
f on Y by defining 
u 
f (y) = y+(u) for every yin Y. 
u 
f is obviously linear on Y; furthermore it is · continuous, 
u 
for 
f ru<Y> I 
Moreover, since 
we have 
hence 
.r:::::.. 
-
= 
= 
= l• 
' 
supv E Bf y~(v) I by the 
maximum modulus principle, 
supv , B I y( V) I 
DY U. 
\ 
. By the IIahn:...Ba.nach Theorem ( Theorem 5) we can eA.-tend 
f to a continuous linear functional F on C(B) such that 
u u 
Corresponding to each point z of the p lane which 
does not lie in B define a function x on B by 
z 
x (v) = log lz - v I for every v in Il; 
z 
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then x is an element of C(D). Moreover if z lies outside 
z 
D then x is an element of Y (with 
z 
and we have 
·x +(v) c: log I z - v 1. for every v in D), 
z 
F (x) = fu(xz) u z 
= X +(u) 
z 
= lo I z 
-
u 1 . • 
Now define a function g on the whole p lane by 
u ( ) f F (x ) for every z outide B, ~ z = u z u log I z - u f for every z in B. 
We shall show t hat for any particular u in D the 
function G defined on the whole plane by 
u 
G ( z ) == r; ( z ) - Io g J z - u I for every z in n 2 , 
u u 
= 
F (x., ..}· .. ~ . log J z ~ u J for: ·every z in D, 
I u z 
0 for every z in B, 
0 for every z outside D, 
is~ a Green's function (with a single pole at u) for t he 
Dirichlet problem for D. For this it is only necessary to 
observe three things: 
(i} For every z in D 
g (z) = F (x ); 
u u z 
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hence, by the Riesz Representation Theorem, there exists 
a regular Borel measure/""" such that 
~(z) a~ x (v).d}-'(v) · forever, z in D. 
Thu• if (a,t},(s ,t) are points of D Ye have 
0 
~ [(s, t)] - ~ [(•
0
, t )] 
S - 8 
0 
A.a•---, a
0 
the integrand tends, uniformly with respect 
to v, to 
{-; logJ(s,t) - TJ; 
,re aa:r the ref ore pass to th·e limit, under the integral aign, 
getting 
a Su <•,t) 
a :r r 
By aimilar reasoning, 
- o. 
Thu• the function 
Gu(z) + loglz - ul • ~{z) 
is harmonic at all points z of D (including the point u). 
Also, it folloYa illllllediately that G itself ia harmonic 
. u 
throughout D, except at u. 
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• 
(ii) Dy defi nition, 
G ( z) = 0 for every z in B. 
u 
(iii) It remains to be proved t hat 
G (z) 
u 
---a.'t 0 
as z npproo.chcs B from 1vithin D; for this it suffices 
to s1ow thn.t [j is continuous ncross B. 
u 
Let z be an arbitrary point of D, and let S be its 
mirror imo.ge wit1 res pect to the tangent at t he neo.re ~t 
point of B (or one such image if there are several 
nearest bounclo.ry ;1oint s). If z is near enou h to B, 
) ,rill lie ontside D; furthermore sin ce - is a differ enti ab le 
path it follows t hP..t f or every v in B 
I z - VI 
I~ - VI 
~l 
uniformly as the distance of z from v shrinks to zero. 
Ilence 
I " (z> ·- g (~>I u u = I F (x ) - F ( x '" ) I u z u ~ 
~ II Fu 11 · ll xz - x l II 
= supv , I xz ( v) - :,c) ( v) I 
= supv i B I log ·, z - v I l 
J ~ - VI 
~ 0 as z approaches B; 
this is what we set out to prove. 
Thus G is indeed a Green's function for 
u 
the Lapl a ce equation, and the solvnbility of t he 
Dirich let problem for Dis estab li shed . 
It i s worth notin· t!1at stronger results along 
the c line rno.y be obto.ined by met o ds whi ch use t !~e 
Ha n-Danach T,1eorcm in a more_ sq 1 1isti c_ated way ( see 
·aaro. Jetlio.n and Schiffmo.n (1)). 
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c. Runge's Theorem. 
In analyic function theory it is natural to ask what 
• 
functions are approximable by rational functions. Runge's 
. 
Theorem is an answer to thi• question. It ia an elegant 
result which can be made to play a key part in the theory; 
Saks and Zygmund (1), for example, make Runge's Theorem the 
major stepping stone to proving the Cauchy Integral Theorem 
(for simply connected open sets). The proof of Runge's 
Theorem which we shall now set doYll folloYs closely the 
straightforward lines of the discussion in that book of 
Saka and Zygmund; use of the Hahn-Banach Theorem makes 
the &rgwPent 1till more Attr3ctive. 
We denote by c1 the extended complex plane (i.e. c1 
e 
together Yi.th the point oo )J it has ita usual topology as 
the one-point compactification of c1• All the topological 
properties of sets occuring in this discussion are relative 
to the c1 topology. If Si• any subset of c1, Ye write Sb 
e e 
tor the boundary, s0 tor the interior, and S~ for the 
complement of s. And we denote by H(S) the apace of all 
functions which are holomorphic ODS; H(S) baa the topology 
of uniform convergence OD compact subsets of S. We denote 
by~ the square net of order Non c1, it consists of 
' 
closed aqua.re• Yi.th aides of· length 2-N (and diameters 
et length lesa than 21-N)e 
We shall find it neceaaary to aaaume Cauchy ' • 
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Integral ·Theorem and Cauchy's Formula for rectangles, 
If Sis a rectangle in c1 and f ia any element of H(S) 
e 
then 
(i) ~ f(z).dz. o, 
and 
(ii) f(a) • l 21Y i • f( z) .dz . z - a 
for every a in s0 • 
Before proving Runge's Theorem .it is nec~ssary to 
extend formula (ii) to a more general situation: 
Theorem 39. Let D be any open set of c1 which 
e 
does not contain the point OOf let K be a closed subset 
of D. Then there exists a finite system of (closed) 
squares sl' .... ,sn from some net ~ rith union s - u~ sj 
b ~ 
Yho•e l)Q~«j@n' ~ ( C.Qll~ · ng gf A f i !UlmlJtf gf 
oriented closed polygonal. lines) lies entirely in D, K 
and baa the property tha1, 
f(a) • 1 J.b f{z) .dz 2'h' i • z - a 
for every a 0 in S. 
Proof.I. :: C K and D. ·..&rt disjoint closed sets; hence we 
may certainly choose N large enough to ensure that every 
square of the net~ which intersects K lies entirely 
rit.hin D. 
Since K is cloaed and doea not. contain the point 
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oo, it ia bounded, and the set~ therefore contains · 
only a finite number of squares s1, ••• ,s having points n n 
in coDDDon rl th K. Write S = LJ 1 S j. ObTiously K ia 
a subset of s0 • 
MoreoTer none of the squares of~ has point~ in 
common Tith both Kand Dc; it folloYS that S doea not 
intersect De, i.e. 
S C: D. 
2. Let a be~ element of s0 • Firstly 
0 
consider the case where a is an element of~ for some 
the function f(z) 
z - a 
ia then holomorphic 
in Tor, •quAre sj (j • 1, ••• ,n) Yi.th th exc ption of 
~· Hence 
and so 
f(a.) - 1 
-
f __ (z_._) 
.dz • 
z - a { 
0 for 
f(a.) for j. k, 
L:.1 Jb 
J 
-
r_(z_) 
.dz. 
z - a 
Since on the right-hand aide of this equation the integrals 
- along aides belonging to tYo adjacent squares S . cancel 
J 
one another, there remain only the integrals along the 
boundary segments of s, and the equation assumes the 
fora 
-
f __ (_z.._) 
~dz. 
z - a 
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3. It re1 ,nins to cons ider t he cn.se rherc 
· a i s an element of s0 ·which l i es on the boundary of some 
Sk . e can then o.pproxi 1ate to a by a sequence of points 
a.j wh · ch l · e w· t 1 • n Sk O • Since- f · holotnorpJl. o n.t ai 
an 
0 
since a belongs to S, we theref9re have 
f( a) = ljrn. f(a.) 
J J 
= 
1 lim. lsb f{z } .dz ~.,,_ i J z - a.. J 
1 lsb f{z} . dz. 211" i z - a = 
1) . E . D •• 
~' e now come to t J1e ma.in result of this dis.cussion. 
Firstly, for every ~ ( -:,I: oo ) from c; def ine a function 
h ~ by 
~ (z) = I 
z - 5 ( = 0 when z = oo ) for 
. cl everv z in • 
.J e, 
and corresportdin~ to the point oo define the function 
h by 
CX) 
h
00
(z) = z for every zinc;. 
Theorem 40 . ( nunc;e ' s Theorem~) Let D be an o pen 
. cl -'- 1 . 
set 1n e' D .,- Ce . Let A denote t Le coll ectio"It of all 
t he compon nts J of t he complement of D. Choo se a sing le 
point o. ( per 10.ps t _1e point oo) from ea~h A in " • Then 
the line ~r m~nifo ld r generated by the positive integral 
powers of the functions ha' a ~ oo ·, and the non-ne gative 
inte , ~ro.1 power a ( including the zeroth power) oi' b 
ro 
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( if ro hnp:>ens to be one of the chosen points) is tlonse 
1n II (D) . 
l'r of . 1. W ma.y u p ) O SC tho.t oo cloe.s not be lon~ 
to D; oth cririse the result follows directly , once it 10.s 
been observeu t hat the pr obl em is _invario.nt unde r conformal 
mapp inc;s . 
Let F be any continuous linear .functional · on H(D). 
Then F has o. concrete representation of the f orm 
F (f) = h f(z),d)-'(z ) for every f in ll( D), 
where /.A is o. measure whi ch is concentrated on some 
compact subset K of D. 
Suppose that F vanishes on Y. Define a function 
~ on 1 0 by 
e 
for every .S in ·c 1• 
C 
Then for every ·one of t 1e chosen points a, a ~ oo , 
we have, by ns sum: t i on, 
~(a) = F(h) 
a 
= o, 
~, ( a) 
= F(h 2 ) a 
= o, 
and, 1n tie s e way, 
,(n)(a) = O for n = 0 ,1, ••••• 
Now 
¢( ! ) = 
( d . ..M-( z 1. 
) K z - :!, 
J:. z • d ,.....( z) 
and so¢ is holomorphic outside K. 
for ~ 7' oo, 
for 'S 
In particular,¢ 
• 
is holomorphic over each A in!; since A is open and 
connected, and since all the derivatives of¢ vanish 
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at some point a of A, it follows that~ vanishes identically 
over A. 
In the case where oo is the chosen point from one 
component A in!, we see (expanding~ about 
fi( l) = - ; Irr ( l + t- + oo ) that 2 ;. 2 + ••• ).di4(z) 
th,rouc;hout a neighboqrhgod of oo ! Since , by assup1ption, 
' I 
F vanishes at ·h and at its non-negative powers, it follows 
00 
that ¢ vanishes identi ca.lly in this neighbourhood of o, ; 
in fact,, being hol omorphic throughout A, it is again 
the case t hat¢ vanishes identically over A. 
Thus~ vanishes identically over the whole· of 
indeed¢ vanishes i dentically throughout a neighbourhood 
of each point of De. 
2. We shall now show that it may be assumed 
,vi thout loss of genera.Ii ty that ¢ ~anishes throughout Kc. 
Let B be the collection of all the components B of 
n, K (= n nKc). Define a set 
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Kl ~ u {B : B E. _!!, B C D} u IC, 
K1 ho.s all th0. properties of K which nre used in this . 
proof: 
( i) IC1 :::> K, so that 1-4 is certainly concentrated 
( ii ) K1 C::: D. 
(iii) Also I 1 is closed, as we now demonstrate. 
Let x be any element of K1• If every neighbourhood of 
x intersects K, then (IC being closed) x E. IC C K1 • 
Otherwise, there exists a neighbourhood of x -which does 
not intersect K; in fact, there exists o. connected such 
n i Ghl o r o c , w w denote by u1• Sino 
I 
element of K1 and u1 does not intersect IC, it follows 
that u1 intersects B1 for some set B1 from.!!; in fact, 
u1 int~rsects B1 • If U is any subset of u1 which is 
a neighbourhood of x, t1en, in the so.me wa.y, U intersects 
s on e B from B; hence u1 intersects B. Since u1 is 
connected, t he set B1 U B U u1 . is connected. It is a 
subset of D \ K; hence0 it is a subset of some element 
B2 of~· Since the components of D, Kare its maximal 
connected subsets, it follows that 
Thus every neighbourhood U of x ·which is small enough to 
be a. subset of u1 intersects B1 , and so x E. B1 C K1 • 
• 
,.,. 
Hence , in hot.l1 cases, K1 is closed; since c! is a 
cola}fact ·apace it follows that K1 is compact. 
Loreover 
rc1 = U {n i n : B c. n} U i. 
To see t 1is, observe that for every :x: in rc1 , K there. 
exists o.n element B1 of such t 10.t 
., € (D ' K) (l ~. 
row, sin ce 
D ' K = LJ [B : B E. _ } 
o.nd the Il a.re disjoint, Ye see that every B in B is 
closed relative to D , K~ This holds in part icular 
or B1, and so xis en element of B1• Hence 
l~ = u {ll E D ~ D}' ·c • B C. 1 • 
as required. 
It f O l lo V'S , then, t 10.t 
D ' rc1 = lJ {n £ D : D cj:. D} • 
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Each component of D , K1 therefore has a closure ,vhi ch 
• .L t DC 1n1.1ersec s ; s i nce~ vanis~es identically on n 
. 1 b I d " . t f DC . " tl t ri ne1g  our100 oI enc1 po1n o , we 1n1er 1a p 
C 
vanishes on D , IC1, o.nd, in fact, throughout IC1 • 
Thus we r10.y indeed assume that ¢ va.nisI1es t~1roug 1out 
Kc; for otherwise )C1 may everywhere be substituted for 
IC without invalidatin:3 any of our ar~nents. 
3. By Theorem 39 there exists a set S such 
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that I{ is o.. pro per s s et of s0 , Sb C: D , re , n. .. 1d sue 1 
that for ever: f 1n II (D) 
f(z) = / r ;< ~) , d li 
~'1Y i J sb ., - z 
Choose sor.1e e lcr:1ent ~ from the s et s0 , IC. 
r dd zJ = ~( ~ ) J r: z - l 
= 0 s in cc l ¢ IC. 
Hence for e ve ry f in T (D) we u1ve 
F(f) = 1 f (z), cr (z) 
1 
= 2 1"1' i 
1 
= 2'1V i 
= o .. 
~ 1·n s0 • 1or every z 
TI e rPqn ire · ... :tn i t j ~ n w a..n irrme r i a t c con s eque1 o of 
t 11 Ho.hn-'; --..1 .. c11 .1 1eore1~1 ( T 1eor 111 8) . 
T,1is .. :) roo f is an i nte r e st ing e xamp l e of t ! o d i re ct 
a.p11li cat i on of functio1 ana l ytic ~rincipl e tJ o.n 
i 11 ... ort.0.1 t )i' Jlc, 1 o co .1p l c4 v a.r io.b le t ~1c ory ; the ·idea is 
uc to : . E . Edwo.r ls, a nd h as not been pu Jlislletl. 
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D. 'l'lro tl!corc:,s of L.Scnrc..rtz. 
'1'i: c t,,,,.o t ... tcoreias w .. 1i ch -nre are now going to consic er 
in n. pa_ er (2) of L. Sc1wurtz . ~ 1c11 Ci was published 
in l" G. It is o 1c of scvcl"'o..1 pa. ,}crs ·1ublishcll u..Jout 
t .10.t ti r:w 1 which may be clis cerned the beLinn in1~s of 
1is t!1eory of i stributions; howe ·er the theorcr:1. s .1.i:1vc 
consiccrable intrinsic interest, quite upn.rt fr om t ~eir 
historical si gnificance • 
. e P u.11 to.kc C(- 1.n) · to denote t h e s pn.ce of all 
continuous con..p le J-- v n. lued functions on Rn; it . is as m .. 1ri c c, 
t .10.t t is s n.ce is endoved wit.1 t 1e to1)olo .:;y of uniforr.1 
conver .'.:;encc on cot'1pa.ct subsets of .lln . If IC is any conpnct 
subset of n we shall enote by C(E. t.1c s p ace of a.11 
continuous flnctions on K; it is asswned t 1at t ais spa ce 
1a.s the topolo w1ich is determi!!ecl by the sup norm. 
Let 
s = (s1, ••• ,sn), 
t = ( t l , • • • , t -) , 
. n 
a. = (al, • • • , an) 
n be : oints of 1 , u.nd let 
p = (pl' •••,Pn) 
be n. oint of nn w.l1ose coordinate s are non.:..negati ve integers 
'e shal 1 wr ite 
J s ' 
= s 1 + ••.• • + G , n 
0 
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1 
-
JI s If = ( s /! + • • • • • + sn 2 ) 2 , 
c s = els 1 ••.•• ·• d s , - n 
l) p 
t ) = ..:.. 1 11 tl • • •. • . tn ; 
if for j = l, ••• , n D. denotes t ~e differential operator 
J 
~- then we s h al 1 write l) t.' 
J p P1 pn 
D = D1 •••••• Dn , 
a.nd if A is any real nunbcr w-e shal 1 1;Ti te 
X t + a = ( A t 1 + a 1 , ••.•• , Atn 
If is function n A element of w o..ny on R , an 
an elerJent f nn 0 .. " ' we ( cfine a fu:n.ct ion w )\, a 
+ a). n 
1 
n ' and 
n.n , on .. :)y 
w \ (t) = w( A t + a ) for every tin nn ; 
" '{1 
t he operator w ~ w \. 1.s a Gener .... liso.tion of t he 
" ' a. 
a 
trans l ution O ~) C a t or wh ich was considered in C u1.,.1ter 3 • 
... 
0,Jserve t 1 at if 1v' be lonl~s to c(nn) t hen so does w \ 
" ,a 
for every A and every a. . For a y c; i ven w we shall 
·write T for t.1e set of al l f inite linear coobinations 
'i 
of the -v.· \. 
" ' a 
• .J.' 1· n .; ~· on 1--
, V!..l. ,'j _.. IJ l J slightly different f rom 
t ie notation of hn.nter 3. If K is any compact ·subset 
of Rn we s1all denote by T (K) t he collection of all 
w 
functions on K w1ich are the restrictions (to K) of 
of functions f rom Tw; t hus if w belongs to C( Rn) then 
,. 
Tw(K) is the linear manifold in C(I) which i s spanned 
by t 1e fun ct ions w \ ( 1'fi th t 1eir dome.i ns restricted 
"'-, n 
to Y) as A r anri:0s throu _:rl. n1 and a throuG Rn . 
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Def i ni tj on . If Tw( I{) ( tl e c~osure of T
1
/K) in the 
uniform norn ) coincides with C(K) , we say that w is 
fundamenta.l in C(IC). 
The disc 1ssion which follo 'fS enab les us to c~:C'.. racterisc 
in a surprising l y sim1 le way t hos e functions Y whose transforms 
,r"" , are fundamental over ao:me given K. 
n,a 
Consider the pn.rtiu.l differential equation 
~ C .nPx = o, \p)= n p (i) 
n 
~1ere xis a function op R , mis some positive i nteger, 
and the coefficients c are real constants (not all p 
zero). A solution of this equation is a continuous 
function x for m1ic1 all the derivatives appearing in 
the equn.tion exist a.nd are cont i nuous, and 1Yhic 1 satisfies 
( i) over t !1e w~ o le of ·in . 
Definition. A continuous function is called a 
gcnernli sed s olution of (i) if it is t 1e limit (uniformly 
on co }~ct sets) of solutions of ' the equ~tion . 
Examn le 13. For 1ost equations of the form (i) 
the genera lised solut ions are not 0 true" solutions. 
Ilowever it can be sho,m t1at the set of all functions 
on Rn whic 1 are haru10nic _is closed ( in t he topology of 
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co:iverLr nee uJ. iforn on c II in.ct sets). Hence n .;encrn.lise 
s olut ion of -L~' e .a11l n. ce cqun.tio1 
6 :x = () 
is a true ~Jolui:-ion; t .1is property i s callecl h;y)~lli_J)ticity 
o tl1.e cli..1. erent i al o :1erator L). • Solutions of · t j e 
e 1un.t ion 
T,.. I\ l\. ~ X = 0 
(~1ere k is soQe no1-ne ~ct i ve integer) n.re call ed 
po l yho.r 10ni c functions; it can be establisher~ ( sec 
II0r 11 n.ndcr ( 2 i) t 1n.t t l: e opern.tor ~ k is n.lso ;1ypoelli·)tic. 
Theoren 41 . Let w, c sorac cle~ent of C(Rn), and 
1 t I,. b t ' t " R
11 
e , e a cor: 1ac s· 1)se 0 1 • If w i s not fundruJcntn.l 
in (I ... )~ the~ it is ~ 1cneralised solution of n.t le ~st 
one equation of tJ.1e "orr.: 
c .nP"" = o. p ( i) 
I1. t' .c i11t0rior of ·K i s not cm1)ty , then this c9ndition 
is 1ot only necessn~ but a lso sufficient for w to b e 
Proof. 1. Suppose t hat w is not fundamental 111 
(Y) . 'i' 1en , y the Hahn- ~ann. ch Theorem ( Theore 1 8), 
tl .ere exists a 11on- zero continuous line n.r functional 
on C(K) wl1ic 1 va1ishcs over T (IC) . The Uiesz Re p r esentation 
w 
Theo1·e1: enn.b lcs us to express t .. 1i.s in 1ore con crete 
fon.a : there e~-ists a regular Borel measure f-A" w~li c 1 
---
is sup~ortccl by a. co1:ipe.ct subset K of Y antl is such 
0 
tho.t 
Jr,. , o. . dJJ- = 0 
\ 1 · n for every /\ in R n.1d every 0. in R • 
2 . ~ or every S ::>, 0 it 1s possible to 
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(ii) 
def i ne-)(" a f u:1 ction /' = f' ( 6 ) on nn ~ n.vinr; the fol lowinr~ 
propert i es: 
..o ( ) -- O f 1·n n n ,- s ::;::; or every s , 
II s U >8 }p(s) = o, 
(iii ) 
(iv) 
t° is dif erentio.ble arbitrarily often, (v) 
o.nd f ,a ( s). els = 1. (vi) 
For ea,ch such f c 1 sider t ::, _ nvo li tion r * f -
( w * f' )( t) = f r( t - s) • t° ( s ) • <ls , 
Observe t ha.t for e very A fror.:1 n1 ancl a f rom nn 
J< w * f' ) ,\' (t ( t ) • d J-'-( t ) 
= J f w( ),. t + (t - s) • ,0 (s) • ds . d r ( t) 
= J f' ( s ) • f 1f >., o.-s ( t ) • d /J' ( t) . d s 
( by ,.,U,Jini I S rI1hcorc:m ) 
= 0 (by (ii)) . 
(vii) 
(viii) 
3 . Weier s trass ' s Theorem states t 1.a.t on a 
co 11 act set every continuous function r.J. n.y b e uniformly 
* T 1e functions f' co.n be def i ned quite e x1)l i cit ly; we did 
this f or t h e l-d i mensio1al co.se in Theorem 23. ~ 
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T~us tne li1eer manifold 
t~ e ( 1ositivc 1 1Jo · nts ,. or d e ns e 
in '( \.. ) ; llon ,c t, lc1·c c :~is ts at leb.s t one r;· cl ·lattice 
0 
( i ~- ) 
for otJ1er1 ise tLc r"" - i nt c ,3 ru.l of every cont i nuous 
function· woul c vanish , a.ncl r 1'roulc .... JC G. zero ~-cc.sure. 
::rite 
4 . 
sign i n (vii i,. . 
, 0 -r 
J. l.., • 
., 
derivative wi~~ res pect to 
Sia cc thi ~ eri va.t i ,:re u ..., t oe zero, vr * f' is u. solution 
of o.n equ"tior E whi c , 
~ .. 
10.s t h e form (i) with 
" 
rr the a.r ,:ur1c !t 1r i ven J·ust above we know t 1at not al 1 b • ., 
of t tlese coefficien s c ~n be zero. 
5 . ~·Je s 10.ll now s 10 ·r tl1u.t Tr r ia.y be uni:forr.1 ly 
(x) 
. ~l 
ct in J.. • 
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SL1cc Tr i:::; co i.:ti :1 1. : n s we I:now t: u1t for every t in 
=~-n 
su. Us ll ~ 6 l v(t - s Tr(t) l -~> 0 
) O; 
. nn t 111 ;., , .1cn 
to un:' ;_; i vcn e. > 0 we may c:,.oose 6 > 0 suc;1 t :.n.t 
supu n ~ 8 J w< t - s) -: w( t) l c::::. e. 
for evc: v tin K '. 
J ( ;T * jO ) ( t ) - w( t j J 
•· / J [ ,·.-(i - s) - ,r(t)]. ,.o (s . ,ls I ( by (vi)) 
~ f I w(t - s) - w(t j • .fl (s) . t~s (by (iii;) 
~ surus u ~ s l w(t - s) - w(t) I (by (iv) n.nd (vi)). 
::encc 
t E. F t ~ l ( w * p ) ( t) - w( t l ~ £, , 
o.::.1c so 
sn:, t E. L. 1 I ( w * fJ ) ( t) - w( t) I <::: & • 
rn11is ir.1~l~ics. t. .10.t YT is 11 c;encra.lisec~ solution of the 
coun.tio "1' • t, ... us the first :> n.:;:-t of the theorer.1 is 
... _,iv-' .. · 
n rovcd. 
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6 . 1:ow n.::;sll!-1e t:10.-t t 1e interior E 0 of IC 
solution of sor.w ... ~G.;.'ticuln.r equation of t Lc ""011 D ( i); 
t1,cn so is cverv clcr :c 1t of T • T.!U:J cvc1--y clc,.1cnt of 
·J w 
T.,., is t:1e uniforr lir:it over n.11 con::_:rn.c t sets in n.n of 
•• 
1 t . (' t' . ro u ions o:i. Lll.S cquo..ti n; in p a.rticul r.,r, every eler•1ent 
of 'l1 ( I:) is t 10 unifor1 li:'lit over K of s olutions of 
1'{ 
t:1is ;_)a.rt i c:1:!.Q.r cri. [:.tion . Hence in orclcr to show t 1a.t 
T / r ) cloes not coin~i :1 0 1rit.1 .,(1: ) it -r.-ill suff ice to 
csta.bli'"'.1 t ,1at there c::-:i!':ts a function w.1icl1 is conti.r. uous 
on r: Jut w:1i c }1 is not t:1e unif orn limit over K of so luti"o::is 
o f t .. is a.rticuln.r eqn:1tion of t h o form (i) . 
Let x be a function fr on C( n) 1 • • • 'W.111C.:.1 1S a solution 
of t:1e b i vcn e <J.uo.tion . Let z be a non- ze r o s1·1ooth* 
functi on on P..n rhi ch is supported by a comj_)act subset 
0 
of IC • T "Cn for c = 1, ••• • n , we see tho.t 
No1v-
J ~ ~(t. Tz-: l O -- • ( tk = ~ t =h x (t1 , • •• , t ).z(t1 , • •• , t) tk-n n k-a 
* T us we assuu e t .1at z is differ entiable as often as 
nece ssary in t 1e e suin~ a r r;u ent . 
(xi) 
J 
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~There n. e.n . b a.re t 1 ~C values of t r: at t 1e encl- ) oin t s 
J\. 
of the intersect ion wit~ K0 of t~at parallel-translate 
of t.e tk-a.:.: i s 111ic:1 is t ra.ce d out by t A1c , oints (t1 , •• ,tn) 
1 
as t k r an~ris t1rough (and t 1 , •• ,tk-l'tk+l'••,tn rennin 
1 1 1 fixed) . · For every t 1 E: l, , ••• , tt-l € TI. , t k+ l E: n. , • • •, 
t
11 
E n.
1
, cuch of t he two :)Oints (t1, •• ,t~_1 , a ,tk+l' •• tn) 
and ( t 1 , •• , t ~-l' J, tT 1 , •• , t ) l ie s on t _1e bounc n.ry ( or ,._ .c+ n 
in t }1c com·) lement) o'"' K 0 ; s i nce z i s sup;:-)Orted by n. 
com:1n.ct st bset it follow:-- t11 t z vrtnishes at 
both of t 1esc :)oints . I ence t he i ntegral in (xi ) vani.s1 cs 
i a.enticnl ly , and so 
l o 
= o, 
P. pe a.tine; this i)rocess as often as necessary we find 
t1a.t, if 
t 1en 
P(D ) - ) 
- Lt pJ=m 
p 
C .D ' p 
(xii) 
r ( P ( D) x ) • z • d t = r x • ( Q ( D) z ) • d t, ( xiii ) 
~ Ko ) Ko 
where 
Q(D) = P(-D) = (- l)m.P(D). 
No1V" , by assumpt ion , 
P(!)) . :-r = O, 
and so 
("" x . ( D(D;z).dt = O. ) Ko 
Thus eve ry so lution of the ~ i ven er1un.tion of form ( i) 
satisfies (xiv); sin ce every generalise solution is 
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(xiv) 
the uni form liFlit over IC of a set of sue 1 true solutions, 
• I 
it follows that (xiv) ... 1olcls ·for every ~~cneralised solution 
of the e1uat ion. 
7. Su:)vose t .Hl.t every fun ction in v(K) iP 
the uniforn lin it over E of solutions of the c; iven 
equa.tion; then f:-i v ) 1ol tls for every fu 1ction x which 
is continuous ov r Y . Heri ce w Ht r 
Q(:J) z = o, 
i . e. 
p 
C . D z = o. p 
To.I ing t h e Fourier transform of t h is equation we i et 
c • r 
p .) Ko 
Jiow, fork= 1, ••• ,11, 
DP ·ifs.ti dt _ O z. e • · -
for every s . n 1Il .~ • 
1 ( D ) i Is. t l ,t Trz e e e U 0 . il. 
(xv) 
(xvi) 
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but. (by th t 1 J r, '"' t , . sm:ne asr;11. ,e!1 · as we uscc in pare, u o :i. J..1s 
proor) it can he seen that 
l ~ ( i l s . t l J..J. z . e J • 0 ,~ . t ·o k = ' 
o.ntl so ( • i) ,.lccct:.ico 
f _ ( ""1"1 ) i l s • t I c1J-I-Z • e • v \.0 :.. 
= -1 z(t) . (DI ei )s . t . · t 
T"Q ( 
JI.. 
i( s 1t 1+ • •• +s1 __ 1t 1 __ 1+s1_.L 1t __ 1+ ••• s t ) is1_t1r (t) i.. , .. + n n D 1.. ... ~.J. Z . c . JkC . o v· 
;: (t)
. . i ls . t \ ,t 
= - z • is1 • e • G.. .o c 
\ 
::ter en.tine t .:. i P process as often a s necessary -Yre see 
t 1at ( ., ::v) be comes 
) c . (-is)P .~ (s) = o, L1 p\ =ra 
an s o 
Q(s 1 ."z' (s) = O. 
1·ow z is an µ.rbi trary non- zero s1:1ooth function w~1i ch is 
su1r1ortecl ;Jy· a coI71pnct subset of IC0 ; its , ourier transform 
is n. non- zero entire functi on , and so ~ ( oein~ a polynor1ial) 
vanishes ilentica l ly . Hence all tl e coeff icients c p 
( rherc I p I = m) are zero ; t h i s contradicts our initial 
hypothes i s a Jout ( i ) . 'f" us not every continuous function 
-· 
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on r is t !1e uniform lii,Iit over IC of solutions of t 10.t 
particular criuution of the form (i) of which w is a 
generaliscc so ution; it follo· ·rs t 10.t w is not fun<ln.F1enta l 
in c(rc) . 
., .., -:-\ () • _.., . 1.J • • 
· \',o a.re n oi.- ia ~ p o .s i tion to p rove o. reno.rka.blc 
t ~1 corera alone; siuila.r lines to Theoreo 41 but much 
stronn·cr t h an it. 
,..:, 
Let S be t ~1c collection of al 1 similarities n of R 
11 t l J.. • • ., • t . t .n T n t rec n. u:11., o. s1rJ1 1::1r1 y 1s a one- · o-one mnp o.a: _t on o 
itself unr1er w1ic1 o..l di stances ch ang e in the s arr- e rn.tio. 
S is gcncratc tl .J - the collectio::.1 of a.1 1 trnnsl a.tions, 
rotntions an tl dilatations of nn. 
Let w be o.ny elcn cnt of C( Rn). F or every rr in S 
i;;·e < enote by ,r _
1 
t h e function in c(nn) which is 
T 
def ined by _ 
w _1(t ) = w(T-
1t ) 
T 
for eve ry tin n \. . 
t e now aclo ·:)t o. n e" notu.cion which is si1,1 ilo.r to t hat 
of 'i.1h eorcm _4 1. We shall denote by S the set of all 
' ,1 
finite linear corah i:na·0ions of the functions ,r 
T rang es t _1rough S); ancl if K is any com!_)a ct 
_1 ( ·wh ere T 
n 
set 1n R 
we shall ·wri te S (r: ) fo r t h e sru::1e col l ection of functions, 
w 
but vri t 1 t,;!eir clowains restricted to K . By saying t hat 
w is funtlaciental in c(rc) we shall now mean that s,.,( r ) = C(K) . 
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T;i.eorcn '1-2 . Let w be any element of C(nn), and 
let 1: be n. co 1:nict su:Jsct of nn. If w is not f un d mqcntal 
1n C(Y) t 1en it is nolyhnrr.1onic, 1. e . it is a solution 
of t 1e i tcro.tcd ~.,ap 1 n.cc er1ua. i ; ion 
for sor1c 1101 - n e ':;uti vc i n tc <~er k . l i K hn.s interior 
, oints t :-:. i s condition is not only n ecessary but also 
suf' ii cient f or W to !JC non- fundar.1enta.l in C( Jn • 
Proof. 1. Su p)ose tllat w is not funcl~ental 1n (11: ) . 
T~1cn by 1i h corem '1·1 Tie k no ·r t h at w is a generalise 
s o ution of sor.1e J. rtic· 1 lar er.,_1uation E of t l. e f ori:1 (i) . 
1,'[ 
Let Borel 1, easure wh ose c~~i s tcncc ·was 
esta,Jlished As we sn.w in tha.t t·1eorem 
Le G be q 
1or every 
n the grou:J oi al 1 rot at.i ons of n a.bout some 
par ticul ar fixed i Oint q . For every element n of G q 
define a raeasuAe "-'\- by / lt Jy.d/-'"r,, = f y o R).dr 
= / y [R(t)] .d,'-'(t) 
n f or eo.c~1 J-"" -intc~rallle funct ion y on n • If A is any 
orel set in Iln , then, tc.king y = X A' 
J-'"J ( 1 ) = f X A ( t) • d f"n ( t ) 
we rret b 
= f x,. [ n.< t)J .dJ-""{ t) , 
1. • C • 
= f X _1 (t ) . c1 R ( A) 
,..,. r .,.., - 1, ., \) 
= I ~- . \ .;-...) • 
(t) 
2 . r;-rou-D G is con~rn, ct. ( in its usuc.l l.) ... (I A 
... 
iet m be t1e n aar meas· re on G . 
CJ. 
Define a 
r.lC['.,'3UrC 1 (}_ ,)y 
YJo (:,1 = Joq /-' ;-:,(A). <ln(R) ; 
1 q is t:1c r.1cn.:1 o; t::. c r.icu.sEI cs J-"-I over G CJ. . 
I :ore over 
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fa ( t ! • d ') q ( t) = J J y ( t ) . d ,·-a< t) . 'J (Tl.) • 
Observe t :1c..t for cver:r 1orel set A in nn , and -:- or every 
in G 
0 q 
'l [R (~ ) ] =f X n (.)(t) . d '1 (t q o .l.l, !. r1 ~ 0 
= J f ?( il 
O 
( • / t). "f""J t) . clla( t) 
= J l""r.,[ :1.0 (, ) ] • clm(R) 
= f ,....[n-1. 
0 
( ,'..) ]. dm(J. ). 
-1 -1 
u. c;r ou~)) Jot!1 I1 n.nd n •. v range t :1rougA1 
0 
c::: 
Thus 'l CJ. is invarir.ut unde r rotc1tions n.bout t :1c centre q_ ; 
''o " CYCrY 
we :~ave 
10"\'T (]_ i S 
n 
0 . l re ", , .... -1 l " O., .. " 1'o ··- -1-_- • ...,+ . .: + . ..; s ..J..L _ ,...i., J!.. H .. J .. .l. •• V .... L .1 ..., ...l. V .1. 
Let q_ he ,.., -,n o ::i.. J.I, , and 
:1n.l. s ··,·i J,.:,;: ccat:·c CJ. • ,.,~, e n .si::-ice (I ..I.,. i ' 
..I. 
f'An( 8r1 = fA [ R- 1( 8 J (I 
:.t. 
= 
= ~ (s ) ' / q 
"' v . 
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t: at 
vc.1 is11 c s i r,cnt.ically, no mutter 
. 
c ' Osen; t~1cn it follows t h o.t for every q in n.n 
r; (s ) = o ( q 
1l1ere S is u.ny ball wit 1 centre q; hen ce 
CJ. 
JJ- (S) = 0 
for e verY ho.11 Sin nn . 
Let :-.. be any uorc 1 .J • nn sei:. in ... . A mc.y be ii 
...L • 
. !e sen. c ~f Vitali (see Sa.~s (1, Cha~tcr IV, f J) by a. 
a. co 11 e ct i on of cl o s eel bn.11 s . __ cncc, l>.1 Vi ta. l i 1 s Covering 
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:,, ,c,... ·~c·· ../.·cc 
1.. ..1.. J... J • ' l.1 .-J. .J. coll6ction of l i sjoint 
C 1 0 S C tl ;J o. 11 S ,.. ,..) 
n 
\ -·~ ' LJ .~ .. , \ = 0 , 
.. A 
,;~, r0 I A , U :;_J 1 c·1otr..s t :1c ....,c Jcsgue r~e a.sn1~ c of t~ ic 
, 1 s • 
set • '- 1 I ,J • 
'n' n 
e -
' 
t ,1 "' ·'· M t:) 
... t...,l, / -x- , ls :"':.,,) ... ~.o 11~tel-rr co .J • • ·1u ·,us - -- ,._ u ; ~ ' 
by f-A * f . 
tLat 
a . cl so 
r-<·,) = L n r <sn) 
= o. 
'l'l us r v .. nis:1c,:) .L " • SCv A in 
untl replace 
l"I 
n ...... . 
J. '- ' 
since 
is non- zero, tlin is i n:,ossiblc . Hence t 1crc certetinly 
. nn l q 1 1 ... ,.. SUCJ. t hett 18 a non- zero 
; ~ca. urc w .. 1.i ch n. bout ri; in f i1.. ct , 
, 
"' · 1· ., ,.,. 
I 4,1 •1 v n..ric. Jlc , 
or 1.'.31n , . o.nd we t 1c:1 Yrri tc just 1 instco. of 
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4. We may now replace ;>- by 7 throughout 
the argument of Theorem 41. As established in part 5 of 
the proof of that theorem, Y must be the uniform limit 
of functions v satisfying the equation 
P(D)v = O, 
where P(D) is the partial differential opera.tor 
[ [ ml ·J p P(D) = ---;- • t .d 
lpl=lll P_ 
(t).DP J. 
Since 1 is invariant under rotations, it is not hard to 
see* that P(D) must be a positive integr a l power of the 
* Here is a sketch of the argument: . 
and so 
P(X) =J[ mt .(tx)P.d,(t), 
\p\c:Ill P. 
1rhere X = (x1, •• ,Xn), 
e j ( t, X)m. d / ( t), where ( , ) is an 
inner product, 
P[R(x)J = f < t,R(X) )m .d 1 (t) 
= f (n-1(t),x)m.d 1(t) 
= J (s,X)m .d 1 (s), since I is rotation 
invariant, 
= P(X). 
Thus Pis rotation invariant; hence P(X) is a function of the 
distance (x1
2
+ ••• +xn
2 )
1
/'2 of X from the origin; . in fact, since 
P is a. homogeneous po lynomia.l, there exists a.n _integer k > 0 
2 2 k 
such that P(X) = (X1 + ••• +~) • 
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La.plo.cian b., i.e. v satisfies a.n equation of the form 
I\ k 
L.>. V = 0, 
for some integer k > 0. 
Thus vis polyha.rmonic. Nov via the unifornt litttit 
of such functions v over all compact sets in Rn; hence (by 
the observation we made in Example 13) vis also polyharmonic. 
5. On the other hand, suppose that the interior 
of K is non-void, and that w is polyha.rmonic; then so 
-are all the functions belonging to S. But, as we saw 
w 
in Theorem 41 , not every element of C(K) is the uniform 
limit over K of solutions of an equation of type (i), 
le·t a.lone of a. polyha.rmonic equation. It follows that 
v cannot be fundamental in C(K) • . · 
Q.E.D •• 
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• _.., . ' ·co· ·ctri c re . td t of _·:... . ::· J .:orsc • 
1i1e re ~.;·.1 l t ""./: i c .. T..-c s hul 1 1101.·r cons iJcr W('!.S _1u l) 1 i shed 
. . ! r r- (' ( l / 
' ' 
0•1 . V" l c·,-'· if J . 0 ~' C,111 ~) e s 0-1l it res :,c ct. i ve 1:.,. into sets \ .,. .. v L, 
-.· J.. 
i . !1 ', 
' ' 
Ll s l h '"' ~ r;-rr ·e,, l(lt A. ·and A! 
-~1 ' ••• ' --1 ~ ••• , -·r ..... .. '·J I' 1 l. 
congrt.ont I • 1, •. ,m). a.re . :;,. ::IJ • T') 1 [.'., C set s lS sn.ic to , e 
- -
('t 
...) . If it not ·)o.,rn,doxi c n.l 
r:-1.1· (1 to 1,·)C no 1 '"l 
- A ,I Li, • 
. : o rs e ' s r es u 1 t d c ·, c il c1 s u ) on t? e .LOlloTrin~~ sirnlc 'j 
corolln.ry of r1'~1corcr. 11 : 
Let G be a ser1i :·-roup wn ich 1 c..s ~n 
iavc .. ri ar.t ;· C8-n . - ct G = 
cnclonor:)hisms of ;:o r.i e linear space _._ su c?1 t:1~t the 1~1 ap 
s --~) T iG a ro ~rc 8ent~tion of G. 
s 
Let p be a sublincar 
fu-..1 ct i 0!1a.l on .,,C "':, 11 c1 is G- su binv n.ri ant ( i. c . su cl, thn. t 
~) ( rp ~· ~ ') ( ._. n (} 
.. r- ' I ...... '.,, , I 
., 
..,.T .., ,.., 
.. ... .:, 
T n, • .f' .l 
there exists a line~r 
rilnctionn.l P on _,. w_: icn is G-invaric!.nt, d oi;·inated by p , 
anc s 0 ht~u1tF(y) =P(y) . 
Proo:.... . Let Y he t.11c linear 1 .. a:11 old 1n : -r;~1ich is 
Pcfinc a linear functional f on Y ) r .., 
fo r ever~.~ clc tc~d., oc... =-- of Y. 
, 
Su~11o'""c t~ r..t °'-. is positi ve . Then 
i1 H 
so thn.t 
~ ( -G'-. y) ; 
f [rs ( ~ . y) J = ~ . 9 ( rl' s y 
~ o<.. . p(y) 
=f( oc. .y,, 
x [ 1's( ""- •. r)] = - ot.. pC.rsy ) 
~ ~. :) ( - rJ. ... Y) 
,J 
..::::::. oc.. • p ( - y ) 
= - f( 0&..y), 
r[Ts( c,,.... y)J = f(~. y) for every sin G; 
t :!.lus f 1 s G- i nvo.ri n.nt . 
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rr1 eoren 11 n ow permits us to e xtend f to a lineo.r 
.P. ..L • 1 - , i unc viono. ·, on X which hn.s t h e desired p ro perties. 
{) . E • .,.. •• 
Sin ce t)1e ex .. stencc of po.r ac.:.oxi c c~ l p roper su,)s et s 
o ~ tic plnnc ho.s been e s tab lis ied (see Si cr~inski (1)), 
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1
.1.
11
• e Or Cl.l • ' . . . ..L • L 
l' ().f . 
. .,cts 
..J."t .. 
v" 
to 
')O j i-'· c:• 
... • ~ L, .. :, • 
sets 
-. 
'} . 
. . 
.n. .. , ••• ,1 .. 
l r• • l 
( ~ .. 1· J. ll " v .... 
,J. 
v 
• .J 
s J J. J.1.1 
. . . 
1 .._ [',, 0. , r. \ 1 C • 
. .... 1' "l ; .J. " l . 
.J... l - V\...; "' 
the co:·r •. s 0:1<.li, :-; Pt1.~1t:iv i -s i ons L~r<: co .. __:;rl c: t; si:.:iL1.rly, 
T) '"' ·, Ci "" C :"' ., 1 ) e S ') l 1· ,. ; • J . 0 
.,...J .......... 0 ...... ... • J.. v ......... V se ·s 
with 
r, 
n
,, .,, , ..... , 
[\. .u .. ) 1 ' ..• ' J 
.1 
.,,c ~""- •>'- t:!c linear s 1)acc D( n<-...) of n.11 bounclccl 
1 l , "'"" ..)_ . t' 1 r c <- - v a u c L ... 1111 c 1.1 1 o ~ 1 s on · i: c p an e • 
() 
Let G ;J t'1e ,.!:·1 0U :_) of all dis1)la.ccr1c:1ts o:t' R..,; r;. 
1s ·~cnera:L~ d. hy 2.11 -::.,· , 0. tr.::!.nsla.t.ions n.11e.1 rotn.tions of t ... 1e 
It ..J • l . ' l C8 t,Q,!) lS : 1 CC 11~ =s,~c.ri1:1lc 8 that G las ri.1. 
---
.. 
1 · v2i.r i ant ncQ,n . .,"OI1 l"er--',:)Ond1··,1rr; -1·.o e"c', S 1· n G dc..1....(>1·ne n11 
• - -...: ... J -· l l J. u, 
,- )V 
" 
') 
/ r, --\ ..I. ~ ( a) = x(l1 . s) for ll1 - ,. ) • T) ..... ... r...nc.. a in · " • s 
Let = 
s E. 
. 
r. ' 
""' 
uar.:!.cr t he usual o:)cr t"'~tor r u.l tipl i cation 
G is n. ~roup . ~urt: 10 r,:~o re, 
SO that t. lC 
rr ni =~ 
.J.. • ..J. Ji.. t' S c, S 0 
,-, 
l. 
s 
is u ren"escntution ,. 01 
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1 1: ·1 ct i o ::is X, 
, 
,1 
and t.hn. t f'r , 10~ 
ca,ch X into 
• L • , 
. 11..1..J ,"·1.· ·,1s ,!l. • l +.~,.c c'1...,r" ·,t,., --1· ,., · 1· 
• • - - .._ V i , Lv \, • J.. • • V ~ 
( :i = 1, ••• , 1. ; a,nd 
elc1· e ~1 t n 
i< . I 
.l.. • 
u 
() 
2,ad elencnts 
v into I\. 3 
I~ 
I 
l. t 
r.~ 
(
T. 
I ... :::: 
(k = 1, .•. , n) 
t~1~t 1Joii1t, -of ::;,...., ·w>o::,c 
i , ·(,c, _ '.""'' 5, 'l • ,leaot h~- a 5 , '1 
ca,rtc s i a,n co ore: L1a.tc.s a.re ( S c: , l') c{.) . 
n ·'"' 1' . C "' .",..- C.i . .; O'l 't 1 ~1 Oil ·v h ....,. 
.),c; .l. , \.v .L~ •• v~ ~ l• .... ;. .l. \.. ..,~/ 
(T _'")( a J , 
s ~ ' '1 
fo1~ 
S ince for c v0 r -r r ca.l oe,. a.nd e·ve y x in ./ 
n ( ,.,,, ~-J. - • _ ... I 
s 
( n, ) = oew . x(a . s ,, 
= ~. (Tx)(a) 
s 
·we 00serve t ?: a.t 
.. orcovcr 
for every 2 n. lll u . 
~ SU;_) \ 'I:- \ ( T X + m y )(a l: ) 
s L;, L 1 s .s , , ~ 
~ p(x; + P(Y 1• 
T~1us 1 i a Gu~ line a.r functiona. l on X; it is ~ l s o G-
invaria.nt , for 
' 
1} ( .l ...... 
.l t ~ / 
= p(x), si:ace G is n. group. 
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j o,· r1 :!core, 1 · 13 n.::; sures us of' tl e exi stien cc of a 
· C- - in nriant li·1w11· fu.::.c tiona,l F on .. : whic:~ is douinn.tc,i by 
!. • 
~ - 1, since ( )Ccn.use of our c_::.01ce 
of d) at least one of t~o noi~ts 
::i ): .s lies in S; 
' ', 
hence 
~n the otllel" ha.nu , 
= F( " A + X n) 
= F ( x . .- ) + F ( Xn) 
= ) . L-J F( XA.) _+ J 
'. F(T X ) + \ F('r"'" X ) '-J s . ). . L ic t,I i\. J J { l( = 
= L ;F( X. ! ) + L kP( XB_.) 
u J · le 
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hence 
·-,( V \ Q 
r A.c• J = • 
•> 
his is 0, contrdi ct ion; hence S caw1.ot be ~10.rn.clo :;- i co.l. · 
1) • I~. ·1) • • 
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F. 
In 1 1_, ,, cndix B of Chc.~tcr 3 we noted t lu1t t he proof 
of 1r;1corer:1 3~ ncr:iits sor.J.e c;encralisa..tions which rne,!ce 
fuller t se of t:10 power of' the ~Tnhn- Dana ci1 '11..-:.eorem; the 
idea. of t: .. is type of .._)roof goes be.ck at le:1st as far 
( 2 "' D . ~ / ns a paper 1 01 1eu tonne . 
Let ,: be a linear spn.ce. Let f be a 
------
li 1cc,r fn , ctio:iu.l on and (f.) a sequence of linear l . 
functionals on ~ .. 
und 
1 irn . f . ( X) = 0 ). 1 for every ::~ l·n ),. ... , 
J'.sµp. \ r.(x) \ for every x 111 
- i - i . ' 
w 1ere l' is soL1 e no:n- ne :::;at.i ve real nur.1ber . 
exists a scalar seql encc ( A. ) sucl1. that 
1 
Then there 
L iJ Ai I < OO ' 
c.n<l 
r = ' . A .• r .. L i 1 1 
is ·t11e re ·1rcsentation tl e orer.1 for contiauous linear 
fu ... 1ction" ls on t.,~e G.1.JO. Co ( c ) of all real sequc 1ces 
0 
Tr 11 en converb e to O. It is wort;.1 :noting t ... 1at there is 
not:: i c; essc~ Liul here a0out the restriction of the f. 
1 
to sequences; a s i .li la.r result .1olds w:1e1 t ... 1c i are 
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c:wse .. 1 " l.i'Oi •• 
Theo ·c:·~ ,: 6 . Let f be 
P. linc :or f U', ctioncl on X, n.nd let l ft : t E. n1} ,c 
co 1Liil tl OUS, 
such t ~::1t 
t.!. s -;.. ::?-1. )r.J. (::'. I for eve!:v ·x ];l :':. 
v l, 
Then there exists a regular Borel .mea~ure A on ·R1 such that 
I'roo: . ::-.'or "'T cv0ry _ _._ l.i1 
-' '-
"7)1 into itself :)y _ .. 
l•' ... (t) = .C' (,-) ..L -'· .,,, .... 
I., 
"' 1or 
-£or every 
clefinc CL n t' X Ull C l O 1. F 
t l 1 every lll ~v 
• 
.. ,. 
.lo. 
'Tr 1n 
on 
"'<.T 
.JJ,... 
( ii) c ~: ;;1 res t ::::tt c 2... c>. s u ch function is cont.in 1ous. 
L t ( "') l , ,. ' f 11 t . f t . c ,, 1 1) C "t.,.·e 0-:-) ;-:1.. ce o :::1 co:1 · 1:Y ou s u:ic :;..ons 0 
on n l · t · t lf , · 1 • .. 1.. 11 o i sc · w~- ic,1 vc. ... is~ a.t ±. 00 • It follows from 
th ('.t o.,11 t l:e f :.1 ct. ~-or!.s F 
.. -
., .. 
belon,.. to 
... 
(~-)) ... .. . 
0 
~e~ine n li~oa.r o p era.to r Ton X into V ( I;.1 ) b 
0 
Tx = P ~o. every x in X; 
' ' . 
,._Ci :..PC ::: n .J. .., t , .. "I ""'\ 1· , 0 "'l r, i • , 0 C'> 
.J.. ., .L .. ~ V .J .._.,,_J ..-. l.,.. r, ( -,. 
.;. _,._ J C: V (n1 / 
o ' 
-' / n .. ' 
= ~ ( ""-
' - ' .: f o:4 r l~,. .l. - '-
. r-,( .. r ' l::l ... ., ... ; • I \ .1.. -~, 
( r-, .. - \ I .c:::::::. 
.J.. ... • .___.._ 
= 
= 
= 
. , e". f ·"' / '• \ l 
.. . ,., .... ) t I .l t \ .... I 
1.: • II F 1J 
.·. II 11,x ll , 
s line ~ 4 ~uactional . 
1.. .. t. ~ 1 C .. ~ :i r~ :-~ I~ 0. ,re ;;c' _t: . ·,io:.~ M"i <•r' r··· 
----' --·-' I-=-~' ·-----
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J-;-
v 
ular Borel measure A () : : . ,1 f;r:c,: ..t.1' "\("\ t 4 \, I,., ' .I,;, 
11 
. ,;+ ( "";' 
1· ~ I 
·,a-ti c1 i 1 ., •• 
._ A " • 1 ..,.4. ' 
¢( ~""J 
_,. 
" ( \ :. ·,: 
-~ .. t ( "';: / 
ft \ 
4.1 
r., t :t. oa • 'Tc•1 cc 
I• • • ' 
= J1 
... 
== l 1 
= 
::;; ~ (t 
... ~ \ ; 
if ..I. 
r.i(-'-' {. 
... u) , A ( t i 
F .(t)!d A(t) 
fJ_(x) . c )\ (t 
t., 
1. or every :;· 
for every Ii' 
for 
r 
./\,. . 
oft 
...... ( ... , 1 
~v I • 0 / 
- in ~,. 
~ ' 
,., ... . , ,-, 
·.; • ..J . ~ •• 
.t,..Y ____ ._ 
1 . ,... . , . 1 Ll ( n 1) inc r x u:1ct, 10,.1n, on 1 .. 
59 -
for which there exists a non-negative real number r: 
such that 
f(x) l ~ 
then Theorem 46 permits us to write 
where A i 
this becomes 
l ( X,i = 11 ~(t1.>' A (t. 1 
"I 
regu r Bo"el measu 0 on , ...  -..... 
s) ;:l ist A(t) "o = e • 
f(x) = _{
00 
:x{s).h{s).ds. 
-oo 
f Ll(Rl), or every x in 
!'or every x in Ll(Rl), 
.. Writing 
,every s .in l 
' 
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